PRESEIITATION

The articles in this book are placed in
chronological order and by author' They
appear as .fblk.tws: Lenin, Stalin and Mao
Tsetung. The explanatory notes have been
added to meet the neetls of this edition.

This is a collection of articles by Lenin, Stalin and Mao
Tsetung on the communist press; an excerpt of the History
of the Cornmunist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolshevik)

published under Stalin's leadership

is

included as

an

appendix.
Taken together, these articles, constitute an excellent
synthesis of the lessons drawn in the working class' f ight to
establish a true communist press.
By reprinting these writings today, we hope to give the
readers a correct idea of what a communist newpaper is.
This collection will guide us in the struggle to build the
weekly Forge. At the present time, a weekly newspaper of
the working class is key to the CCL(ML)'s central task, the

creation

of a true Marxist-Leninist communist party in

Canada. By taking up, with heightened consciousness, the
task of building the weekly Forge, we will advance more
rapidly in the struggle for the creation of the party that the
working class lacks so much.
Fight to make the Forge "a part of an enormous pair of
smith's bellows that would fan every spark of class struggle
and popular indignation into a general conflagration" as
Lenin said (What Is To Be Done?, p.1'12).
A conflagration that will destroy capitalist exploitation and oppression, allowinq a socialist Canada to shinc
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OUR IMNIEDTATE TASK

Ths Rrrssian working-class movement is torlay going
through a periotl of transition. The splendid beginning
achieved by the SociaI-Democratic workers' organisations iu
the Western area, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev, and other
cities was consummated by the formation of the Russian
Social-Democratic Labour Party (spring 1898). Russian
Social-Democracy seems to have exhausted, for the time

evolve a suitable form for it and to get rid completely of
narrow local isolation-strch is the immediate and most

sentat,ives of the entire working class of the whole country
are conscious of themsttlves as a single working class and

launch a struggle that is
cmployers, but against t
aga'insi the goveinment
when the indlvidual wor

individual

talists and
lass. Only
a member
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to tho irrordirrate exaggeration of local and chance peculiarities. Enough of our amateurishnessl We have attaineil sufflcient maturity to go over lo cornmon actlon, to the elaboration of a common Party programme, to the joint discussion of our Party tactics and organisation.
Russian Social-Democracy has done a great deal in criticising old revolutionary and socialist theories; it has
not limited itself to criticism and theorising alone; it has
shown that its programme is not hanging in the air but
is meeting the extensive spontaneous movoment among the
people, that is, among the factory proletariat. It has now
to make the
but very irnportant,

step-to elab
to our cond

narlu lot definite political and socialist itleals. This is someitini tn"t c"rnot be achieved by local activity-alone.
Looal Social-Democratic activity has attained a fairly
high level in our country. The sceds of Social-Democratic
id6as have been broadcast throughout Russia; workers'leaflets-the earliest form of Social-Democratic literature-are
known to all Russian workers from St. Petersburg to Krasnohat is now lackyarsk,
k into the work
ing is
the overcoming
of.-a s
he narrow "amaof whi
teurish" character of local work. Because of this amateur-

he movement adapted
is not conflned to

simple service to the worl<ing-class movement: it reprosetts "lhe combination ol socialism and, tltc worhing-class
moaemerul" (to use Karl Kautsky's defrnition which ropeats
the basic ideas of the Comrnunist Manifeslo); the task of
Social-Democracy is to bring definite socialist ideals to
the spontaneous working-class uovement, to connect this
movement utith socialist convictions that shoukl attain the
level of contemporary science, to conncct it with the regular political struggle for democracy as a means of achieving socialism-in a word, to fuse this spontaneous movement
into one indestructible whole with the activity of. the reuolutionary party. The history of socialism antl democracy
in Western Europe, the history of the Russian revolutionary
movement, the experience of our working-class movementsnch is the muteriq.J we must master to elaborate a purposeful organisation anil purposeful tactics for our Party.
"The analysis" of this material must, however, be done independently, since there are no readv-made models to be
found anywhere. On the one hand, the Russian working-class
movement exists under conilitions that are quite different
from those of Western Europe. It would be most dangerous

to have any illusions on this score. On the other

hand,

Russian Social-Democracy differs very substantially from
former revolutionary parties in Russia, so that tho necessity of learning revolutionary technique antl secret organisation from the old Russian masters (we do not in the ]east
hesitate to admit this necessity) does not in any way relieve
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us of the duty of assessing them

conspiracies,
to tne barricades
or, in general, to
for an-attack on

cal

critically and elaborating

"call tho workers
Y P. B' Axelrod),
this or that-"pian"
has been thought

cortain newspaper is not organised-will to a considerable
extent remaio bare words. An economic struggle that is not
united bya central organ cannot become the classstruggle of
the entire Russian proletariat. It is impossible to conduct a
political struggle if the Party as a wholo fails to make
statements on all questions of polioy and to givo direction to
the various manifestations of the struggle. The organisation
and disciplining of the revolutionary forces and the developmont of revolutionary technique are impossible without the
discussion of all these questions in a central organ, without
| lro collcctive elaboration of certain f orms and rules lor the
conr!,ucl ol aflairs, without the establishment-through
I he central organ-of every Party member's responsibility
to tho entire Party.
In speaking of the necessity to concentrate a/l Party
forces-all literary forces, aIt organisational abilities,
all material resources, etc.-on the foundat,ion and correct conduct of the organ of the rvhole Party, we do not
for a moment think of pushing other forms of activity into
tho background-e.g,, local agitation, demonstrations, boyr:ott, the persecution of spies, the hitter campaigns against
individual representatives of the bourgeoisie and the government, protest strike-s, etc,, etc. On the contrary, we are convinced-that all these forms of activit,y constitute the Dasis
of the Party'-s activity, btt, without their unification through
an organ of the whole Party, these forms o[ revolutior]ary
ol their significance; they do not lead
"*trugile lose nine-tenths
to the creation of common Party experience, to the creation
of Party traditions and continuity' The Party organ,- far
from competing with such activity, will exercise tremendor.rs
inflrrence on iti extension, consolitlation, and systematisation.

parties. Apart from nswspapers' the wo-rkers of Gernrany,
Frnnce, etC,, have numerous other means for the pubtic ntanifostation of their activity, for organising the movementparliamentary activity, election agitation, publio mec[iugs,
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AN URGENT

QUESTION

In the previous article we said that our immeiliate task
is to establish a Party orgar, one that appears anil oan be
delivered regularly, and we raised the question of whe0her
and under what circumstances it is possible to achieve this
aim. Let us examine the more important aspects of this
question.

Themainobjectionthatmay be raised isthat the achieveof this purpose first requires the developmcnt
of local group activity. We consider this fairly widespread
opinion to be fallacious. We can and must immediately
set about fourrding the Party organ-and, it follows, the
Party itself-and putting them on a sound footing. The conditions essential to such a step already exist: Iocal Party
work is being carried on and obviously has struck deep roots;
for the destructive police attacks that are growing more
frequont lead to only short interruptions; fresh forces rapidly rcplace those that have fallen in battle. The Party has
resources for publishing and literary forces, not only abroad,
but in Russia as well. The question, therefore, is whether
tho work thnt i-e alrea.dy being conducled should be
continued in "amateur" fashion or whether it should
be organised into the work of ona party and in such
a way that it is reflected in its entirety in one common

ment

organ.

Here we come to the most urgent question of our moveto its sore point-mganisation. The improvement of
revolutionary organisation and discipline, the perfection of
our underground technique are an absolute necessity. Wo
must openly admit that in this respect we are lagging behind

merrt,
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modest, unseen, everyday work, much greater real hcroism
than the usual work in study circles.
The Russian socialists and the Ruseian working class,
however, have shown their heroic qualities and, in general,
it would be a sin to complain of a shortage of people. There
is to bo observed among the working youth an impassioned,
uncontrollable enthusiasm for the ideas of democracy and
socialism, and helpers for the workers still continue to
arrive from among the intellectuals, despite the fact that the
prisons and places of exile ar6 overcrowded. If the itlea of
the necessity for a stricter organisation is made widely known
among all these recruits to the revolutionary causer the plan
for the organisation of a regularly published and delivered
Party newspaper will cease to be a dream. Let us take one
of the conditions for the success of this plan-that the newspapcr be assured a regular supply of correspondence and other
material from everywhere. Has not history shown that
at all times when there has been a resurgence of onr revolutionary movoment such a purposo has proved possible of
achievement even io respect of papers published abroad?
If Social-Democrats working in various localities come to
regard the Party n€wspaper as llwir own and, consider the
maintenance of regular contact with it, the discussion of
their problems antl the reflection of the whole movement in
it to be thoir main task, it will be quite possible to ensure
the supply to the paper of full information about the riroven-rent, provided methods of maintaining secrecy, not very
complicatetl one5, ar
of the questior, that of deliver
to all parts
of Russia, is much m
an the iimilar task under previous forms of revolutionary movement in
Russia when newspapers were not, to such an extent, intended
for themasses of the people. The purposeofsocial-Democratic newspapers, however, facilitates their distribution.
The chief places to which the newspaper must be delivered
regularly and in large numbers are the indrrstrial centres,
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of information on the workers' conditions; the study of legal
Iiteraturo on many questions; consultation and reviewing of
certain types of foreign literature; maintenance of certain kinds of relations; aid to workers in obtaining a general education, in studying factory laws, etc.). Making
aflairs of this sort the speci,fic function of a special contingent of peoplo would reduce the strength of the revo-

lutionary army "in the hring line" (without any reduction of its "fighting potential") and increase the strength
of the teserve, thoss who replace the "killed and wounded." This will be possiblo only when both the active members and the reserve see their activities reflected in
the common organ of the Party and sense their connection
with it. Local meetings of workers and local groups will,
of course, always bo necessary, no matter to what extent
we carry out our specialisation; but, on the one hand, the

number of mass revolutionary meetings (particularly dangerous from the standpoint o[ police action and often having
results far from commensurate with the darrger involved)
will become considerably less and, on the other hand, the
selection of various aspects of revolutionary work as special
functions will provide greater opportunities to screen such
meetings behind legal forms of assembly: entertainments,
meetings of societies sanctioned by law, etc. Wero not the
Frencb workers under Napoleon Ill and the German workers
at the time of the Exceptional Law against the Socialists
able to deviso all possible ways to cover up their political
and socialist meetings? Russian workers will be able to do
likewise.

Furtber: only by better organisaiion and the establish-

ment of a common Party organ will it be possible to extentl
azd ileepen the very content of Social-Democratic propaganda and agitation. We stand in great need of this. Local work
ulust almost inevitably lead to the exaggeration of local

.r
particularitigs,to . :
this is impossible without a central organ whicb will,
at the same time, be an advanced tlemocratic organ. Only
then will out urge to convert Social-Deruocracy into a leading
fighter for tlemocracy become rcality. Only then, too, shall

'

Part of the maursc,ript is Dot er.taut.-Ed.
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DRAFT OF A DECLARATION OF THF EDITORIAL
BOARD OF ISKN,A 4 AND ZANYA,

In undertaking the publication of two Social-Democratic
organs-a scientific and political magazine and an all-Russian working-class newspaper-we consider it necessary to
say a few words concerning our programme, the objects for
which we are striving, and the understauding we have of our
tasks.

We are passing through aD extremely important period

in the history of the

Russian working-class movement and
Russian Social-Democracy. All evidence goes to show that
our movement has reached a critical stage. It has spread so
widely and has brought forth so many strong shoots in the
most diverse parts of Russia that it is now striving with
unrestrained vigour to consolifute itself, assume a higher
form, and develop a definite shape and organisation. Indeed,
the past few years have been marked by an astonishingly
rapid spread of Social-Democratic ideas among our intelligentsia; and meeting this trend in social ideas is the spontaneous, completely independent movement of the indus-

trial proletariat, which is beginning to unite and strugglo

against its oppressors and is manifesting an eager striving for
socialism. Study circles of workers and Social-Democratic
intellectuals are springing up everywhere, local agitation
leaflets are beginning to appear, the demand for SocialDemocratic literature is increasing and is far outstripping
t,he supply, and intensified government persecutiou is
powerless to restrain the movement.
Thc prrsons and places of exile are filled to overflowing.
Ilardly a month goes by without our hearing of socialists
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on the €ontrary, create for it a much broader arena and a
freer ficld of action. In the present period of the movetnent,
g to show a definitely harmful
ivert the movement to a false
ached lrom the theoretical clara whole, may destroy the con-

tact between socialism and the revolutionary movement
in Russia, on the one hand, and the spontaneous working-

this danger is not merely
imaginary is proved by such literary productions as the
Credo_which has already called forth legitimate protest and
condemnation-and lhe Separate Supplement to "Rabochaya

class movement, on the other. That

the Social-Democrats active in Russia support him.
It is still premature to judge how deep the cleavage _i-s,

and how far the formation of a special trend is probable
to answer
(at the moment we ar
ot yet _lost
t.hese questions in the
would bs
hope of our being abl
the situamore harmful to close
weltion than to exaggerate the clea
f tlro
come the resumpiion of literary
egun
Emancipation of Labour group, a
mocagainst the attempts to distort a
racy.6
The following practical conclusion is to be drawn from
l.he foregoing: *o Russian Social-Democrats must unil,e and
direct a-ll our eflorts torvards the formation of a single,
strong party, which must strugglo under the banner of
a revolutionary Social-Dcmocratic programme' which must
maintain the continuity of tho movcment and s1'stcmutically support its organisation' This conclusiou is not
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only when a Russian

social

2t

will

bethe Party possess a sound
We
come a real fact and, there
intend to devote our eflorts to the first half of this task, i.e.,
to creating a common literature, since we regard this as
the pressing demand of the move.ment today, and a necessary-preliminary measure towards the resumption of Party
activity.
The character of our task naturally determines the proour publica
gr
theoretical
co

ge
to

ial-Democra
The urgent
these questions at the present

time in pardiscussion of
ticular is beyond all doubt and requires no further ex-

planation after what has been said above. It go0s rtithout
saying that questions of general theory . are insepar-ably
connected with the need to supply information about
the history and the present state of the working+lass
movemenlin the West. Furthermore, \ue propose systematically to discuss all political questions-the Social-Democratic Labour Party must respond to all questions that
arise in all spheres of our daily life, to all questions of home
and foreign politics, and we must see to it that every SocialDemocrat- and every class-conscious worker has defrnite
views on all important questions. Unless this condition is
fulfrlled, it will be impossible to carry on wide and systernatic

reference has been made above, have a particularly harmful

present state of Party ,lscipline,- organ-ioffect upon
-andthe
sation,
the technique of secrecy. It must be publicly and frankly owred tha! in this respect wo Social-Demo-
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The distribution of these themes and questions betweeu
the magazine and the newspaper will be determined exclusively by dillerences in t're size and character of the two publications-the magazine should serve mainly for propaganda,
the newspaper mainly for agitation. But all aspects of the
movement should be reflected in both the magazine and tho
uewspaper, and we wish particularly to emphasise our oppositiou to the view that a workers' newspaper should devote
its pages exclusively to matters that inomediately and directly conoern the spontaneous working+lass movement,
and leave everything pertaining to the theory of socialism,
scidnce, politics, questions of Party organisation, etc., tG
a periodical for the intelligentsia. On the contrary, it is
xecessary to combine all the concrete facts and manifestations
of the workiug-class movement with the indicated questions;
the light of theory must be cast upon every separate fact;
propaganda on questious of politics and Party organisation
rnust be carried on among the broad masses of the working
class; and these questionimust be dealt with in the work o-f
agitation. The type of agitation which has hithert.r prevailed
almost without exception-agitation by mcans of locally published leaflets-is now inadequato; it is r,arrow, it
deals ouly with local aud mainly economic guestious. We
must try to create a higher form of agitation by means of
the newspaper, which must contain a regular record of workers' grievances, workers' strikes, and other forms of proIetarian struggle, as well as all manifestations of political
tyranuy iu tho rvhole of Russia; which must dritw definite
conclusions from cach of these manifestations in accordance
with the ultimate aim of socialism and the political tasks
of thc Russian proletariat. "Exteud the bounds and broaden
the content of our propagandist, agitational, and organisational activity"-tlis-stitement by P. B. Axelrod must
sorve as a slogan defining the activities of Russian SocialDemocrats in the immediate future, and we adopt this
slogan in the programme of our publications.
Here the question naturally arises: if the proposed pubIications are to serve the purpose of uniting all Russian Social-Democrats and mustering them into a single party,
they must reflect all shades of opinion, all local specific
foatures, and all the various practical methods. How oau
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and which

can Sooial-Democracy fulfil its mission.
From this point of view (outlined here only in its general
features, since it has been dealt with in greater detail and
more thoroughly substantiated on many occasions by the
Emancipation of Labour group, in the Malilestg of the
Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party and in the "commentary" to the latter-the pamphlet, Tlw Tasks ol the Russian Social-Denocrats
-and in' Thc Working-Class Cau,se in
Russi.a [a basis of the programme of Russian SocialDemocracyl), we shall deal with all theoretical and practical questions; and we shall try to connect all manifestations of the working<lass movement and of democratic

exist, nor shall we attempt to conceal or obliterate them. On
the contrary, we desire our publications tr become organs for
the discussion of all questions by all Russian Social-Democrats of the most diverse shades of opinion. We do not

desirable
ences,

in

in

order to clarify the depth of existing differorder to afford discussion of disputetl questions

on fundamental questions.
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as a guarantee that the Social-Democratic working-class
movement will grow and rvill, in the end, surmount all
the obstacles that confront it.
On the other hand, the principal feature of ourmovement,
which has become particularly marked in recent times,
is its state of disunity and its amateur character, if one may
so express it. Local study circles spring up and function indepcndently of one another and-what is particularly important-of circles that have functioned and still function in
the same districts. Traditions are not established and continuity is not maintained; local publications fully reflect
this disunity and the lack of contact rvith rvhat Russian SociaI-Democracy has already achicved.
Such a state of disunity is not in keeping rvith the demands
posed by the movement in its present strength and breadth,
and creates, in our opinion, a critical moment in its development. The need for consolidation and for a definite'form
and organisation is felt wit,h irresistible force in the movemcnt itself ; yet among Social-Democrats active in the practical field this nced for a transition to a higher form of the
movcment is not everywhere realised. On the contrary,
among wide circles an ideological wavering is to be secn;
an infatuation with the fashionable "criticism of Marxism"
and with "Bernstcinism," the spread of the views of the socalled "economist" trend, and rvhat is inseparably connected
with it-an effort to keep the movement at its lower level,
to
ckground the task of forming a reyolut
heads the struggle of the entire people.
II
h an ideological wavering is to be obser
sian Social-Democrats; that narrow
practicalism, detached from the theoretical clarifrcation
of the movemenI as a whole, threatcns to divert the movement to a false path. No one who h
of the state of affairs in the majority
has any doubt whatever on that score
productions exist which confirm this. It
tion the Credo, which has already called forth legitimate
protest; the Separate Supplement to "Rabochaya Mysl"
(September 1899), which brought out so markedly tho tr-encl
that permeates the wh,ole of Rabochaya Mysl; and, frnally,
the mauifesto of the St. Petersburg Self-Emancipation of

DEcr,AFArIo* or t-.,-P',o"9Rt1".
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resume the publication of the Party orgax. I3uL, in the Jreriod of confusion through rvhich \re are norv passing, suclr a
simple method is hardly expedient.
'fo establish and consolidate the Par[y neans to estabIish and consolidate unity among all Russian Social-Democrats, and, for the reasons indicated above, such uniLy caltnot be decreed, it cannot be brought about by a decisiorr,
say, of a nreeting of representatives; il, nrust be rvorketl
for. In the first place, it is necessary to work for solid ideological unity rvhich should eliminate tliscordance and confusion that-let us be frank!-reign among llussian SocialDemocrats at the present time. 1'his ideological unity musl
be consolidated by a Party programme. Secondly, \ve ulust
rvork to achieve an organisation especially for the purpbse
of establishing and maintaining contact among all tLe
centres of the movement, of supplying complet,e and timely
information about the movement, and of delivering our
trewspapers and periodicals regularly to all parts of Russia.
Cnly when such an organisation has been founded, only u'hen
a Russian socialist post has been established, will the Palty
possess a sound foundation and become a real fact, and, thcrefore, a mighty political force. We intend to devote our efi'orts
to the first half of this task, i.e., to creating a common literature, consistent in principle and capable of ideologicallv
uniting revolutionary Social-Democracy, since we regard
this as the pressing demand of the movement today and a
necessary preliminary measure tolvards the resumptiou of
Party activity.
As we have said, the ideological unity of Russian SocialDemocrats has still to be created, and to this end it is, in
our opinion, necessary to have an open anil all-emhraoing
discussion of the fundameutal questions of principle and
tactics raised by the present-day "economists," Bernsteittians, and "critics." Before we can unite, and in ot'dcr l,hat
we may unite, rve must first of all drarv firm and defirtite
lines of demarcation. Otherrvise, our unity lvill bc purely
fictitious, it wili conceal tlte prevailing confusion alrd lrinder its radical elimination. It is understanc[able, t]rerefore,
that we do not intend to urake our publication a me're store'
house of various views. On the contrary, we slrall condr-rct il
iu the spirit of a strictly defined tendency, This teudency can
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We appeal not only to socialists and class-conscious workers, we also call upon all who are oppressed by the present
political system; we place the columns of our publications
at their disposal in order that they may expose all the abominations of the Russian autocracy.
Those who regard Social-Democracy as an organisation
serving exclusively the spontaneous struggle of the proletariat may be content rvith merely local agitation and working-clas.s literaturc "purc and simple." We'do not understand
Social-Democracy in this way; we regard it as a rcvolution-,

ary party, inseparably connected with the working*lass
movement and directed against absolutism. Only when
organised in such a party will the proletariat-the most
revolutionary class in Russia today-be in a position to fulfrl

the historical task that confronts it-to unite under its banner all the democratic elements in the couutry and to cro\vn
the tenacious struggle in which so many generations have
Iallen witb the final triumph over the hated regime.

The size of the newspaper will range from one to two printed signatures.
In view of the conditions under which the Russian underground press has to work, thero will be no regular date of

publication.

We have been promised contributions by

inent representatives of international

a number of promSocial-Democracy,

the close co-operation of the Emancipation of Labour group
(G. V. Plekhanov, P. B. Axelrod, and V. L Zasulich), and
the support of several organisations of the Russian SocialDemocratic Labour Party, as well as of separate groups of
Russian Social-Democrats.
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calis for street protests"; of "street

demonstratious of a pronounced [sic!
and so on, and so forth.

l

political character";

*:!*r,
tong well-

organised party, whose aim is not only to win isolated concessions but to storm the fortress of the autocracy itself;

but the lack of any se[ point of view in 'rhese individuals
can only dampen our happiness.
Rabochcye Dyelo, of coulse, mentions Liebknecht's name in
vain. The tactics of agitation in relation to some special
guestion, or the tactics with regard to some detail of party
organisation may be chapged in trventy-four houru; but only
people devoid of all principlo are capable of changing, in
twenty-four hours, or, for that, matter, in twenty-four months,
their view on the necessity-in general, constantly, and
absolutely-of an organisation of struggle and of political
agitation emong the masses. It is ridiculous to plead different
circumstances and a change of periods: the building of a fighting organisation and the conduct of political agitatiou are
essential under any "drab, peaceful" circumstances, in any
period; no matter how marked by a "declining revolutiouary
spirit"l moreover, it is precisely in such periods and under
such circumstances that work of this kind is particularly
necessary, since it is too Iato to form the organisation in
times of explosion and outbursts; the party must be in a state
of readiness to launch activity at a moment's notice. "Change
the tactics within twenty-four hours"l But in order to
change tactics it is first necessary to have tacticsl without
a strong organisation skilled in waging political struggle
underall circumstances and at all times, there can be no question of that systematic plan of action, illumined by firm
principles and steadfastly carried out, which alone is worthy
of the name of tactics. Let us, indeed, consider the matter;
wo are now being told that the "historic moment", has presented our Party with a "completely new" question-the
guestion of terror. Yesterday the "completely new" question
isation and agitation; today it is terror.
hear people who bave so grossly forgotten
forth on a radical change in tactics?
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a decisive assault
apparently thinks

Rabocleye Dyito
exclaims: "Form
assault columnsl"
zeal than reason.
The main body of
ists of yolunteers
gnd insurgents. We possess only a few small units of regular
troops, and these are not even mobilised; they are not connected rvith one another, nor have they bcen trained to form
columns of any sort, let alone assault columns. In view of
all this, it rpust be clear to anyone who is capable of appreciating the general conditions of our struggle and who is
mindful of them at every "turn" in the historical oourse of

so impressive that no (isagreement in principle with this
conclusion is nory likely to be encountered. What we need

paper. A newspaper is what ve most of all neetl; rvithout
it we cannot conduct that systematic, all-round propaganrla
and agitation, consistent i! prinoiple, which is the chief
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paper. The Russiau working class, as distinct from tho other
classes and strata of Russian society, displays a constant interest in political knowledge and manifests a constant and

nities, it is quite feasible for the proletariat to found a polit-

icai

newspaper. Through the proletariat the newspapei will
reach the urban petty bourgeoisle, the rural handiiiaftsmen,
and the peasants, thereby becoming a real people's political
newspaper.

communication between the builders, enabling them to distribute the work and to view the common results achieved
by their organised labour. With the aid of the newspaper, and
through it, a permanent organisation will naturally take
shape that will engage, not only in local activities, but
in regular general work, and will train its members to fol.
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WHAT IS
TO BE DONE?,,
Burning Puestions of Out Moaement
(Excerpts)

ro

m
TRADE.UNIONIST POLITICS AND
SOCIAL.DEMOCRATIC POLITICS
I7e shall start ofi aga:rr- by Praising the Rabocbeye Dyelo'
"Exposure Literature and the Proletarian Struggle" is - the
title Martynov gave his article in No. ro of the Rabocheye
Dyelo, on his difierences with the Is&ra. He formulated the
substance of these difierences as follows: "We cannot coflfine ourselves entirely to exposing the system that stands in
its" (the working-class party's) "path of development' We
must also react 10 the immediate and curren! interests of
the proletariat." (P. 6i.) " . . . the Ishra, .' is in fact an
organ of revolutionary opposition that exposes the state of
afiairs in our .orotry, paiticularly the political state of affairs. . We, ho*errer, work and shall continue to work
for the cause of the working class in close organic contact
with the proletarian struggle." (P. 61.) One cannot help
being gratcful to Martynov for this formula' It is of out-

standing general interest because substantially it embraces
oot onfi our disagreements with the Rabocbeye Dyelo, but
the general disagreement betwecn ourselves and the '''Economists" concerning the political struggle. We have aheady
shown that the "Economists" do not altogether repudiate
"politics," but that they are constantly straying from the

Social-Democratic to the trade-unionist conception of politics.

Martynov strays in exactly the same way, and we agree,
therefore, to take his views as a rnodel of Economist error
on this question, As we shall endeavour to prove, neither
the authors of the Special Supplement to the Rabocbaya
Mysl, nor the authors of the manifesto issued by the SelfEmancipation Group, nor the authors of the Economist letter
published in the Iskra, No. rz, will have any right to complain against this choice.

A.

POLITICAL AGITATION AND ITS RESTRICTION
BY THE ECONOMISTS

Everyone knows that the extensive spread and consolidation of the economic* struggle of the Russian workers proceeded simultaneously with the creation of a "literature"
exposing economic conditions, i.e., factory and industrial conditions. These "leaflets" were devoted mainly to the exposure of factory conditions, and very soon a veritable passion
for exposures was roused among the workers. As soon as
the workers rcalized that the Social-Democratic circles desired
to and could supply them with a new kind of leaflet that
told the whole truth about their life of poverty, about their
excessive toil and their lack of rights, correspondence began
to pour in from the factories and workshops. This "exposure
literature" created a huge sensation not only in the particular
factory, the conditions of which were exposed in the given
leaflet, but in all the factories to which news spread about
+ To avoid misunderstanding we muet point out that here and throughout this pamphlet, by economic rtnrggle wc ioply (in accordance with

the meaniog of the term as accepted among us) gs !'practical cconomic
struggle" which Engels, in the passage quoted above, described as
"resistance to the capitalists," and which in frce countries is known as
thc profcssional, syndical or trade union struggla
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the facts exposed. And as the poverty and want among
the workers in the various enterprises and in the vatious
trades are much the same, the "truth about the life of the
workers" stirred all, Even among the most backward workers,
a veritable passion arose to "go into print" - a noble passion
for this rudimentary form of war against the whole of the
contemporary social system which is based upon robbery and
oppression. And in the overwhelming maiority of cases these
"leaflets" were in truth a declaration of wat, because the
exposures served greatly to agitate the workers; they evoked
among them the corilmon demands for the removal of the
most glaring evils and toused in them a readiness to support
these demands with strikes. Finally, the employers themselves were compelled to recogtize the significance of these
leaflets as a declaration of war, so much so that in a latge
number of cases they did not even wait for the outbreak
of hostilities. As is always the case, the mete publication
of these exposures made them efiective, and they acquired
the significance of a strong moral influence. On more than
one occasion, the mere appearance of a leaflet proved sufficient to secure the satisfaction of all or. part of the demands
put forward. In a word, economic (factory) exposures \rere
and remain an important lever in the economic struggle.
And they will continue to retain this significance as long as
capitalism exists, which creates the need for the workers to
defend themselves. Even in the most advanced countries
o[ Europe we can still witness how the exPostrrc of evils in
some backward ttade, or in some forgotten branch o[ domestic
industry, serves as a starting point for thc awakening of
class consciousness, for the beginning o[ o traclc union struggle, and for the spread of Socialisrn.+
The overwhelming maiority of Rrrssirttr Social-Democrats
*In thc ptesent chaptcr, we tlcnl orrly witlr thc political struggle, in
its broadcr or nrrrowct mcaninS. 'l'lrcrcIorr, wc llote only in passing,
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have of late been alrnost entirely absorbed by this work of
organizing the exposure of factory conditions. It is sufficient to recall the Rabochaya Mysl to see to what extent
they were taken up by it. So much so, indeed, thar they
lost sight of the f.act that this, taken by itself , is in essence
still not Social-Democratic vork, but merely trade union
work. As a mattet of. f.act, these exposures merely dealt
with the relations between the workers in a gizten trade and
their employers, and all that they achieved was that the
sellers of labour po\yer learned to sell their "commodity"
on better terms and to fight the purchasers over a purely
commercial deal. These exposures could have served (if
properly utilized by an orgarization of revolutionaries) as a
beginning and a constituent part of Social-Democratic activity, but they could also have led (and, given a worshipful
attitude towards spontaneity, \yere bound to lead) to a "pure"
trade union struggle and to a non-Social-Democratic workingclass movement. Social-Democ:.^cy leads the srruggle of the
working class not only for better terms for the sale of labour
po\yer, but also for the abolition of the social system which
compels the properfyless to sell themselves to the rich. SocialDemocracy represents the working class not in the latter's
relation to only a given group of employers, but in its relamerely as a curiosity, the Rabocbeye Dyelo's charge that the Iskta is
!'too restrained" in regatd to the economic struggle. (Tu:o Congresscs, p. 27,
rehashed by Martynov in his pamphlet Social-Democracy and tbe Working
Class.) If those who make this accusation counted up in terms of hundredweights or reams (as they are so fond of doing) what has been said about
the economic strugglc in the industrial column of the Isba in one year,
and compared this with the industtial columns ol the Rabocbeye Dlelo
and the Rabocbaya Mysl taken together, they would easily see that they
lag behind even in this respect. Appareotly, the consciousness of this
simple truth compels them to resort to aiguments which clearly reveal

their confusion. :'The lsba," they write, "willy-nilty (l) is compelled (t)
to reckon with the imperative demands of life and to publish at least (ll)
correspondence about the working-class movement." (Ta:o Congresses,
p. 2j.) Now this is really a crushing argumentl
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tion to all classes of modern sociery, to the state as an organized political force. Hence, it follows that Social-Democrats
not only must not confine themselves entirely to the economic
struggle; they must not even allow the organization of economic exposures to become the predominant Part of their
activities. \u7e must actively take up the political education
of the working class and the development of its political
consciousness. No:aa that the Zarya and the Isktahave made
the first attack upon Economism, "all ate agreed" on this
(although some agree only in words, as we shall soon see)'
The question arises: what should political education consist
of? Can it be confined to the propaganda of working-class
hostility to the autocracy? Of course not. It is not enough
to explzin to the workers that they are politically oppressed
(no more than it was to explain to them that their interests
were antagonistic to the interests of the employers)' Agitation must be conducted over every concrete example of this
oppression (in the same way that we have begun to conduct
agit^tion around concrete examples of economic oppression).
Ald inasmuch as tbis oppression afiects the most diverse
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far f.rom tackling the task of. organizing (or making a start
in organizing) comprehensive political exposure, is even trying
to drag the Iskra, which has undertaken this task, aoay t'rom
it. Listen to this: "The political struggle of the working
class is merely" (it is precisely not "merely") "the most
developed, widest and most effective form of economic struggle." (Program of the Rabocheye Dyelo, published in No. r,
p. ,.) "The Social-Democrats are now confronted with the
task of, as far as possible, lending the economic struggle
itself a political character." (Martynov, Rabocbeye Dyelo,
No. ro, p. 42.) "The economic struggle is the most widely
applicable means of drawing the masses into active political
struggle." (Resolution passed by the Congress of the Union
and "amendments" thereto, Tuto Congresses, pp. rr and r7.)
As the reader will observe, all these postulates permeate the
Rabocbeye Dyelo, from its very first number to the larest
"fnstructions to the Editors," and all of them evidently express a single view regarding political agitation aod struggle.
Examine this view from the standpoint of the opinion prevailing among all Economists, thar polirical agitation must
follout economic agitation. Is it true that, in general,* the
economic struggle "is the most widely applicable means', of
drawing the masses into the political struggle? It is absolutely untrue. All and sundry manifestations of police tyranny
* Wc say !'in general," because the Rabocbeye Dyelo speaks of genetal
principles and of the genetal tasks of the whole Party. Undoubtedly, cases
occur in practice, when politics really must follow economics, but only
Econoqists can say a thing like that in a resolution intended to apply
to the wholc of Russia. Cases do occur when it is possibte ,'right from thc

to caffy on economic agitation)'
One would think that this was clcnr enotrgh' It turns
out, however, that it is only itl wortls tlr:tt "lll" are agreed
on the need to devclop politicnl c()nst'iorrsrtt'ss, in all its asfor example,
Dects. It turns out thlt thc llaboclttyt l)ydo,

bcginning" to carry on political agitation i'exclusively on an
basis"; and yet thc Rabocbeye Dyclo hit upon the idea that
no necd for this wbatev
we shall Sqv that the
6oly do not.ignorc the
on thc coatiary, they a
tasks,

economic
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and autocratic outrage, and not only such as are connected
with the economic struggle, are not one whit less "widely
applicable" as a means o[ "drawing in" the masses. The
Zemsky Nachalniks,2r the flogging of peasants, the corruption
of the ofiicials, the police treatment of the "common people'l
in the cities, the fight against the famine-stricken and the

they were soldiers - do all these and a thousand other
similar manifestations of tyranny, though not directly connected with the "economic" sttuggle, represent, in general,
less "widely applicable" means and occasions for political
agitation and for drawing the masses into the political sttuggle? The very opposite is true. Of the sum total of the
cases in which the workers sufier (either on their own account
or on account of those closely connected with them) from
tyranny, violence and lack of rights, undoubtedly only a small
minority represent cases of police tyranny in the economic
struggle as such. Why then should we, beforehatd, rcstrict
the scope of political agitation by declaring only one of the
means to be "the most widely applicable," when Social-Democrats have, in addition, other, generally speaking, no less
"widely applicable" means?
Long, long ago (a year agol . . . ) the Rabocheye Dyelo
,,The masses begin to understand immcdiatc political
wrote:
demands after one, or at all events' aftcr scvcral strikes,"

if

whatever to conduct political ngitnriorr riplht from the begin-

ning, exclusively on an ..nnu,rlic h;rsis'" ('I'oo Congtesses,

I
I
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p.

rr.)

This very repudiation of part of its former errors
will show the future historian of Russian SocialDemocracy better than any number of leogthy arguments
the depths to which our Economists have degraded Socialismt
But the Union must be very naive indeed to imagine that
the abandonment of one form of restricting politics will induce us to agree to another form of restrictionl Would it
not be more logical to say, in this case too, that the economic
struggle should be conducted on the widest possible basis,
that it should always be utilized for political agitation, but
that "there is no need whatever'l to rcgatd the economic
struggle as the rnost widely applicable trleans of drawing the
masses into active political struggle?
The Union attaches significance to the f.act that it replaced
the phrase "most widely applicable means" for the phrase
"the best means" contained in one of the resolutions of the
Fourth Congress of the Jewish Workers' Union (Bund).22
'We
confess that we find it difiicult to say which of these
resolutions is the bettet one. In our opinion botb are "u)orse."'
Both the Union and the Bund fall into the error (partly,
perhaps, unconsciously, under the influence of tradition) of
giving an economic, trade-unionist interpretation to politics.
Whether this is done by employing the word "best" or the
words "most widely applicable" makes no material difierence
whatever. If the Union had said that "political agitation
on an economic basis" is the most widely applied (and not
"applicable") means it would have been right in rcgard to a
certain period in the development of our Sociaf-Democratic
movement. It would have been right in rcgard to the
Econotnists and to many (if not the maiority) of the practical
by the Union

workers of r898-r9ol, for these pl.actical Economists applied
political agitation (to the extent that they applied it at alll)
almost exclusioely on dn economic basis. Political agitation
on sucb lines was recognized and, as we have seen, even
recommended by the Rabacbaya Mysl and by the Self-Eman-
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cipation Groupl The Rdbocbeye Dyelo should have strongly
condemned the fact that the useful work o[ economic agita'
tion was accompanied by the harmful restriction of the political struggle, bul instead of that, it declares the means most
widely applied (by tbe Economists) to be the most widely
appticabtol It is not surprising that when we call these people
Economists, they can do nothing else but pour every manner
of abuse upon us, and call us "mystifiersr" "disruptefsr" "papal
Nuncios," and "sland€t€rs,"* go complaining to the whole
world that we have mortally ofiended them, and declare
almost on oath that "not a single Social-Democratic organization is now tinged vdth Economism."** Oh, these evil,
slanderous politiciansl They must have deliberately invented
this Economism, out of sheer hatred of mankind, in order
mortally to ofiend other peoplel
What real concrete meaning does Martynov attach to his
wotds about Social-Democracy taking up the task of "lending
the economic struggle itself a political character"? The economic struggle is the collective struggle of the workers against
their employers for better terms in tbe sale of tbeir labout
polDer, for the better conditions of life and labour. This
struggle is necessarily an industrial struggle, because conditions of labour difier very much in difierent trades, and,
consequently, the fight to improoe these conditions can only
be conducted in tespect to each trade (trade unions in the
ril?'estern countries, temporary trade associations and leaflets
in Russia, etc.). Lending "the ecooomic struggle itself a political character" means, therefote, striving to Eecure satisfaction
of these trade demands, the improvement of conditions of
labour in each separate trade by means of "legislative and
administrative measures" (as Martynov expresses it on the
* These atc exacdy thc erprcssions ured
z8 and 3o.
tlTao Congrcstcs, p. 1t

in Tao Conyessct, Pp' ,t'

12)

next page of his article, p. 4r). This is exactly what all workers' trade unions do and always have done. Read the works
of the thoroughly scientific (and "thoroughly" opportunist)
Mr. and Mts. Webb and you will see that the British trade
unions long ago recognized, and have long been carrying out,
the task of "lending the economic struggle itself a political
character"l they have long been fighting for the right to strike,
for the removal of all legal hindrances to the cooperative and
trade union movements, for laws protectiog women and children, fot the improvement of labour conditions by means of
health and factory legislation, etc.
Thus, the pompous phrase about "lending the economic
struggle itsell a political character," which sounds so "tetrifically" profound and revolutionary, serves as a screen to
conceal what is in fact the traditional sttiving to dejrade
Social-Democratic politics to the level of trade union politicsl
On the pretext of rectifying the one-sidedness of the Iskra,
which, it is alleged, places "the revolutionizing of dogma
higher than the revolutionizing of life,"* we are presented
with the struggle for economic rclorm as if it were some
thing entirely new. As a matter of fact, the phrase "lending
the economic struggle itself a political character" means
nothing more than the struggle fot economic reforms. And
Martynov himself might have come to this simple conclusion
had he only pondered over the significance of his own words.
"Our Party," he says, turning his heaviest guns against the
Islad, "cotld and should have presented coocrete demands
to the government for legislative and administrative measures
against economic exploitation, unemployment, famine, etc.'l
'*Rabocbelc Dyclo, No. ro, p. 6o. Thir il thc Mamynov variation of
thc appllcation to the present chaotic etate of our moveEent of the thesis:
!'Every rtep of real movement ir oore important ttran a dozen programs,'!
fiich we havc elready charactedzed above. As a oatter of fact, this
is merely a translation into Russian of the notorious Betnsteioian pbrare:
!T te oovenent ie cvcrything, the 6nal aio is oothing.''

No. to, pp. 42-4i Concrete demands
not this mean demands for social redoes
forms? And again we ask the impartial reader, do we slander
the Rabocbeye Dyelo-ites (may I be forgiven for this clumsy
expressionl) by calling them concealed Bernsteinians when
they advance, as their point of disagreement with the Iskra,
their thesis about the necessity of fighting for economic re(Rebocbeye Dyelo;

for

measutes

forms?

Revolutionary Social-Democtacy always included, and now
includes, the fight for reforms as pait of its activities. But
it utilizes "economic" agitation for the purpose of presenting
to the government, not only demands for all sorts of measures,

but also (and primarily) the demand that it cease to be an
autocratic government. More, it considers it its duty to
present this demand to the government, not on the basis of
the economic struggle dlone, but on the basis of all manifestations in general of public and political life. In a word,
it subordinates the struggle for reforms, as the part to the
whole, to the revolutionary struggle for libetty and for Socialism. Matfynov, however, resuscitates the theory of slages
in a new form, and strives to presctibe an exclusively economic, so to speak, path of development for the political
struggle. By coming out at this moment, when the revolutionary trlovement is on the upgrade, with an alleged special
"task" of fighting for teforms, he is dragging the Party backwards and is playing into the hands of both "economic'l
and liberal opportunism.
To proceed. While shamefacedly hiding the sttuggle for
reforms behind the pompous thesir about "lending the
economic struggle itsclf a political character," Marrynov
advanced, as if it were a special point, exclusioely economic
(in fact exclusively factory) rcforms. Why he did that, we
do not know. Perhaps it was due to carelessness? But if
he had in mind something elsc becidec "factory'l teforms,

then the whole of his thesis, which we have iust quoted,
all sense. Perhaps he did it because hc thinks it possible and probable that the governmeot will make "concessions" only in the economic sphere?* If so, then it is a strange
delusion. Concessions are also possible and are made in
the sphere of legislation concerning flogging, passports, land
compensatioo payments, religious sects, the censorship, etc.,
etc. "Economic" concessions (ot pseudo concessions) are, of
course, the cheapest and most advantageous from the government's point of view, because by these means it hopes to win
the confidence of the masses of the workers. For this very
reason, we Social-Democrats milst t ot under any circumetances or in any way whatever create grounds for the belief
(or the misunderstanding) that we attach greater value to
economic reforms, or that we regard them ae being paticulady important, etc. "Such demands," writes Martynov concerning the concrete demands for legislative and administrative measures referred to above, "would not be merely a
hollow sound, because, promising certain palpable results,
they might be actively suppotted by the masses of the workers. . . . " We are not Economists, oh nol We only cringe
as slavishly before the "palpableness" o[ concrete results as
do tlrt Bernsteins, the Prokopoviches, the Stnrves, the R.M.'s,
and tutti quantit23 We only wish to make it undetstood
(with Narcissus Tuporylov) that all that which "does not
promise palpable results" is merely a "hollow sound"l We
are oqfy trying to argue as if the masses of the wotkers were
iappable (and had not alrcady proved their capabilities,
notvithstanding those who aicri-be tliiir own philistioism to
them) of actively supporting eae?y ptotest against the autocracy even it it promises frsolutely no pal.pabh rcs4lts ubatloses

' P.'4r. "Of

courre, when we edvire tfie vorken

to ptercnt catain

cconomic lcmendr to the govcrnnent, ve do ro beccuse io thc cconomic
rphere the sutoctrtic tovclnurcot ir, of neccuity, prepercd to nelc certsio
conccssionl.t!
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Take for example the very "measures" for the relief of
unemployment and the famine that Martynov himself advances. Whereas tbe Rabocbeye Dyelo is engaged, iudging
by what it has promised, in drawing up and elaborating a
program of "concrete" (in the form of bills?) "demands for
legislative and administrative measures,'l "promising palpable
results," the Iskta, which "constantly places the revolutionizing of dogma higher than the revolutionizing of life," tried
to explain the inseparable connection betrreen unemployment
and the whole capitalist system; warned that "famine is
coming" l exposed the police "fight against the faminestricken" and the outrageous "ptovisional penal regulations";
and the Zarya published a special reprint, in the form of an
agitation pamphlet, of a section of its "Revierv of Internal
Afiairs" dealing with the famine.2a But good Godl How
"one-sided'? were these incorrigibly narrow and orthodox
doctrinaires; how deaf to the calls of "life itself" l Their
articles contained - oh horrorl - not a single, can you imagine it? - not a single "concrete demand," "promising palpable tesults" l Poor doctrinaires l They ought to be sent
to Krichevsky and Martynov to be taught that tactics are a
process o[ growth, of that which grows, etc., and that the
economic struggle i t s el I should be given a political chari
acterl
"In addition to its immediate revolutionary significance,
the economic struggle of the workers against the employers
and the government" ("economic struggle against the governmenC'l!) j'has also this significance: it coostantly brings it
home to the workers that they hnve no political rights."
(Martynov, p. 44.) We quote this pnssage not in order to
repeat for the hundredth and thournndth tinre what has
already been said above, brrt irr orrlcr pnrticrrlarly to thank
Martynov for this excellent new fornrrrln: "the economic
struggle of the workers nglirrst tlrc crnployers nnd the govern-
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ment." What a pearl l !7ith what inimitable talent and
skill in eliminating all partial disagreements and shades of
difierences among Economists does this clear and concise
postulate express the quintessence of Economism: from calling to the workers to ioin "in the political struggle which
they carry on in the general interest, for the purpose of improving the conditions of all the workers,"* continuing through
the theory of stages, and ending in the resolution of the
Congress on the "most widely applicable," etc. "Economic
struggle against the government" is precisely trade-unionist
politics, which is very, very far from being Social-Democratic
politics.

B. A TALE OF HOW MARTYNOV RENDERED
PLEKHANOV MORE PROFOUND
"'What a large number of Social-Democtatic Lomonosovs
have appeared among us latelyt" observed a comrade one
day, having in mind the astonishing propensity of many of
those who are inclined towards Economism to arrive, "all
by themselves," at great truths (for example, that the economic struggle stimulates the workers to ponder over their
lack of rights), and in doiog so to ignore, with the supreme
contempt of born geniuses, all that has already been produced by the previous development of revolutionary thought
and of the revolutionary movement. Lomonosov-Martynov
is precisely such a born genius. Glance at his atticle, "Immediate Questions," and observe how "all by himself" he
approacbes what has been said long ago by Axelrod (of whom
our Lomonosov, naturally, says not a word); how, for example, he is beginning to understand that we cannot ignore
. Rabocbalt M1sI,

Special Supplement, p. r4.
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the opposition of the various strata of the bourgeoisie (Rabocbeye Dyelo, No. 9, pp. 61, 62, 7r:' compare this with the
Rabocbeye Dyelo's Reply to Axelrod, pp. 22, z1-24), etc. But
alas, he is only "approaching" and is only "beginning," not
more than that, for so little has he understood Axelrod's
ideas, that he talks about "the economic struggle against the
employers and the government." For three years (r898-l9or)
the Rabocbeye Dyelo has tried hard to understand Axelrod,
but . . . but has failed to do so yett Perhaps one of the
reasons is that Social-Democtacy, "like humanity," always
sets itself only tasks that can be achieved?
But the Lomonosovs are distinguished not only by the
tact of their ignorance of many things (that would be half
a misfortunel), but also by the fact that they are not conscious of their ignorance. Now this is a real misfortune;
and it is this misfortune that prompts them without further
ado to attempt to render Plekhanov "more profound."
"Much water," Lomooosov-Marrynov says, "has flowed under the
bridges since Plekhanov wrote this book." (Tashs ol tbe Socialists in tbe
Figbt Against tbe Famine in Russia.) "Thc Social-Dcmocrats who for a
decade led the cconomic etruggle of thc working clars . . . have failcd
as yet to lay dovn a broad theoretical basis for Party acticc. This question has now come to a hcad, asd if we ehould wish to lay down such
c thcoretical basis we would ccrtainly havc to dccpcn considcrably the

principlec of tactio developcd at onc tioc by Plckheoov. . . . Our
present de6nition of the distinction between propaganda and agitation
would have to be difierent tban Plekhanov's." (Martynov had iust quoted
Plekhanov's words: "A propagandist presents oany idcas to one or a
few persons; an agitator presents only one or a fcw iclcas, but hc
presents them to a rnasr of people.") "By propaganda we would
understand the revolutionary elucidation of thc whole of the present
systen or partial manifestauons o[ it, irrcspcctive of whether it is done

in a form intelligible to individuals or to broad masses. By agitation,
in the ittict sense of the word," (sicl) "we would understand calling the
masses to certain concretc actions, facilitoting thc direct revolutionaty

intervention o[ the prolctariat in eociaI life."

S7e congratulate

Russian

- and

intcrnational

-

Social-

Democracy on this ncw, Martynov tcrminology which is more

strict and more profound. Up to now we thought (with plekhanov, and with all the leaders of the international workingclass movement) that a prcpagandist, dealing with, say, that
same question of unemployment, must explain the capitalistic

nature of crises, the reasons why they are inevitable in contemporary society, describe the need for its transformation
into socialist society, etc. In a word, he must present .,many
ideas," so many indeed that they will be understood as an
integral whole only by a (comparatively) few persons. An
agitator, however, speaking on the same subject, will take
as an illustration a fact that is most glaring and most widely
known to his audience, say, the death ftom starvation of
the family of an unemployed worker, the growing impoverishment, etc., and utilizing this fact, which is known to all and
sundry, will direct all his efiorts to presentin g a single idea
to the "massesr" i.e., the idea of the senselessness of the contradiction between the increase of wealth and increase of
poverty; he will strive to 7oilse disconrent end indignation
among the masses against this crying injustice, and leave a
more complete explanation of this contradiction to the propagandist. Consequently, thc propagandist operates chiefly by
means of the printed word; the agitator by means of the lioing
word. The propagandist nnust possess difierent qualiries than
the agitator. Kautsky and Lafargue, for example, we call
propagandists; Bebel and Guesde we call agitatots. To single
out a third sphere, or third function, of practical activity, and
to include in this function "calling the masses to ceftain concrete actions," is sheer nonsense, because the .,callr,, as a single
act, either naturally and inevitably supplements the theoretiLl
tract, propagandist pamphlet and agitational rpeech, or represents a purely executive function. Take, for example, the
struggle now being carried on by the German Social-Democrats against the grain duties. The theoreticians write research
works on tarifi policy and "call,,, say, for a fight for commercial treaties and for free trade. The propagandist does the
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in the periodical press, and the agitator in public
,f.".fr.t. At the pr"r.nt time, the "concrete action" of the
*urr", takes the form of signing petitions to the Reichstag
for this action
againsc the raising of the grain duties' The call

same thing

indirectly from the theoreticians, the propagandists and
rto.r, ,nd, directly, from those workers who carry the
it
" ^gi lists to the factories and to private homes soliciting
p.titiin
iignr,rrr.r. According to the "Irlartynov terminology"' Kautthose who solicit
sk"y and Bebel are both propagandists, while
thl signatures are agitators; is that not so?
The German example recalled to my mind the Getman
"to
word "Verballhornunj," which literally translated means
sixthe
of
publisher
Ballhorn." Johann Ballhorn, a Leipzig
as was
teenth ."ntury, published a child's reader in which'
drawthis
but
the custom, he introduced a drawing of a' cock;
poring, instead of portraying an ordinary cock with spurs'
it vritho;t ,p,ri, ,nd with a couple of eggs lving ncar
trii.a
'On
"Reoised
the cover of this reader he printed the legend
it.
the
Germans
edition by Johann Ballhorn." Since that time
as "Balldescribe an-y "rer,irion" that is really a worsening
you
horning." And you cannot help recalling Ballhorn when
"more prosee how the Martynovs try to render Plekhanov
Iound."
-In order
Wfry did our Lomonosov "invent" this confusion?
to one
only
to illustrate how the lskta "de'totes attention
a half
and
side o[ the case, iust as Plekhanov did a decade
;'According to the l.skta' propagandist tasks
,go '-ip. lg).
at least for the
iiu" ierr"tional tasks into the background'proposition
from
last
this
translate
;;;r;r;; b. tr). If we
language
human
ordinary
itr" t"ngr; ge' of. Marrynov into
(becarsJ humanity has not yet managed to learn the newly
According
inrn.nt.d terminology), we shall get the following:
to the lskra, the tm[r of political propaganda and political
agitation force into the background the task of "presenting
to the governmert concrcte lemands for legislative and ad-

.J..,

ministrative measures" that "promise certain palpable results'l
(or demands for social reforms, that is, if we are permitted
iust once again to employ the old terminology of old humanity, which has not yet grown to Matynov's level). W'e suggest that the reader compare this thesis with the following
tfuade:
"What also astonishes us in these progtams" (the programs advanced
by revolutionary Social-Democrats) !'is the constant stress that is laid
upon the beneEts of workers' activity in parliament (non-existent in
Russia), though they completely ignore (thanks to theit revolutionary
nihilism) the importance o[ workers participating in the legislative
trranufacturers' assemblies on factory afiairs (which do exist in Russia)
. . . or at least the importance of workers participating in municipal
bodies. ."

The author of this tirade expresses somewhat more straightforwardly, more clearly and frankly, the very idea which
Lomonosov-Martynov discovered all by himself. This author
is R.M. in the Special Supplement to the Rabocbaya Mysl.

(P.rr.)

C.

POLITICAL EXPOSURES AND "TRAINING IN
REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITY''

In advancing against the Iskra his "theory" of "raising
the activity of the masses of the workers," Martynov, as a
matter ol f.act, betrayed a sttiving to belittle this activity,
because he declared the very economic struggle, before which
all Economists have grovelled, to be the pteferable, the most
important and "the most widely applicable'! means o[ rousing
this activity, and the widest field for it. This error is characteristic, precisely because it is by no means peculiar to
Martynov alone. As a matter of. tact, it is possible to "raise
the activity of the masses of the workers" only provided this
activity is not restricted, to "political agitation on an economic
basis." And one of the fundamental conditions for the neces-
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of political agitation is the

organization of
,o*prei"nrioe political exposure. The masses cannot be
trained in political consciousness and revolutionary activity
in any other way except by means of such exPosures' Hence,
activily of this kind is one of the most important functions
of international Social-Democrary as a whole, for even the

sary expansion

applicable means

of drawing the masses into the political

movement, is so extremely harmful and extremely reactionary
in its practical significance. In order to become a SocialDemocrat, the worker must have a clear picture in his mind
of the economic nature and the social and political features

of the landlord and the priest, the high state ofiicial and
the peasant, the student and the trarnp; he must know their
strong and weak points; he must see the meaning of all the
catchwords and sophisms by which each class and each stratum

spreading its influence, thanks precisely to the untiring energy
with whfth it is conducting a campaign of political exposure.

working-class consciousness cannot be genuinely political
consciorrsness unless the rrorkers are trained to respond to
all cases, toitbout exception, of tyranny, oppression, violence

workers learn to observe from concrete, and above all from
topical (current), political facts and events, eoery other social
class and all the manifestations of the intellectual, ethical and

of political life. That is why the idea preached by our
Economists, that the economic struggle is the most widely

canouflages its selfish strivings and its real "inside workings"; he must understand what interests certain institutions
and certain laws reflect and how they reflect them. But this
"clear picture" cannot be obtained from books. It can be
obtained only from living examples and from exposures,
following hot upon the heels of what is going on around us
at a given moment, of what is being discussed, in whispers
perhaps, by each one in his own way, of the meaning of
such and such events, of such and such statistics, of such
and such court sentences, etc., etc., etc. These comprehensive
political exposures are an essential and fund.amental cotdition
for training the masses in revolutionary activity.
lfhy is it that the Russian workers as yet display little
revolutionary activity in connection with the brutal way in
which the police maltreat the people, in connection with the
persecution of the religious sects, with the flogging of the
peasantry, with the outrageous censorship, the torture of
soldiers, the persecution of the most innocent cultural undertakings, etc.? Is it because the "economic struggle" does not
"stimulate" them to this, because such activity does not "promise palpable results," because it produces little that is "positive"? No. To advocate such views, we repeat, is merely to
lay the blame where it does not belong, to blame the masses
of the workers for one's own philistinism (which is also Bernsteinism). !7e must blame outselves, our lagging behind the
mass movement for being unable as yet to organize sufiiciently
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And our business as Social-Democratic publicists is to deepen,
to expand and intensify political exposures and politicail
agitation.

the authors are being abused and outraged by the very same
dark forces that are oppressing and crushing him at every

o[ his li[e, and, feeling that, he himself will be filled
with an irresistible desire to respond to these things, and
ttren he will organize catcalls against the censors one day,
another day he will demonstrate outside the house of a govstep

ernor who has brutally suppressed a peasant uptising, another
day he will teach a lesson to the gendarmes in surplices
who are doing the work of the Holy Inquisition, etc' As
yet rl/e have done very little, almost nothing, to hurl universal
and fresh exposutes among the masses of the workers. Many
of us as yet do not apPreciate the bounden dilty that rcsts
upon us, but spontaneously trail in the wake of the "drab
everyday struggle," in the narrow confines of factory life'
Under such circumstances to say that the "lskra displays a

efiective than any number of "calls"; the effect very often
is such as will make it impossible to tell exactly who it was
that "called" on the crowd, and exactly who suggested this

A word in passing about "calls to action." Tbe only papel
which prior to the spring events2s catted upon the workers
actively to intervene in a matter that certainly did not promise any palpable results whatever for the workers, i.e., the
drafting of the students into the army, &)tts tbe "lskra." Immediately after the publication of the order of Jantary r,
on "drafting the r81 students into the artrt!," the lsfua published an article about it (in its February issue, No. z),26 and
belore any demonstration was started openly called upon
"the workers to go to the aid of the students," called upon
the "people" openly to take up the government's arrogant
challenge. IJTe ask: how is the remarkable f.act to be explained that although Martynov talks so much about "calls
to action," and even suggests "calls to action" as a special
form of activity, he said not a word zbout this call? After
this, is not Martynov's allegation, that the Isba was onesided because it did not sufficiently "call fot" a struggle for
demands "promising palpable results," sheer philistinism?
Our Economists, including the Rabocbeye Dyelo, were successful because they pandered to the backward wotkers. But
the Social-Democratic worker, the revolutionary worket (and
the number of such workers is growing) will indignantly reiect
all this talk about fighting for demands "promising palpable
results," etc., because he will understand that this is only a
variation of the old song about adding a kopek to the ruble.
Such a worker will say to his counsellors of the Rabochaya
Mysl and the Rabocbeye Dyelo; you are wasting your time,
gentlemen, and shirking your proper duties, by meddling
with such excessive zeal it a iob that we can very well
manage ourselves. Ttrere is nothing clever in your assettion
that the Social-Democrats' task is to lend the economic struggle itself a political charactet; that is only the beginning, it
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is not the main task of Social-Democrats. For all over the
world, including Russia, tbe police tbemsehtes olten make
tbe stafi in lending the economic struggle a political character,
and the workers themselves leatn to understand whom the
government supports.* The "economic struggle of the workers
against the employers and the governmeot," about which you
.1k" much fuss as if you had discovered a new America,
"t waged in a host of remote spots of Russia by the
is being
*orkers themselves who have heatd about strikes, but who

have heard almost nothing about Socialism. The "activity'r

every single political evenL In order that we may do this,
the intellectuatrs must talk to us less of what we already
know,* and tell us more about what we do not yet know
and what we can never learn from our factoty and "economic'!
experience, that is, you must give us political knowledge. You
intellectuals can acquire this knowledge, and it is your duly
to bring it to us in a hundred and a thousand times greater
measure than you have done up to now; and you must bring
it to us, not only in the form of arguments, pamphlets and
articles which sometimes
- excuse our frankness I - are rather
dull, but precisely in the form of live exposures of what our
government and our governing classes are doing at this very
moment in all spheres of life. Just devote more zeal to
* To ptove that this imaginary spcech of a vorker to ao Ecooooist ir
based on fact, we ehall refer to two vitoessee who undoubtedly havc
direct knowledge of t{re working-class moycmeot, and wbo arc least o[
all inclined to be partial towards us "doctrinaires," for one witnesg is
an Economist (who regards cven thc Rzbocbeyc Dyclo ae a political
organl), and the other is a terrorist The 6rst witness is the author of a
remarkably truthful and vivid atticle cntided :'The St. Pctersburg WorkingClass Movement and the Practical Tasks of Social-Democracy," published
h the Rabocbeye Dyclo, No. 6. He divided the workers into the following categories: r. class-conscious revolutionaties; z. intermediatc straturn;
3. all the rest. Now the interoediate strahrtn, he says, "is ofteo more
interested in.questions of political life than io its own immediate economic
intetests, the connection between which and the general social conditionr
it has long understood. . . ." Ttte Rabocbaya Myil :'is sharply criti-

cized":

"it

keeps on repeating the eaoe thing ovcr and over again,

things we have long known, read long ago," 1'Nothing io the political
review againl" (Pp. 3o-1r.) But cven the third stratum, "the younger and
more scnsitive sectioo of the workers, less corrupted by the avrin and
the church, who hardly ever have the oppocuoity of gettiog hold of
political literature, discuss political cvcnts in a raobliog way and ponder

ovet the ftagmentary news thcy get about ctudcot riots,"

etc.

The

terrorist writcs as follows: ". . . Ttrey read ovcr oocc or twicc the pctty
details of factory lifc in other towns, not thcir ovn, and ''ireo Sey rced
no Inorc . . . dull, they 6nd it, . . . To say oothing io e vorkctr' paper

about the governrDeot . . . is to rcgard the worhcr as a cmell chitd.
. . . The workers are not babics." (Sooboda; publirhed by ttc Revolutionary-Socialist Group, pp. 6fZo.)
Sociel-Dcmocntic trsLrl
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activity, because actioity is precisely tbe thing you yourseloes
tackl Bow less in worship to spontaneiry, and think more
about raising your a@n actiYity, gentlemenl

D.

WHAT IS THERE IN COMMON BETWEEN
ECONOMISM AND TERRORISM?

tegral whole. It is difiicult indeed for those who have lost
their belief, or who have never believed that this is possible,
to find some outlet for theit indignation and revolutionary
energy other than terror. Thus, both kinds of worship of
spontaneity we have mentioned are nothing more nor less
than a beginning in carrying out the notorious Credo program: Let the workers wage their "economic struggle against
the employers and the government" (we apologize to the
author of the Credo for expressing his views in Martynov's
words I !7e think we have a right to do so because the
Credo, too, says that in the economic struggle the wotkers
"come up against the political regime"), and let the intellectuals conduct the political struggle by their own efiofts
with the aid of terror, of course I This is an absolutely
logical and inevitable conclusion which must be insisted upon
- eoen tbougb tbose who are beginning to carry out this
program do not tbemseloes realile that it is inevitable. Political activiry has its logic quite apart from the consciousness
of those who, with the best intentions, call either for terror
or for lending the economic struggle itself a political character.
The road to hell is paved with good intentions, and, in this
case, good intentions cannot save one from being spontane.
ously drawn "along the line of least resistanc€," along the
line of the purely boutgeois Credo program. Surely it is no
accident either that many Russian liberals
-avowed liberals
and those who wear the mask of Marxism
- wholeheartedly
sympathize with terror and ate trying to keep alive the present wave of terrorist sentiments.
And the formatioo of the Revolutionary-socialist Sooboda
Group - which set itself the aim of helping the workingclass movement in every possible wan but which included
in its program tettot, and emancipation, so to speak, from
Social-Democracy
-this fact once again confirmed the remarkable penetration of P. B. Axelrod who litedly foretol.d
these results of Social-Dbmocratic wavering as lu back as
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tbe end. of ilg7 (Tbe Conteflpo?dry Tasks and Tactics)' when
he outlinid hi, temarkable "two perspectives." All the sub*qr.na disputes and disagreetrlents among Russian SocialDemocrats are contained, like a plant in the seed, in these

two

petsPectives.*

it

also becomes clear why the
Rabocbeye Dyeto, being unable to withstand the spontaneity
of Economism, has been unable also to withstand the spontaneity of tertorism. It is highly interesting to note -here
the specific arguments that the Sooboda advanced in defence
of teirorism. It "completely denies" the deterrent role of
terrorism (Tbe Regenetution ol Reool*tionism, p' 64)' but
instead stresses its "excitative signi6cance." This is characteristic, first, as teptesenting one of the stages of the bteakup
and deciine of the'traditional (pre-Social-Democratic) cycle
terrotism' To admit that the
of ideas which insisted upon ..terri6ed,''
and therefore dis.
be
govetnmeot cannot now
to
rupted, bY terror, is tantamount
terror as a system of struggle, as a
tioned by the program. Secondly, it i
as an examPle of the failure to un
iir[ or ;;tr"ining the masses in revolutionary activity"' The

f.lm ihit

point of view

Sooboda advocates terror as a means

of "exciting" the work-

ing-class movement, and of giving it a "strong impetus." It
is difiicult to imagine an argument that disproves itself more
than this one doesl Are there not enough outrages committed
in Russian life that special "excitants" have to be invented?
On the other hand, is it not obvious that those who are not,
and cannot be, roused to excitement even by Russian tyranny

will stand by "rwiddling their thumbs," watching a handful
of terrorists engaged in single combat with the government?
The fact of the matter is that the masses of the workers
are roused to a high pitch of excitement by the abominations
in Russian life, but we are unable to collect, if one may
put it that way, and concentrate all these drops and streamlets of popular excitement, which ate called forth by. the
conditions of Russian life to a f.ar larget extent than we
imagine, but which it is precisely necessary to combine into
a, single gigantic torrent. That this can be accomplished is
irrefutably proved by the enormous growth of the workingclass movement and the eagerness with which the workers
clamour for political literature, to which we have already
referred above. On the other hand, calls for terrot and
calls to lend the economic struggle itself a political character
are merely two difierent forms of. eoading the most pressing
duty that now rests upon Russian revolutionaries, namely,
to organize comprehensive political agitation. The Sooboda
desires to substitlte teffot for agitation, openly admitting
that "as soon as intensified and strenuous agitation is commenced among the masses the excitative function of terror
will be finished." (Tbe Regendation ol Reoolutionisn, p. 68.)
This is exactly what proves that both the terrorists and the
Economists underestimate the tevolutionary activity of the
masses, in spite of the striking evidence of the events that
took place in the spring,* and whereas the former go out
. Trir referr to the big rtreet daoonstrations vhich coo.ocnccd
rpriog o[ r9or. (Author'. oote to the r9o7 cdition. -Ed.)

is

the
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in search of artificial "excitants," the latter talk about "concrete demands.,' But both fail to devote sufiicient attention

to the development of. tbeir oon actir.tity in political agitation
and in the organization of political exposures. And no other
work can serve as a substitute for this work either at the
Present time or at any other time.

E. THE ITORKING

CLASS AS VANGUARD
FIGHTER FOR DEMOCRACY

we have seen thar the

conduct

of the broadesi political

nov formula has some value for us, and not because it illustrates Martynov's ability to confuse things, but because it
strikingly expresses the fundamental error that all the Economists commit, namely, their conviction that it is possible
to develop the class political coosciousness of the workers
from uitbin, so to speak, their economic struggle, i.e., making
this struggle the exclusive (or, at least, the main) starting
point, making it the exclusive, or, at least, the main basis.
Such a view is fundamentally wrong. Just because the Economists are piqued by our polemics against them, they refuse
to ponder deeply over the origins of these disagreements,
with the result that we absolutely fail to understand each
other. It is as if we spoke in difierent tongues.
Class political consciousness can be brought to the workers
only from usitbout, that is, only from outside of the economic
struggle, from outside of the sphere of relations between
wotkers and employers. The sphere from which alone it
is possible to obtain this knowledge is the sphere of relationships between all the classes and strata and the state and
the government, the sphere of the interrelations between all
the classes. For that reason, the reply to the question as
to what must be done to bring political knowledge to the
workers cannot be merely the answer with which, in the maioriry of cases, the p:octical workers, especially those inclined
towards Economism, mostly content themselves, namely: "To
go among the workers." To bring political knowledge to
the aorkers the Social-Democrats must go atnong all classes
of tbe population, must dispatch units of their army in all
directions.
!7e deliberately select this awkward formula, we deliberately express ourselves in a simplified, blunt way not because we desire to indulge io paradoxes, but in order to "bring
home" to the Economists those tasks which they unpardonably ignore, to make them understand the difierence between
trade-unionist and Social-Democratic politics, which they
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refuse

to understand. We therefore beg the reader not to

a single picture of police violence and capitalist exploitation;
he must be able to take advantage of every event, however
small, in order to explain his Socialistic convictions and his
democratic demands to all, in order to explain to all and
everyone the world-historic significance of the proletariat's
struggle for emancipation. Compare, for example, a leader
like Robett Knight (the well-known secretary and leader of
the Boiler-Makers' Society, one of the most powerful trade
unions in England), with Wilhelm Liebknecht, and try to
apply to them the contrasts that Martynov draws in his
controversy with the Isfua. You will see
I am running
through Martynov's article - that Robert Knight engaged
more in "calling the masses to certain concrete actions" (p.
tg) while lTilhelm Liebknecht engaged rnore in "the gevolutionary elucidation of the whole of the present system or partial manifestations of it" (pp. l8-1il; that Robert Knight
"formulated the immediate demands of the proletariat and
indicated the means by which they can be achieved" (p. 4r),
whereas Wilhelm Liebknecht, while doing this, rvas not averse
"simultaneously to guide the activities of various opposition
strata,'! "dictate a positive prcgtam of action for them"*
(p. d; that it was precisely Robert Knight who strove "as
far as possible to lend the economic struggle itself a political
character" (p. +z) and was excellently able "to submit to the
governmeot concrete demands promising certain palpable
results" (p. +l), while Liebknecht engaged to a much greater
degree in "one-sided'l "exposures" (p. 4o); that Robert Knight
attached more cignificance to the "foryard march of the
drab, everyday struggle" (p. 6r), while Liebknecht attached
more significance to the "propaganda of brilliant and finished
idcas" (p. 5il; that Liebknecht converted the paper he was
dirccting into "an organ of revolutiooary opposition that
r For errmple, duriog the Franco-Pruceian War, Liebknecht dictated
p(o8rao of actioo lor tbc obolc ol demooacyr- and this wac done
to ao cryco Fcstcr erteot by Mgsr and Eogeh iu It4E.

r
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members

of

organizations (obliged, as often happens, for

some reason or other to give up practical work) especially
cngaged in the collection of material concerning some pressing
question of social and political life in our country which could

among all the other classes? will this not mean a retteat,
or lead to a retreat, from the class point of view? Let us

who are immersed even in the study of, say, some special
branch of the metal industry, but you will hardly ever find

serve as a means for conducting Social-Democratic work
among othcr strata of the population. In speaking of the
lack of training of the majodty of present-day leaders of
the working-class movement, we cannot refrain from mentioning the point about training in this connection also, for
it too is bound up with the "economic" conception of "close
organic contact with the proletarian struggle." The principal
thing, of course, is propcganda and agitation among all strata
of the pcople" The work of the Wesr-European SocialDcmocrat is in this respec facilitated by the public meetings
and rallies, to which all are free to go, and by the fact that
in parliament he addresses the representatives of all classes.
We have neither a parliament nor freedom of assembly,
nevertheless we are able to arrange meetings of workers who
desire to listen to a Social-Democrat. 'S7'e must also find
ways and means of calling meetings of representatives of
all classes of the population that desire to listen to a democrat; for he is no Social-Democrat who forgets that "the
Communists support every revolutionary movement," that we
are obliged for that reason to expound and emphasize general
democratic task belore tbe usbole people, without for a moment concealing our socialist convictions. He is no SocialDemocrat who forgets his obligation to be abead ol eoerybody in advancing, accentuating and solving eoery general
democratic problem.
"But everybody agrees with this!" the impatient reader
will exclaim - and the new instructions adopted by the last
Congress of the Union for the editorial board of the Raboclteye Dyelo de6nitely say: "All events of social and political
lifc that afiect the proletariat either directly as a special class
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or as tbe oanguard ot' att tbe reoolutionary forces in tbe stluggte for freedom should serve as subiects for political propaganda and agitatior^." (Tuto Congresses, p. 17, our italics.)
Yes, these ate very true and very good words and we would
be fully satisfied if the Rabocbeye Dyelo understood them
and il it refrained lrom sayin:g in the next bleatb tbings
tbat are tbe oery opposite of tbern. For it is not enough to
call ourselves the "vanguard," the advanced detachment; we
must act like one; we must act in such a way that all the
other detachments shall see us, and be obliged to admit, that
\il'e ate marching in the vanguard. And we ask the reader:
Are the representatives of the other "detachments" such fools
as to take our word for it when we say that rve are the
"vanguard"? Just pictute to yourselves the following: A
Social-Democrat comes to the "detachment" of Russian educated radicals, or liberal constitutionalists, and says: I7e
are the vanguard; "the task confronting us now is, as far
as possible, to lend the economic struggle itself a political
character." The radical, or constitutionalist, if he is at all
intelligent (and there are many intelligent men among Russian
radicals and constitutionalists), would only laugh at such a
speech, and would say (to himself, of course, for in the
o'Your
majority of cases he is an experienced diplomat):
'vanguard' rnust be made up of simpletons I They do not
even understand that it is our task, the task of the progressive tepresentatives of bourgeois democracy to lend the
workers' economic struggle itself a political character' Why,
we too, like all the \flest-European bourgeoisie, want to draw
the workers into politics, b:ut precisely into trade-unionist,
and, not Social'Democratic potitics. Trade-unionist politics
of the working class are precisely bourgeois politics of the
working class and the 'vanguard's' formulation of its tasks
is the formula f.or trade-unionist politics. Let them even call
themselves Social-Democrats to their heatt's content, I am
not a child to get excited over a label. But they must not
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fall under the influence of those pernicious orthodox doctrinaires, let them allow 'freedom of criticisnr' to those who
are unconsciously driving Social-Democracy into tradeunionist channels."
And the light chuckle of our constitutionalist will turn
into Homeric laughter when he learns that the Social-Democrats who talk about Social-Demoqacy being the vanguard
at the present time, when spontaneity almost completely
dominates our movement, fear nothing so much as "belittling
the spontaneous elements," as "belittling the significance
of the forward march of the drab, everyday struggle, as
compared with the propaganda of brilliant and finished ideas,"
etc., etc. t A "vanguard" which fears that consciousness will
outstrip spontaneity, which fears to put forward a bold "plan"
that would compel universal recognition even among those
who think differently from us. Are they not confusing the
ryord "vanguard" with the wotd "reatguard"?
Ponder over the following piece of Martynov reasoning.
On page 4o he says that the Iskta's tactics of exposing abuses
are one-sided, that "however much we may spread distrust
and hatred towards the government, we shall not achieve
our aim until we have succeeded in developing sufficiently
active social energy for its overthrow." This, it may be
said in parenthesis, is the concern, with which we are already
familia\ for increasing the activity of the masses, while at
the same time striving to restrict one's own activity. But
that is not the main point iust now. Martynov, thetefore,
speaks here of reoolutionary energy ("for overthrowing").
And what conclusion does he arrive at? Since in ordinary
times various social strata inevitably march separately, "it
is, therefore, clear that we Social-Democrats cannot simultaneously guide the activities of various opposition strata, we
cannot dictate to them a positive program of action, we cannot
point out to them in what manner they should fight for their
daily interests. . . . The liberal strata will themselves take
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care of the active struggle for their immediate interesls and
that struggle will bring them face to face with our political
regime." (P. +r.) Thus, having commenced with talk about
revolutionaty energy, about the active sttuggle for the overthrow of the autocracy, Martynov immediately turns towards
trade union eoetgy and active struggle for immediate interests t It goes without saying that we cannot guide the
struggle of the students, liberals, etc., for their "immediate
inteiests," but this was not the point at issue, most worthy
Economistt The point we were discussing was the possible
and necess ary Patticipation of various social strata in the
overthrow of the autocracy; and not only are we able, but
it is our bounden duty, to gvide tbese "activities of the various
esire to be the "vanguard'" Not
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ers, able to guide all thc manifestations of this all-round struggle, able at the right time to "dictate a positive program of
action" for the restlcss studcnts, thc discontented Zemstvo
councillors, the incensed religious sects, the offended elementary schoolteachets, etc., etc. For that reason' Martynov's
asrlrtion is absolutely @rong - that "with regard to these, we
can come forward merely in tLte negatioe role of exposers of

abuses . . . we can only" (our italics) "dissipate the hopes
they have in various government commissions." By saying this
Martynov shows that be nnderstands absolutely notbing about
the role that the revolutionary "vanguard" must really play.
If the reader bears this in mind, he will be clear as to the
real rueaning of. Martynov's following concluding remarks:

"The Iskra is an organ of revolutionary opposition that exof afiairs in our country, particularly the political state of aflairs in so far as it afiects the interests of the
most varied strata of the population. We, however, work and
shall continue to work for the cause of the working class in
close organic contact with the proletarian struggle. By narrowing down the sphere of our active influence, we make it rnore
complicated to exercise that influence." (P. 61.) The true
meaning of this conclusion is as follows: the /s,tra desires to
eleoate the trade-unionist politics of the working class (to
which, owing to misunderstanding, lack of training, or by
conviction, our practical workers frequently confine themselves) to Social-Democratic politics, whereas the Rabocbeye
Dyelo desires to degrade Social-Democratic politics to tradeunionist politics. And, what is more, it assures the wodd
that these positions are "quite compatible within the common
cause" (p. 6). O, Sancta simplicitas!27
To proceed: Ftrave we suflicient forces to direct our propaganda and agitation among all classes of the population?
Of course we have. Our Economists, frequently inllined as
poses the state

cxclusively to activities among the workers, and severely con-

dcmn any deviation from this. The whole task then was
to consolidate our position in the working class. At the
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present time, however, gigantic forces have been attracted
io the moyement; the best representatives of the young generation of the educated classes are coming over to us; all
over the country there are people, compelled to live in the
provinces, who have taken part in the movement in the past
Lr *ho iesire to do so now, who ate gravitating towards
Social-Democracy (whereas in r8g4 you could count the socialDemocrats on your fingers). One of the principal political
and organi zatiotal shottcomings of our movement is that
we d.o not knoo hou: to utilize all these forces and give
them appropriate work (we shall deal with this in greater
detail in the next chapter). The overwhelming maiority of
these forces entirely lack the oppottunity of "going among
the workers," so there are no gtounds f'or feating that we
shall deflect forces from our main work. And in order to
be able to provide the workers with real, comprehensive and
live political knowledge, we must have "our own people"'
Social-Democtats, eveiywhere' among all social strata' and
in all positions from which we can learn the inner springs
of our state mechanism. Such people are required not only
for propaganda and agitation, but in a still latget measure
f.or orgatization.
Is tilere scope for activity among all classes of the population? Those who fail to see this also lag, in their consciousThe
ness, behind the spontaneous awakening of the masses'
to
worling-class movement has aroused and is continuing
oPpothe
for
support
for
arouse lir.oo,.n, in some, hopes
sition in others, and the consciousness of the intolerableness
,and inevitable downfall of the autoctacy in still others. I[e
would be "politicians" and Social-Democrats only in name
(as actually very often happens), if ure failed to realize that
tanifestation of discontent' and
our task is to utilize
"rr.ry
to collect and make the test of every grain of even rudi*.nr".y protest. This is quite apart from the fact that many
,ittio* of ,t. labourini pe","ntty, handicraftsmen' petty
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artisans, etc., would always listen eagerly to the preachings
of any at all able and intelligent Social-Democrat. Indeed,
is there a single class of the p,opulation in which no individuals, groups or circles are to be found who are discontented
with the lack of rights and with tyranny and, therefore, accessible to the propaganda of Social-Democrats as the spokesmen
of the most pressing general democratic needs? To those
who desire to have a clear idea of what the political agitation
of a Social-Democrat arnong all classes and strata of the
population should be like, we would point to political exposures in the broad sense of the word as the principal (but
o." course not the sole) {orm of this agitation.
!'We must arouse in every eection of the population that is at all
enlighteoed a passion f.or political exposure," I wrote io my article "Where
To Begin?'t (Islra, No. 4, May rgor), with which t shall deal in grcater
detail later. "W'e must not be discouraged by the fact that the voice
of political exposure is at present feeble, rare and timid. This is not
because of a wholesale submission to police despotism, but because those
who are able and ready to make exposures have no tribune from which

PaPer."

28

The ideal audience for political exposures is the working
is first and foremost in need of all-round and
live political knowledge, and is most capable of converting
this knowledge into active sttuggle, even if it does nc; ptomise "palpable results." And the tribune f.ot nation-utide
cxposures can be only an all-Russian newspaper. ,'Without
a political organ, a political movement deserving that name
is inconceivable in modern Europe," and in this respect Russia
must undoubtedly be included in modern'Europe. The press
has long ago become a pory.er in our country, otherwise the
government would not spend tens of thousands o[ rubles to
class, which
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bribe it, and to subsidize the Katkovs and Meshcherskys'
And it is no novelty in autocratic R'ussia for the undergtound
press to break through the wall of censorship and compel
ihe legal and conservative press to speak openly of it. This
was the case in the 'seventies and even in the 'fifties. How
much broader and deeper are now those sections of the people
that are prepared to read the illegal underground press, and
to learn from it "how to live and how to die," to use the
expression of a worker who sent a letter to the /sftra (No'
j)." Political exposures are as much a declaration o[ war

against the got:etnment as economic exPosures are a declatation of war against the factory owners. And the moral significance of this declaration of war will be all the gteater'
the wider and more powerful this campaign of exposure is,
the more numerous and determined the social class, which
has declared .aar in otder to comrnence tbe rttar. Hence,
political exposufes in themselves serve as a powerful instrument for disintegrating the system we oppose, a means for
diverting from the enemy his casual or temporary allies, a
rneans for spreading enmity and distrust among the permanent partners of the autocracy.
Only a parry that will organi4e rcally nation-oide expo'
sutes can become the vanguard of the tevolutionary forces
in our time. The word "nation-wide" has a vety profound
meaning. The overwhelming maforiry of the non-workingclass exposers (and in order to become the vanguatd, we
must attract other classes) are sober politicians and levelheaded businessmen. They know perfectly well how dangerous it is to "complain" even against a minor official, let alone
against the "omnipdtent" Russian government. And they will
.orn" t, zs with their complaints only when they see that
these complaints can really have efiect, and that we represent
a political force. In order to become such a force in the
eyes of outsiders, much persistent and stubborn work is re-

quired to ruise our own consciousness, initiative and energy.
To accomplish this it is not enough to attach a ,,yanguard,|
label on rearguard theory and practice.
But if we have to undertake the organization of really
nation-wide exposure of the government, what, then, will
be the expression of the class character of our movement?
- the over-zealous advocates o[ "close organic contact with
the proletarian struggle" will ask us. The reply is: the fact
that we Social-Democrats will organize these public exposures; that all the questions raised by the agitation will be
elucidated in a consistently Social-Democratic spirit, without
any concessions to deliberate or non-deliberate distortions
of Marxism; in the f.r* that this all-round political agitation
will be conducted by a party which unites into one inseparable whole the pressure upon the government in the name
of the whole people, the revolutionary training of the pro.
letariat, while safeguarding its political independence, and
guidance of the economic struggle of the working class, the
utilization of all its spontaneous conflicts with its exploiters
which rouse and bring into our camp increasing numbers
of the proletariatl
But one of the most characteristic features of Economism
is its failure to understand this connection, more, this identity
of the most pressing needs of the proletariat (a comprehensible political education through the medium of political agitation and political exposures) with the needs of the general
democratic movement. This lack of understanding is expressed not only in "Martynovite', phrases, but also in the
rcferences to a supposedly class point of view which is identical in meaning with these phrases. Here, for example, is
how it is put by the authors of the ,,Economist,, letter in
No. rz of the Iskta.* "This fundamental defect of the lsktc,,
+ Lack of epace has prevented
ug from replying in full, in the Isba,
to this lettcr, which is extremcly characteristic of the Economists. We
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(overestimating ideology) "is the cause of its inconsistency in
the question of the attitude o[ Social-Democrats to various
sociai classes and tendencies. By a process of theoretical
reasoning'l (and not by "the growth of Party tasks, which
grow together with the Party"), "the Iskta solved the problem
of immediately proceeding to the struggle against absolutism.
But in all probability it senses horr difiicult a task this
would be for the workers in the present state of afiairs" . .
(not only senses, but knows perfectly well that this task
appears less difiicult to the workers than to those "Economist" intellectuals who are concerned about little children,
for the workers are prepated to fight even for demands
which, to use the language of the never-to-be-forgotten Martynov, do not "promise palpable results") . . . "and lacking
the patience to wait until the wotkers accumulate more
strength for this struggle, the lska begins to search for allies
in the ranks o[ the liberals and intelligentsia" . . . .
Yes, yes, we have indeed lost all l'patience" to "wait"
for the blessed time that has long been promised us by
diverse "conciliatots" when the Economists will stop throwoon backardness upon the workers,
ing
own lack of energy by alleging that
r
and
strength. !7e ask our Economists:
ck
it is
what does "the working class accumulating more strength for

the exposure of the political attack on the Zemswos, on
were very glad it appcared, for tumourc about the Iskta o,ot maintaining
a consistint, class point of vicw, have tcathed us long ago ftom various

we have been waiting for an appropriatc oPportunity, ot
for a formulated expression of this current charge, to rePly to it. And
it is our habit to ..ply to ettecl:r not by dcfcncq but by countcr-attacks'

sources, and
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the teachers, on the statisticians, on the students, etc.? Is
this surprisingly "intricate mechanism" really so difficulr to
understand? Has not P. B. Axelrod repeated to you over
and over again since 1897: "The problem of the Russian
Social-Democrats acquiting adherents aod direct and indirect
allies among the non-proletatian classes will be solved principally and primarily by the character of the propagandist
activities conducted among the proletariat itself"? But the
Martynovs and the othet Economists continue to imagine
that "by economic struggle against the employers and the
government," the workets mvst first accumulate strength (fof
trade-unionist politics) and then "go over" we presume
from trade-unionist "training for activity"- to SocialDemocratic acrivityl
". . . In its quest," continue the Economists, "the lskra
not infrequently departs from the class point of view, obscures
class antagonisms and puts into the forefront the general
character of the prevailing discontent with the government,
notwithstanding the fact that the causes and the degree of
this discontent vary quite considerably among the 'allies.,
Such, for example, is the Iskta's attitude towards the Zemstvo. . . ." The Iskta, it is alleged, "pfomises the nobility,
who are discontented with the government's sops, the aid of
the wotking class, but does not say a word about the class
antagonisms between these strata of the population." If
the reader rvill turn to the articles "flhe Autocracy and the
Zemstvo" (Nos. z and 4 of the Iskra), to which, in atl probability, the authors of the letter refer,'he will find that these
articles?l deal with the attitude of the gooeTnrilent towards
the "mild agitation of the bureaucratic Zemstvo, which is
based on the Estates," and towatds the "independent activiiy
of even the propertied classes.'! In these articles it is stated
that the workers cannot look on indifierently while the government is carrying on a fight against the Zemstvo, and ttre
Zemstvo-ites are called upon to give up making mild speeches,
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and to speak firmly and resolutely when revolutionary SocialDemocracy confronts the governrnent in all its strength. What
the authors of the letter do not agree with here is not clear.
Do they think that the workers will "not understand" the

phrases "propertied classes" and "bureaucratic ZemsEvo
based on the Estates"? Do they think that urging the Zemstvo
to abandon mild speeches and to speak firmly and resolutely
is "overestimating ideology"? Do they imagine the workers
can "accumulate strength" for the fight against absolutism if
they know nothing about the attitude of absolutism also
towards the Zemstvo? All this too remains unknown. One
thing alone is clear and that is that the authors of the letter
have a very vague idea of what the political tasks of SocialDemocracy are. This is revealed still more clearly by their
temark: "Such also" (i.e., also "obscures class antagonisms")
"is the Iskrds attitude towards the student movement."
Instead of calling upon the workers to declare by means of
public demonstrations that the real centre of unbridled
violence, disorder and outrage is not the studente but the
Russian government (lskra, No. zs1, we should, no doubt,
have inserted arguments in the spirit of ilre Rabocbaya Mysll
And such ideas are expressed by Social-Democrats in the
autumn of r9or, after the events of February and March,
on the eve of a fresh revival of the student movement, which
reveals that even in this sphere the "spontaneous" protest
against the autocracy is outstripping the conscious SocialDemocratic leadetship of the movement. The spontaneous
stdving of the wotkers to stand up for the students who are
being beaten up by the police and the Cossacks is outstripping
the conscious activity of the Social-Democratic organizationl
"And yet in other articles," continue the authors of the
letter, "the Iskta sharply condemns all comptomises, and defends, for example, the intolerant conduct of the Guesdites."
We would advise those who urually so conceitedly and frivolously declare in connection with the disagreements existing
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arnong the contem porary Social-Democrats

that they are of
a minor nature and do not justify a split, to ponder very
deeply over these words. Is it possible to have successful
activity, within one organization, by people who say that so
far we have done astonishingly little to explain the hostility
of the autocracy towards the various classes, and to inform

the workers of the opposition of the various strata of the
population towards the autocracy, and by people who see in
this a "compromise" - evidently a compromise with the
theory of the "economic struggle against the employers and
the government"?
We urged the necessity of introducing the class struggle in
the rural districts on the occasion of the fortieth anniversary
of the emancipation of the peasantry (No. lt), and spoke
of the irreconcilability between the local government bodies
and the autocracy in connection with Witte's secret memorandum. (No. 4.) In connection with the new law we
attacked the feudal landlords and the government which
seryes them (No. 832), and welcomed the illegal 7*mstrro
congress. S7e urged the Zemswo to stop making degrading
petitions (No. 833), and to come out and fight. !7e encouraged
the students, who had begun to understand the need for,
and to take up, the political struggle (No. l) and, at the same
time, we lashed out at the "barbarous lack of understanding"
revealed by the adherents of the "purely student" trnovement,
who called upon the students to abstain from taking paft in
the street demonstrations (No. ,, in connection with the
manifesto issued by the Executive Committee of the }doscow
students on February zy). We exposed the "senseless dreams"
and the "lying hypocrisy" of the cunning liberals of the
Rossiyav (No. ,i and at the same time we connmented on

the fury with which "peaceful writers, aged professors,
scientists and well-known liberal Zemswo-ites were manhandled" in the government's torture chambers. (No. ,,
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"Police R.aid on Literature.") We exposed the teal significance of the program of "state concern for the welfare of
the workers," and welcomed the "valuable admission" that
"it is better by granting reforms from above to forestall the
demand for such reforms from below, than to wait for those
demands to be put forward." (No. 6js) !7e encouraged the
protesting statisticians (No. Z), and censured the strikebreaking statisticians. (No. g.) He who sees in these tactics an
obscuring of the class consciousness of the proletariat and
corrpromise wtitb liberalism shows that he absolutely fails to
understand the true significance of the program of the Credo
and ls carrying oilt tbat plogra?n de facto, however much he
may repudiate itl Because by tbat he drags Social-Democracy
towards the "economic sttuggle against the employers and
the government" and yietds to liberalism, abandons the task
of actively intervening in eoery "liberal" issue and of defining
bis outn, Social-Democratic, attitude towards this question.
(...)

LOCAL AND ALL-RUSSIAN WORK
The objections raised against the orgarization plan outlined
here on the grounds that it is undemocratic and conspiratorial are totally unsound. Nevertheless, a question still
remains which is frequently put and deserves detailed examination. This is the question about the relations between
local work and all-Russian work. Fears are expressed that
the formation of a centralized organization may shift the
centre of graviry from the former to the latter, damage the
movement, weaken our contacts with the masses of the
workers and undermine local agitation generally. To these
fears we reply that our movement in the past few yeats has
sufiered precisely from the fact that the local workers have
been too absorbed in local work; that therefore it is absolutely necessary to shift the c€ntre of gravity somewhat to

national work and that far from weakening, this would
strengthen our ties and the continuity of our local agitation.
Take the question of central and local newspapers. I would
ask the reader not to forget that we cite the publication of
newspapers only as an example, illustrating an immeasurably
broader and more varied revolutionary activity in general.
In the first period of the mass movement (1896-98), an
attempt is made by local Party workers to publish an allRussian pape\ the Rabocbaya GaTeta. In the next period
(r898-l9oo), the movement makes an enormous stride, but
the attention of the leaders is wholly absorbed by local
publications. If we count up all the local papers that were
published, we shall find that the avetage was one per month.*
Does this not clearly illustrate our amateurishness? Does
this not clearly show that our revolutionary organization
lags behind the spontaneous growth of the movement? If
tbe same numbq of issues had been published, not by
scattered local groups, but by a single otganization, we would
not only have saved an enonnous amount of efiort, but we
would have secured immeasurably greater stability and continuity in our work. This simple point is very frequently
lost sight of by those practical workers who work ectiaely
and almost exclusively on local publications (unfortunately
this is true even now in the overwhelming maiority of cases),
as well as by the publicists who display an astonishing
quixotism on this question. The practical workers usually
rest content with the argument that "it is difiicult"** for
* See Report to tbe Paris Congress,x p. 14. "From that time (1897) to
the spring of r9oo, thirty issues of various papers were published in
various places. . . . On an avetage, over one issuc pet month was
published."

** This difticulty is more appar€nt than
tbere is flot
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local workers to engage in the organization of an all-Russian
oewspaper, and that local newspapers are better than no
newspapers at all. The latter argument is, of course, perfectly just, and we shall not yield to any practical worker in
our recognition of the enormous importance and usefulness
of local newspapers in general. But this is not the point.
The point is, can we not overcome the scatteredness and
amateurishness that are so glaringly expressed in the thirty
issues of local newspapers published throughout Russia in
two and a half. yeats? Do not restrict yourselves to the indisputable, but too general, statement about the usefulness
of local newspapers generally; have the courage also frankly
to admit their negative aspects that have been revealed by
the experience of two and a. half. years. This experience has
shown that under the conditions in which we work, these
local newspapers prove, in the maiority of cases, to be unstable in their principles, lacking in political significance,
extremely costly in regatd to expenditure of revolutionary
forces, and totally unsatisfactory from a technical point of
view (I have in mind, of course, not the technique of printing them, but the frequency and regularity of publication).
These defects are not accidental; they are the inevitable
outcome o[ the scatteredness which, on the one hand, explains
the predominance of local newspapers in the period under
review, and, on the other hand, is fostered by this predominance. It is positivcly beyond tbe snengtb of a separate local
organization to maintain stabiliry of principles in its newspaper' and raise it to the levcl of a political organ; it is
beyond its strengtb to collect and utilize sufficient material
to cast light on the whole of our political life. The argument usually advanced to support the need of numerous
Iocal newspapers in free countries that the cost of printing
by local workers is low and that the population can be kept
more fully and quickly informed, this argument, as ex-
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perience has shown, speaks against local newspapers in
Russia. They are excessively costly in regard to expenditure
of revoiutionary forces, and appear oer! tarely, for the very
simple reason that the publication of an illegal newspaper,
no matter how small its size, requires an extensive secret
apparatus such as is possible with large factory production;
for this apparatus cannot be created in a small, handicraft
wotkshop. Very frequently, the primitiveness of the secret
apparatus (every practical worker can cite numerous cases)
enables the police to take advantage of the publication and
distribution of one or two issues to make rnass arrests, which
result in such a cleanup that it becomes necessary to start
all over again. A well-organized secret apparatus requires
prof essionally well-trained revolutionaries and division of
labour applied with the greatest consistency, but both of
these requirements are beyond the strength of a separate
local otganization, no matter how strong it may be at any
given moment. Not only are the general interests of our
movement as a whole (training of the workers in consistent
socialist and political principles) better seroed by non-local
nerDspapers. but so also are even specifically local interests.
This may seem paradoxical at first sight, but it has been
proved up to the hilt by the tu,o and a half years of experience
to which we have already referred. Everyone will agree
that if all the local forces that were engaged in the publication of these thirty issues of newspapers had rvorked on a
single newspaper, sixty if not a hundred issues could easily
have been published and, consequently, it would have more
fully expressed all the specifically local features of the
movement. True, it is not an easy matter to attain such a
clcgree of organization, but we must rcalize the need for
it. Every local circle must think about it, and unrk actirsely
to achieve it, without waiting to be urged on from outside,
rvithout being tempted by the popularity and closer proximity
o[ a local newspaper which, as our revolutionary experience
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has shown, proves to a large extent
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to be illusory.

And it is a bad service indeed those publicisrs render

to the practical work who, thinking that they are particularly
close to- the practical workers, fail to see this .illusorinesr,
and make shift with the astonishingly hollow argument: we
must have local newspapers, we must have distrlt ne\rspa_
pers, and we rnust have all-Russian newspapers.
Generally
speaking, of course, all these
n...rr"ry, but once you
"r.
undertake to solve a concrete organizationar
problem ,ui.ry
you must take time and circumstances into consideration. Is
it not quixotic when the Sooboda (No. r, p. 6s), in a special
article "dealing with tbe qaestion of a neospapet," writes:
"It seems to us that every locality, where any appreciable
number of workers are collected, should have ils o*n *ork_
ers' newspaper; not a newspaper imported from somewhere,
but its very ovrn." If the publicist who wrote these words
refuses to think about their meaning, then at least you,
reader, think about it for him. How many scores, if not
hundreds, of "localities where any appreciable number of
workers are collected" ate there in Russia, and would it not
be simply perpetuating our amateurishness if indeed every
local organization set to work to publish irs own newspaper? How this difiusion would facilitate the task of the
gendarmes of netting and without ,,^ny appreciable,,
effort
the local Parry workers at the very outset of their
- and preventing them from dcveloping
activity
into real
revolutionaries I A reader of an all-Russian nevrspaper,
continues the author, would not find at all interesting the
descriptions of the malpractices of the facory own.rs and
the "details of. f.actory life in othcr towns outside his own.,?
But "an inhabitant of Orel would nor nnd it dull reading
about Orel affairs. In every issue he would learn of who
had been 'called over the coals' and who had been ,scolded,,
and his spirits would begin to soar." (p. 6S.) yes, yes, the
spirit of the Orel reader is soaring bur the flights of imagina-

too high. He should
tion of our publicist are also soaring
- of petty parochialism
have asked himself : is such a defence
in place? S7e are second to none in our appreciarion of the
importance and necessity of factory exposures, but it must
be borne in mind that we have reached a stage when St.
Petersburg folk find it dull reading the St. Petersburg cotrespondence of the St. Petetsburg Rabocbaya Mysl. Local
f.actory exposures have always been and should alusays continue to be made through the medium of leaflets, but we
must raise the level of the nerDspaper, and not lower it to
the level of a factory leaflet. What we require for a newspaper is not so rnuch "petty" exposufes, as of the maior,
typical evils of factory life, exposures based on especially
striking facts and capable, therefore, of arousing the interest
of. all workers and all leaders of the movement, capable of
really enriching their knowledge, widening their outlook, and
of serving as a starting point for awakening new districts
and new categories of the workers.
, "Morcover, in a local newspaper, all the malpractices of
the factory administration and other authorities may be
denounced hot on the spot. In the case of a general newspaper, however, by the time the news reaches it the facts
will have been forgotten in the localities in which they
occurred. The reader, when he gets the paper, will say:
'God knows when that happenedl"' (Ibid.) Exactly! God
knows when it happened. From the same source we learn
that the 3o issues o[ newspapers which appeared in two and
a half years, were published in six cities. This, on the
average, is one issue per city per balf yearl And even if
our frivolous publicist trebled his estimate of the productivity of local work (which would be absolutely wrong in
tlrc case of an average city, because it is impossible to incrcase ptoductivity to any extent by our amateurish methods),
we would still get only one issue every two months, i.e.,
nothing at all like "denouncing hot on the spot." It would
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be sufficient, however, to combine ten or so local organizations, and send their delegates to take an active part in
organizing a general newspaper, to enable us every fottnight
to "denounce," ooet tbe abole of Rassia, not petty, but really
outstanding and typical evils. No one who knows the state
of affairs in our organizations can have the slightest doubt
on that score. As for catching the enemy red-handed
if
we mean it setiously and not merely as a trite phrase -that
- It
is quite beyond the ability of the illegal paper generally.
can only be done by an anonymous leaflet, because exposures
of that nature must be made within a day or two at the
most (take, for example, the usual brief strikes, beatings in
a factory, demonstrations, etc.).
"The workers live not only in factories, but in the cities
too," continues our author, rising from the particular to
the general, with a strict consistency that would have done
honour to Boris Krichevsky himself ; and he refers to matters like municipal councils, municipal hospitals, municipal
schools, and demands that workers' newspapers should not
ignore municipal afiairs in general. This demand an
excellent one in itself
serves as a particularly vivid illustration of the empty abstraction to which discussions about
local newspapers are all too frequently limited. First of all,
if indeed newspapers appeared "in every locality where any
appreciable number of workers are collected" with such
detailed information on municipal affairs as the Saoboda
desires, it would, under our Russian conditions, inevitably
degenerate into actual petty parochialism, would lead to a
weakening of the consciousness of the importance of an allRussian revolutionary onslaught on the tsarist autocracy, and
would strengthen those extremely virilc shoots
not uprooted but tather hidden or temporarily suppressed
of the
tendency which has already become notorious as a- result of
the famous remark about revolutionaries who talk a great
deal about non-existent parliaments and too little about
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existing municipal councils. !7e say "inevitably" in order
emphasize that the Sooboda obviously does not want
this but the contrary to happen. But good intentions are
not enough. In order that municipal affairs may be dealt
with in their proper perspective, in relation to the whole
of our work, this perspective must first be clearly conceived,
firmly established, not only by argument, but by numerous
examples, so that it may acquire the stability of. a tradition.
This is far from being the case with us yet. And yet this
must be done first, before we can allow ourselves to think
and talk ahut an extensive local press,
Secondly, in order to be able to write really weil and
interestingly about municipal afi.airs, one must have firsthand and not book knowledge of them. But there are hardly
any Social-Democrats anyu;bere in Rassia who possess that
knowledge. In order to be able to write in newspapers
(not in popular pamphlets) about municipal and state afiairs
one must have fresh and multifarious material collected and
worked up by able people. And in order to be able to
collect and work up such material, we must have something
more than the "primitive democracy" of. a primitive circle,
in which everybody does everything and all entertain themselves by playing at referendums. For this it is necessary
to have a stafi of expert writers, expert correspondents, an
army of Social-Democratic reporters who establish contacts
far and wide, able to fathom all sorts of "state secrets"
(about which the Russian government ofiicial is so pufied
up, but which he so easily blabs), able to penetrate "behind
the scenes," an army of people whose "ofiicial duty" it must
be to be ubiquitous and omniscient. And we, the Party that
tights against all economic, political, social and national
oppression, can and must find, collect, train, mobilize and
ect into motion such an army of omniscient people
but

to

-
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all this has yet to be donel Far from taking a single step
in this direction in the overwhelming majority of localities,
the necessity f.or doing it is very often not evet realiled.
Search our Social-Democratic press for lively and interesting
articles, correspondence, and exposures of our diplomatic,
military, ecclesiastical, municipal, financial, etc., etc., affairs
and malpracticesl You will frnd almost notbhzg, or very
little, about these things.+ That is why "it always frightfully
annoys me when a man comes to me, utters beautiful and
charming words" about the nbed for newspapers in "every
localiry where any appreciable number of workers ate
collected" that will expose f.actory, municipal and government eYils.
The predominance of the local papers over a central press
may be a sign either of poverty or of luxury. Of poverty,
when the movement has not yet developed the forces for
large-scale ptoduction, continues to flounder in amateurishness and is all but swamped with "the petty details of
factory life." Of luxury, when the rnovement has already
futly rnfstered the task of comprehensive exposure and comprehensive agitation and it becomes necessary to publish
numerous local nevzspapers in addition to the central organ'
* That is why even examples

of

exceptionally good local newspapers

fully confirm our point o[ view. For example, the YtTbny Rabocby is aa
excellent newspaper, and is altogethet free from instability of principles.
But it has been unable to provide what it desired lor the local move'
ment, owiog to the infrequency of its publication and to extensive police
raids. !flhat our Party most urgently requires at the present tioe, viz,
a principled discussion o[ the fundamental questions of the movement and
widc political agitation, has proved too big a job for the local newspaper.
Aod what material o[ patticular value it has published, like the articles
about the mine owners' congress, unemploymcnt, etc., was not strictly
local material , it anas required lor tbc afiole ol Russia, and no! for the
South alonc. No articles like that have appeared in any of our SocialDemocratic ocwspapers.

Let each one decide for himself what the predominance of
local newspapers implies at the present time. I shall limit
myself to a precise formulation of my own conclusion in
order not to furnish grounds for misunderstanding. Hitherto,
the majority of our local organizations have been thinking
almost exclusively of local newspapers, and have devoted
the
almost all theit activities to these. This is abnormal
very opposite should be the case. The mafority of the local
organizations should think principally of the publication of
an all-Russian newspaper, and devote their activities principally to it. Until this is done, we shall not be able to establish
a single newspaper capable, to any degree, of serving the
movement with comprebensioe press agitation. Ii7hen it is
done, however, notmal relations between the necessary
central newspapers and the necessary local newspapers will
be established automatically.

It would seem at first glance that the conclusion concerning
the necessity for shifting the centre of gravity from local
work to all-Russian work does not apply to the sphete of
the specifically economic struggle. In this struggle, the immediate eflemy of the workers is the individual employet
or group of employers, who are not bound by any otgatization having even the remotest resemblance to the purely
military, strictly centralized orgar,ization of the Russian government which is guided even in its minutest details by a
single will, and which is our immediate enemy in the political
struggle.

But that is not the case. As we have already pointed out
time and again, the economic struggle is a trade struggle,
and for that reason it requires that the workers be organized
according to trade and not only according to their place of
cmployment. And this organization by trade becomes all
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the more imperatively

necessary, the more rapidly our
employers organize in all sorts of companies and syndicates.
Our scatteredness and our amateurishness are an outright
hindraoce to this work of organization which requires the
existence of a single, all-Russian.body of revolutionaries which
is capable of giving leadership to the all-Russian trade unions.
!(e have akeady described above the type o[ organization
that is desired for this purpose, and now we shall add iust
a few words about this io connection with the question of

out pfess.
That every Social-Democratic newspaper must have a
speciat section devoted to the trade union (economic) struggle
hardly anyonc will doubt. But the growth of the trade union
mov'ement compels us to think also about a trade union press.
It seems to us, however, that with rare exceptions, there can
be no question of trade union newspapers in Russia at the

present time; they would be a luxury, and many a time
we lack even our daily bread. The form of trade union
press that would suit the conditions of our illegal work and
is already required at the present time is fiade ilfliofl pam'
pltlets. In these pamphlets, legal* and illegal material should
be collected and grouped systematically, on conditions of
labour in a given trade, on the differences in this regard in
the various parts o[ Russia, the principal demands advanced
by the workers in a given trade, the defects of the laws
concerning that trade, outstanding cases of economic struggle by the workers in this trade, on the rudiments, the present
state and the requirements of their trade union organization,
etc. Such pamphlets would, in the first place, relieve our
Social-Democratic press o[ a mass of trade details that arc
of interest only to the workcts of the given trade; secondly,
+ Legal material is particularly important in this connection, and we
ere particularly behind in our ability systematically to collect and utilize
it. It would not be an exaggcration to say that one could somehow
compile a trade union pamphlct on the basis o[ legal material alone, but

they would record the results of our experience in the trade
union struggle, would preserve the material collected-which
now literally gets lost in a mass of leaflets and fragmentary
correspondenc+-and would generalize this material. Thirdly,
they could serve as material for the guidance of agitators,
because conditions of labour change relatively slowly and the
principal demands of the workers in a given trade are extremely stable (cf., for example, the demands advanced by the
\yeavers in the Moscow district in 1885 and in the St. Peters-

burg district in r8q6); a compilation of these demands
and needs might serve for years as an excellent handbook
for agitatots on economic questions in backrvard localities or
among the backward strata of the workers. Examples of
successful strikes, information about the higher standard of
living, about better conditions of labour in one district, would
encourage the workers in other districts to take up the fight

it

could not be done on the basis of illegal material

alone. In

collecting

illcgal material from workets on questions like those dealt with in the

publications of tbe Rabocbeya Mysl, we waste a great deal of the efforts
revolutionaries (whose place in this work could very easily be taken
by legal workers), and yet we never obtain good material. The reason
is that a worker who very often knows only a single department of a
large factory and almost always the economic results, but not the general
conditions and standards of his wotk, cannot acquire the knowledge which
is possessed by thc office staff of a I^ctoty, by inspectors, doctors, etc.,
and which is scattered in petty newspapet reports, and in special industrial,
medical, Zemsrvo and other publications.
I very distinctly remember mI 1'first experiment," which I would never
like to repeat. I spent many weeks "exarnining" a worker who used to
visit me, about evety aspcct of the conditions ptevailing in the enormous

of

frctory at which he was employed. True, after great efiort, I managed
to obtain material for a description (of iust one single factoryl), but at

the end of the interview the worker would wipe the sweat from his brow
and say to me smilingly: "I 6nd it easier to work overtime than answer
your qucstionsl"
Thc more energetically we carry on our revolutionary struggle, the
mcrre the government will be compelled to legalize a part of the 1'trade
runion" vork, thcreby relieving us of part of our burdeo.
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agaifl. Fourthly, having made a start in generaliz^nd
ing the trade union struggle, and having in this way strengthened the link between the Russian trade union movement
and Socialism, the Social-Democrats would at the same time
see to it that our trade union work did not take up either
too small or too large a pa:.t of. our entire Social-Democratic
work. A local organization that is cut off from the orgatiza'
tions in other towns finds it'very difiicult, and sometimes
almost impossible, to maintain a coffect sense of proportion
(and the example of the Rabocbaya Mysl shows what a
monstrous exaggeration can be made in the direction of trade
unionism). But an all-Russian organization of revolutionaries
that stands undevia.tingly on the basis of Matxism, that leads
the whole of the political struggle and possesses a staff of
professional agitators, will never find it difiicult to determine
again

the proper p(oportion.
(...)

B.

CAN A NEIiTSPAPER BE A COLLECTIVE
ORGANIZER?

The main point
that

it

of the article "'Where To Begin?" is

discusses precisely this question and gives an afiirma-

it.

As far as we know, the only attempt to
examine this question on its merits and to prove that it must
be answered in the ncgative was made by L. Nadezhdin,
whose argument we reproduce in full:
"...It greatly pleased us to see the Isba (No. 4; raise the question
of the need for an all-Russian newspaper, but we cannot aglee that it fits
tive reply to

in with the title of the article:'!(hcre To Bcgin?'Undoubtedly this is
an extremely important matter, but neither a newspaper' not a whole
series of popular leaflets, nor a whole mountain of manifestoes, can setrre
as the basis for a militant organization in revolutionary times. !7e must
set to v/ork to build up strong political organizations in the localities.
We lack such organizations; we have been carrying on our work mainly

among enlightened workers, while the masses have been cngaged almost
exclusively in rhe economic struggle. Il strong political organilations are
not
t utill be tbe use ol eoen an excellently organiXed
allIt will be a burning bush, burning without being
con
onet The /s,€za thinks that around it, in the work
for it people will gather and organize, But tbey oitt find it lar easier to
gatbcr and organiX,e around zoork that is more conrete! This somcthing
motc concrete must and should be the extensive organizatior. of locai
newspapers, the imrnediate preparation of the workers' forces for demonstrations, constant work by local organizations among the unemployed
(regular distribution of pamphlets and leaflets, meetings, appeals to .".irt
the govcrnment, etc.). We must begin live political work in the localities,
and when the time comes to amalgamate on this real basis, it will not
be an artificial, a paper amalgamation; it u,ill not be by means of newspapers that such an amalgamation of local work into an all-Russian cause
will be achicvedl" (The Eoe ol Reoolution, p, t4.)

'W'e

have emphasized the passages in this eloquent tirade
which most strikingly illustrate the author's incorrect judgment of our plan, and the incorrectness of his point of view
in general, which he opposes to that of. the Iskra. Unless we
train strong political organizations in the localities-even an
excellently organized all-Russian newspaper will be of no
avail. Absolutely true. But the whole point is that tbere
is no otber u;ay of t r a i n i n g strong political organizations
except through the medium of an all-Russian newspaper.
The author missed the ntost important statement the Iskra
made bet'ore it proceeded to set forth its "plan": that it
\tras necessary "to call f.ot the establishmenr of a revolutionary
organization, capable of combining all the forces and of leading the movement not only in narne, but in d,eed, i.e., an
organiqation that utill be ready at any moruent to support
eoely protest and eoery outbreak, and to utilize these for the
purpose of increasing and strengthening the military forces
rcqcrired for decisive battle." But now after the February
nncl Nlarch events, everyone will agree with this in principle,
continues the Isba. Yet what we need is not a solution
rrl tlrc problem in principle, but a practical solution of it;we
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must immcdiatcly advancc a definite constructive plan in
order that everyone may .immediately set to work to build
fronz eoery side. And nov' we are agait being dragged
away from the practical solution towards something that in
principle is correct, indisputable and great, but is absolutely
inadequate and absolutely incomprehensible to the broad
masses of workers, namely, to "train strong political organizations"l This is not the point at issue, most worthy authorl
The point is hou to go about the training and ho'ur to accomplish it!
It is not true to say that "we have been carrying on our
work mainly among enlightened workers, while the masses
have been engaged almost exclusively in the economic struggleJ' Presented in such a form, this thesis reduces itself to
the Saoboda's usual but fundamentally fallacious proclivity
to oppose the enlightened workers to the "mass." In recent
years, even the enlightened workers have been "engaged
aimost exclusively in the economic struggle." That is the
first point. On the other hand, the masses will never learn
to conduct the political struggle until we help to train leaderc
for this struggle, both from among the enlightened workers
and from among the intellectuals; and such leaders can
acquire training solely by systematically appraising all the
everyday aspects of our political life, of all attemptt at protest and struggle on the part of various classes and on various
grounds. Thereforc, to talk about "training political organizations" and at the same time to contrast the "paper vr'ork"
of a political newspaper to "live political rvork in the localities" is simply ridiculousl Why, tbc Iskra has adapted
irs "plan" for a newspaper to the "plan" for creating a
"militant preparedness" to support the unemployed movement, peasant revolts, discontent among the Zemstvo-ites,
"popular indignation against thc reckless tsarist bashi-bazouks," etc. Everyone who is at all acquainted with the
movement knows perfectly well that the vast maforiry of
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local organizations fieuel eoen dreatn of these things, that
many of the prospects of "live political work" here indicated
baoe neoer been rcalized by a single organizatiot, that the
attempt, for example, to call attention to the growth of discontent and protest among the Zemswo intelligentsia rouses
feelings of consternation and perplexity in Nadezhdin ("Good
Lord, is this newspaper intended for Zemstvo-ites?"-Tbe
Eoe, p. v9), among the Economists (letter to the Iskta,
No. rz) and among many ptactical workers. Under these
circumstances, it is possible to "begin" only by inducing people to tbink about all these things, by inducing them ro summarize and generalize all the diverse signs of ferment and
active struggle. "Live political work" can be begun in our
time, when Social-Democratic tasks are being degraded,
exclasioely with live political agitation, which is impossible
unless we have an all-Russian newspaper, frequently issued
and properly distributed.

Those who regard the Iskra's "plan" as a manifestation
of. "'literainess" have totally failed to understand the substance of the plan, and imagine that what is suggested as

the most suitable means for the present time is the goal.
These people have not taken the trouble to study the two
comparisons that were drawn to clearly illusttate the plan

proposed. T\e Isfua wrote: the publication of an all-Russian
political newspaper must be tbe main line by adhering to
which we could unswervingly develop deeper, and expand
this organization (i.e., a revolutionaty orgatization always
prcpared to support every protest and every outbreak). Pray
tell me: when bricklayers lay bricks in various parts of an
cnormous structure the like of which has never been seen
before, is it "paper" work to use a line to help them find
the correct place in which to put each brick, to indicate to
thcm the ultimate purpose of the work as a whole, enable
thcm to use not only every brick but ex/en every piece of
l,rick which, loining with the bricks placed before and afrer
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forms a complete and all-embracing line? And are we
not now passing through iust such a period in our Party
life when we have bricks and bricklayers, but lack the guiding line which all could see and follow? Let them shout
that in stretching out the line, we want to command. Had
we desired to command, gentlemen, ure would have written
on the title page, not"Iskta, No. I," but"Rabocbaya Gaqeta,
No. 3," as we were invited to do by a number of comrades,
and as ae usould baoe bad a perlect rigbt to do after the
events described above. But we did not do that. !7e
wished to have our hands free to wage an irreconcilable
struggle against all pseudo Social-Democrats; we wanted our
line, if properly laid, to be respected because it was cor(ect,
and not because it was laid by an ofiicial organ.
"The question of uniting local activity in central bodies
runs in a vicious circle," L. Nadezhdin lectures us; "unifrcation requires homogeneous elements, and this can be created
only by something that unites; but this uniting element may
be the product of strong local organizations which at the
present time are by no means distinguished for their homogeneity." This truism is as hoary and indisputable as the
one that says we must train strong political organizations.
And it is equally barren. Eoery question "runs in a vicious
circle" because the whole of political life is an endless chain
consisting of an infinite number of links. The whole art
of politics lies in finding and gripping as strong as we can
the link that is least likely to be torn out of our hands, the
one that is most important at the given moment, the one that
guarantees the possessor of a link the possession of the
whole chain.* If we had a stafi of experienced bricklayers,

it,

I call your attention
of "autocracy," !'uncontrolled authority,"
"supreme regulating," etc, Just think of it: a dcsire to possets the whole
chainll Send in a complaint at once. Here you have a ready-prepared
subiect for two leading articles for No. ru of the Rabocbeye Dyelol
* Comrade Krichevsky and Comrade Martynovl

to this

outrageous manifestation

who had learned to work so well together that they could
place their bricks exactly where they were required without
a guiding line (and, speaking abstractly, this is by no means
impossible), then perhaps we might seize upon some other
link. But the unfortunate thing is that \re have no experienced
bricklayers trained to teamwork yet, that bricks are often
laid where they are not needed at all, that they are not laid
according to the general line, but are so scattered about that
the enemy can shatter the structure as if it were made not
of bricks but of sand.
Here is the other comparison: "A newspaper is not only
a collective prcpagandist and collective agitator, but also a
collective organizer. In this respect it can be comparcd to
tbe scaffolding erected around a building in construction; it
marks the contours of the structure and facilitates communication between the builders, permitting them to distribute
the work and to view the common results achieved by their
organized labour."* Does this sound anything like an attempt o[ an armchair author to exaggerate his role? The
scaflolding is not required at alL for habitation, it is made
of the cheapest material, it is only put up tempotarily, and
as soon as the shell of the structure is completed, is scrapped
for firewood. As for the building up of revolutionary
organizations, experience shows that sometimes they may be
built without scafiolding-take the 'seventies for example.
But at the present time we cannot imagine that the building
we require can be put up without scafiolding.
Nadezhdin disagrces with this, and says: "The Iskta thinks
that around it, in the work for it people will gather and
organize. But tbey aill find, it lar easier to gather and organize
around work that is morb concretel" Sol So! "they will

* Marrynov, quoting the 6rst sentence in this passage in the Rabocbeye
Dyelo (No. ro, p. 6z), left out the second sentetrcc as if desiring to emphasize by that either his unwillingness to discuss the essentials of the
<lucstion, or his incapability of uoderstaoding them.
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it far easicr to gather arounrl work that is more concrete. . . ." There is a Russian proverb which says: "Don't
spit into a well, you may $ran! to drink out of it"" But

find

there are people who do not object to drinking frorn a rvell
which has been spat into. What despicable things our
magnificent, legal "critics of Marxism" and illegal admirers
of the Rabocbaya Mysl have said in the name of this something more concretel How restricted out rnovement is by
our own narrowness, Iack of initiative and hesitation, which
is justified by the traditional argument about finding it "far
easier to gather around work that is more concrete" I And
Nadezhdin-who regards hirnself as possessing a particularly keen sense of the "realities of li[e," who so severely
condemns "armchaif," authors (with pretensions to being witty) and accuses the lsfua of a weakness for seeing Econonnisrn
everywhere, and who imagines that he stands {ar above this
division between the orthodox and the critics * faiis to see
that with his arguments he is playing into the hancls of the
narrowness that arouses his indigmation and tirat tre is drinking frorn a well that has aetually been spat intol Yes, the
sincerest indignaticln against narrowness, the rnost passionate

desire to raise those rvho u,orship this narrowness from their

knees, is insufficient if the inclignant one is swept along
u'sponrtaneoulsly"
as the re'roluwithout sail nr rudder, and as
tionaries of the'seventies, clutches at sueh things *ts "excitative terror," "agtarian teffL'tf," 'osounrling tnre tocsin," ete.
Glance at ttris "more concretcn' work arouncl v.'irir*l he thinks
it will be "far easier" to gather and orgauize: r) iocal ricwspaBets; z) preparations for dcmonstratinns; 1) work among
the unennployed. It will be seen at thc vcry first glance that
all these have been seized upon at random in order to be
able to say something, for howcvcr we rnay regard thern,
it would be absurd to $ee in thern anything especially suitairtre for "gatherimg and organizing." Wh,v, this very Na-

lo7
dezhdin says ffi $ew pages {urther on: "It is time we simply
stateri the fact that extrenaely petty rnrork is being carried on
in the locaiities, the eormrnittees are not doing a tenth of
what they coir{cl do. . " rlie unifying centres that we have at
the present time are e pure fiction, they represent a sort of
revolutionary bureaucracy, ffiutilal prornotion of each other
to the post o$ gemeral; and so it will continue until strong
local organizations grortr up." These remarks, though exaggerating the position ssmewhat, no doubt contain mafly a
bitter truth, but cau it be said that Nadezhdin does not see
the connectinn betwe€n the petty work carried on in the
Iocalities and the narrow outlook of the Party workers, the
narro\r scope of their activities, which is inevitable in view
of the Iack of training of the Patty wotkers confined to Jheir
local organizations? Has he, like the author of the article
on organization published in the Sooboda, forgotten how the
transition to a broad local press (from 1898) was accompanied
by a very strong intensification of Economism and "amateurishness"? Erren if a "broad local press" could be established at all satisfactorily (and we have shown above
that it is impossible save in very exceptional cases)-even
then the iocal organs could not !'gather and otgatize', all
the revolutionary forces tor a general attack upon the autocr^cy and for the leadership of a united struggle. Do not
forget that we are here discussing only the "gathering," the
orgar,izing significance of a newspaper, and we eould put
to Nadezhdin, who defends scatteredness, the ironical question that he himself has put: "Has someone left us a legacy
o[ zoo,ooo revolutionary organizers?" Furthermore, "preparations for demonstrations" cannot be opposed to the
Iskr,x's plan for the very reasofl that this plan includes the
or.ganization of the widest possible demonstrations as ofle
of its airns; the pnint under discussion is the choice of the
Jrractical rneans. C)n this point also Nadezhdin is confused
[r,r hc has lost sight r:f the fact that only already "gathered
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and organized" forces can "prepate for"

demonstrations

(which hitherto, in the overwhelming maiority of cases, have
taken place quite spontaneously) and we lack precisely tbe
abitity to gather and organize. "'W'ork among the unemployed." Again the same confusion, for this too lepresents
one of the military operations of the mobilized forces and
not a plan for mobilizing the forces. The extent to which
Nadezhdin here too underestimates the harm caused by our
state of scattetedness, by our lack of "2oo,ooo organizers,"
can be seen from the following: many (including Nadezhdin)
have reproached the Isba with the paucity of the news it
gives about unemployment and with the casual nature o[
the correspondence it publishes about the most common
affairs of nrral life. The reproach is iustified, but the lskra
is "guilty without sin." W'e strive "to stretch a line" through
the countryside too, but there ate almost no bricklayets there'
and we arc obliged to encourage eoeTyone who informs us
even on the most common facts, in the hope thafthis will
increase the number of out contributors in this field and will
ultimately train us all to select the really most outstanding
facts. But the material on which we can train is so scanty
that unless we generalize it for the whole of Russia we
shall have very little to train on at all. No doubt one who
possesses at least as much capabllity as an agitator and as
much knowledge of the life of the vagrant as apparently Nadezhdin does, could render priceless service to the movement
by carrying on agitation among the unemployed-but a petson of this description would be simply burying his talents
if he failed to inform all comrades in Russia of every step
he took in his work, in order that others, who, in the'mass,
as yet lack the ability to undertake new kiods of work, might
learn from his examPle.
Absolutely everybody now talks about the importance of
unity, about the necessity for "gathering and organizing" but

in the maioriry of

what is lacking is a definite idea of
where to begin and how to bring about this unity. Probably
everyone will agree that if we "unite," say, the district circles
in a given city, it will be necessary to have for this purpose
cotnmon institutions, i.e., not merely a common title of
"Llnion'! but genuinely common work, exchange of material,
experience and forces, distribution of functions not only by
districts, but specializing them on a city-wide scale. Everyone
wiil agree that a big secret apparatus will not pay its way
(to use a comrnercial expression) "with the resources" (in
material and man power, of course), of a single district, and
that this narroqr field will not provide sufiicient scope for
a specialist to dwelop his talents. But the same thing applies
to the unification of a number of cities, because even a
whole locality oill prooe, and has already proved in the
history of our Social-Democratic movement, to be far too
narrow a field: we have already proved this above in detail
with regard to political agitation and organizational work.
IThat we require first and foremost and most imperatively,
is to widen the field, establish real contacts between the
cities on the basis of regulat, cotnnon asotk; for scatteredness
weighs down our people who are "stuck in a hole" (to use
the expression employed by a correspondent to the lskra),
not knowing what is happening in the world, from whom
to learn, or how to acquire experience and satisfy their
desire to engage in broad activities. And I continue to
insist that we can start establishing real contacts only with
the aid of a common newspaper, as the only regular, allRussian enterprise, which will summarize the results of the
most diverse forms of activity and thereby stimulate people
to march forward untiringly along all the innumerable paths
which lead to revolution in the same way as all roads lead
to Rome. If it is not in name only that we want unity, we
must arrange for every local circle immediately to assign,
6ay, a fourth of its forces to dctioe work for the common
cases
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will immcdiately convey to themx
the general design, dimensions ar,d character of this cause,
will give them a precise indication of the most keeniy felt
defects of all-Russian activity, where agitation is lacking
and where contacts are weak, and point out which cogs in
the vast general mechanism could be repaired or replaced
by better ones. A circle that has not yet commenced to work,
but which is only just seeking work, could then start, not

cause and the newspaper

like a craftsman in a separate little workshop unaware of
the development that has taken place in "industry" before
him or of the general level of production methods prevailing

consternation in the general ranks resulting from
inevitable police raids.
Actual contacts would begin to be established by the mere

will be the

newspaper (that is, if it is a
i.e', if it is issued regularly,
name,
of
the
newspaper worthy
not once a month like a magazine, but four times a month)'
At the present time, communication between cities on
revolutionary business is an extreme tatity, and at all events
the exception rather than the rule. If we had a ne\rspaper,
however, such communication would become the rule and
would secure, not only the distribution of the newspaper,

function

of distributitg a

of course, but also (and what is more important) an exchange
* A reseroation: that is, if a given circle sympathizes with the policy
of that newspaper and considers it useful to become a collaboratot,

meaning by that, not only literary collaboration, but revolutionary collaboration generally. Note for tbe "Rabocbele Dyelo": among revolutionists
who attach value to the cause and not to playing at democracy, who do
not separate "sympathy" from the most activc and lively participation,

this reservation is taken for

gtanted.

of experience, of material, of forces and of resources. The
scope of organizational work would immediately become
many times wider and the success of one locality would serve
as a standing encouragement to further perfection and would
arouse the desire to urilize the experience already gained by
comrades working in other parts of the country. Local work

would become far richer and more varied than it is
now: political and economic exposures gathered from all
over Russia would provide mental food for workers of all
trades and in all stages of deoelopment, would provide
material and occasion for talks and readings on the most
diverse subjects, which would, in addition, be suggested by
hints in the legal press, by talk among the public and by

the "shamefaced" government statements. Every outbreak,
every demonstration, would be weighed and discussed in all
its aspects in all parts of Russia; it would stimulate a desire
to keep up with the rest (we Socialists do not by any means
reject all ivalry or all "competition"!) and consciously to
prepare for that which at first appeared spontaneously as
it were, a desire to take advantage of the favourable conditions in a given district or at a given moment for modifying
the plan of attack, etc. At the same time, this revival of
local work would not result in that desperate, "convulsive"
cxertion of all efforts and the risking of all forces which
cvery single demonstration or the publication of every single
issue of a local newspaper now frequently entails. On the

onc hand the police would find it rnuch more difiicult to
llct at the "roots," once they do not know in whar Ji.tr:ict
to seek for them. On the other hand, regular - ,tnmon
rvrrrk would train our people to adiust the force cf. '; giom
;rttack to the strength of the given detachment of the army
(:rt the present time no one ever thinks of doing that" because
in nine cases out of ten these attacks occur spontaneously),
:urcl would facilitate the "transportation" from one place to
:rrrother, not only of literature, but also of revolutionary
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forces.

At present these forces in a great many cases are being

spent and bled on restricted local work, but under the circumstances we are discussing, there would be the possibility
and occasion would constantly arise for transferring an
agitator or organizer who is at all capable from one end of
the country to another. Beginning with short iourneys on
e, people would become
Party business
rely by the Party, would
accustomed to
and would train themprofes
become
political
leaders.
selves to be real
And if indeed we succeeded in reaching a point when all,
or at least a considerable maiority, of the local committees,
local groups and circles actively took up work for the com,,on iurr., we could, in the not distant future, establish a
weekly newspaper that would be regularly distributed in tens
of thousands of copies over the whole of Russia' This
newspaper would become a paft of an enormous pair of
smith's bellows that would fan every spark of class struggle
and popular indignation into a general conflagration. Around
whai is in itself still a very innocent and very small, but a
regular and cornmon efrofi, in the full sense of the word,
a regular army of tried warriors would systematically gather
and receive their training. on the ladders and scafiolding

settle accounts with the shame and the curse of Russia'
That is what we should dteam of'

***
"ril(/'e should

dreaml"

I

wtote these words and

became

alarmed. I imagined myself sitting at a "unity congress"
and opposite me we(e the editors and contributors of the
Rabocbeye Dyelo. Comrade Martynov rises and, turning to
rne, says sternly: "Permit me to ask you, has an autonomous
editorial board the right to dream without first soliciting
the opinion of the Party committees?" He is followed by
Comrade Krichevsky who (philosophically deepening Comrade Martynov who had long ago rendered Comrade Plekha-

nov more profound) continues even more sternly: "I go
further. I ask, has a Marxist any dght at all to dream, knowing that according to Marx mankind always sets itself such
tasks as it can solve and that tactics is a process of growth of
Party tasks, which grow together with the Party?"

The very thought of these stern questions sends a cold
shiver down my spine and makes me wish for nothing but
aplace to hide. I shall try to hide behind the back of Pisarev.
"There are rifts and rifts," wrote Pisarev conccrning the
rift between dreams and rcaliq. "My dteam may run ahead
of the natural march of events or may fly ofi at a tangent
in a direction in which no natural march of events will ever
proceed. In the first case my dream will not cause any
harm; it may even support and augment the energy of the
rvorkingmcn. . . . Thete is nothing in such drearns that would
distort or panlyze labour po\iler. On the contrary, if man
!il/ere completely deprived of the ability to dream in this
way, if. he could not from time to time run ahead and
mentally conceive, in an entire and completed picture, the
product to which his hands are only just beginning to lend
shape, then I cannot at all imagine what stimulus there would
bc to induce man to undertake and complete extensiye and
strcnuous work in the sphere of art, science and practical
cndcavour. . . . The rift between dreams and reality causes
rro harm if only the person dreaming believes seriously in his
tlrcam, if he attentively observes life, compares his observa-
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tions with his castles in the air and if, generally,speaking,
he works conscientiously for the achievement of his fantasies.
If there is some connection between dreams and life then all
is well." 37
Of this kind of dreaming there is unfortunately too little
in our movement. And the people most responsible for this
are those who boast of their sober views, their "closeness"
to the "concrete," the representatives of legal criticism and
of illegal tail-ism.

C. WHAT TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
DO !7E REQUIRE?

From what has been said the reader will see that our
"tactics-as-a-plan" consists in reiecting an immediate call for
attack, in demanding"^ regular siege of the enemy fortress,"
or in other words, in demanding that all effotts be directed
towards gathering, organizing and rnobil,iling permanent
troops. \When we ridiculed the Rabocbeye Dyelo for its
leap from Economism tb shouting f.or an attack (for which
it clamoured in April r9or, in the Listok Rabocbeoo Dyela,
No. 6), it of course came down on us with accusations of
being "doctrinaire," of failing to understand our revolutionary duty, of calling for caution, etc. Of course we were
not in the least surprised to hear these accusations coming
from those who totally lack principles and who evade all
arguments by references to a profound "tactics-as-a-process,"
any more than we were surprised by the fact that these
accusations were repeated by Nadezhdin, who in general has
a supreme contempt for durable programs and the fundamentals of tactics.
It is said that history does not repeat itself. But Nadezhdin
is exerting every effort to cause it to repeat itself and he
zealously imitates Tkachov in strongly condemning "revolu-

tionary culturisnr,'! in shouting about "sounding the tocsin,"
about a special "eve-of-the-revolution point of view," etc.
Apparently, he has forgotten the well-known maxim that
while an original historical event represents a tragedy, the
copy of it is only a farce.B The attempt to seize power,
which had been prepared by the preaching of T'kachov and
carried out by means of the "terrifying" terror which did
really terrify, was maiestic, but the "excitative" tetror of
a little Tkachov is simply ridiculous and is patticularly
ridiculous when supplemented by the idea of an organization

of average workers.
"If the Iskra would only

emerge from its sphere of literariness," wrote Nadezhdin, "it would rcalize that these
(instances like the worker's letter to the Iskra, No. 7, .etc.)
are symptoms of the fact that soon, very soon that 'attack'
will commence, and to speak now (sic!) of an organization
linked up with an all-Russian newspaper means propagating
arrnchair ideas and armchair work." I7hat an unimaginable
muddle: on the one hand excitative terror and an "organization of a:vetage workers" along with the opinion that it is
far "easier" to gather around something "more concretg"
like a local newspaper
and on the other hand, the view
to talk "no\y" about an -all-Russian organization means propagating armchair thoughts, or, to put it plainly and bluntly,
"no\y" is already too latel But what about the "extensive
organization of local newspapers"
is it not too
for
- compare with late
that, my dear L. Nadezhdin? And
this the
Iskra's point of view and tactics: excitative tetror-is
nonsense; to talk about an organization of average workers
and about the extensioe publication of local newspapers
means opening the door wide to Economism. '!7e must
speak about a single all-Russian organization of revolutionaries, and it will never be too late to talk about that untit
the real, and not papeL attack commences.
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"Yes, as far as organization is concerned the situation is anything but
brilliant," continues Nadezhdin. "Yes, the Ishta is absolutely right when
it says that the mass of our military forces consists of volunteers and insurgents.... You do well to give such a sober picture of the state of
our forccs. But why, at the same time, do you forget that tbe crou;d

is not ours at dll, aod consequently, it zoill not as.€ zs rvhen to commence
military operations, it will simply go and 'rebel'. ' ' . Whcn the crowd
itself breaks out with its elemental destructive forcc it may ovcrwhelm
and brush aside the 'regular troops' among whom we had been preparing
all the time to inttoduce the extremely systematic organization, but had
narcr ,ndfidtcd

to do so." (Our italics.)

Astonishing logict Precisely because the "crowd is not
ours," it is stupid and unseemly to shout about "attack" this
very minute, because an attack means assault by regular
troops and not a spontaneous outbuist of the crowd. It is
precisely because the crowd rnay oYerwhelm and brush aside
the regular troops that we must without fail "manage to
keep up" with the spontaneous upsurge by our work of "introducing extremely systematic organization" among the
regular troops, for the more rffe "maiage" to introduce such
ot1anization the more probable will it be that the regular
troops will not be overwhelmed by the crowd, but will take
their place in front at the head of the crowd. Nadezhdin
is confused because he imagines that troops, which are being
systernatically organized, ate engaged in something that
isolates them from the crowd, when as a matter of fact they
are engaged exclusively in all-sided and all-embracing political
agit^tion, i.e., precisely in work rhat btings closa and t77e7ges
into a singte u:bole the elemental destructive force of the
crowd and the conscious destructive force of the otganization of revolutionaries. You, gentlemen, wish to lay the
blame where it does not belong. For it is precisely the
Sooboda group that, by including terrot in its program, calls
for an organization of terrorists, and such an organization
would indeed prevent our troops from coming closer to the
crorvd, which, unfortunately, is still not ours, and which,

unfortunately, does not yet ask us, or rarely asks us when
and how to commence military operations.
"W'e will miss the revolution itself," continues Nadezhdin
in his attcmpt to scare the Isba, "in the same way as we
missed the recent events which came upon us like a bolt
from the blue." This sentence taken in connection with the
one quoted above clearly demonstrates the absurdity of the
"eve-of-the-revolution point of view" specially invented by
the Sooboda,* To put it candidly, this special "point of

view" boils down to this; it is too late "now" to discuss
and prepare. If that is the case, oh most worthy opponent
of "literariness," what was the use of writing a pamphlet
of. ryz pages on "questions of theoryx* and tactics"? Don't
you think it would have been more becoming for, "the
eve-of-the-revolution point of view" to have issued trz,ooo
leaflets containing the brief call: "Beat them up"?
Those who make nation-wide political agitation the cornerstone of their program, tbeir tactics and tbeb organiX,ational anrk as the Iskra does, stand in least risk of missing
the revolution. The people who were engaged over the whole
of Russia in spinning the network of. organizations linked
rTbe Eoe ol Reoolution, p. 62.
*t In his Reoieo of Qaestions of Tbeory, L. Nadezhdin, by the way,
made almost no contribr:tion rilhateeer to the discussion of questions of
thcory apart, perhaps, from the following passage, which is a very peculiar
one from the "eve-of-the-revolution point of viev": "Betnsteinism, on
the whole, is losing its acuteness for us at the ptescnt moment, as also
is the question as to whether Mr. Adamovich has proved that Mr. Struve
has already desewed distinction, or on the contrary whether Mr. Struve
will refute Mr. Adamovich and will refuse to resign it really makes no
difrercnce, beceuse the hour of revolution has struck." (P. lro,) One can
hardly imagine a molc ctriking illustration of L. Nadezhdin's infinite
clisregerd for theory. Ve have proclaimed "the eve of the revolution,"
tberclorc "it really makes no difierence" shether the orthodoxians will
succeed in finally driving the critics from their positions or notll And
t:ur wiseacre fails to ece that it is preciscly during the revolution that
we shall stand in need of the results of our theotetical battles with the
critics in order to be rble relolutely to combat ther ptactical positionsl
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up with an all-Russian newspaper not only did not miss the
spring events, but, on the contrary, enabled us to foretell
them. Nor did they miss the demonstrations that were
described in the Isba, Nos. 11 and 4; on the contrary, they
took part in those demonstrations, clearly appreciating their
duty of coming to the aid of the spontaneously rising crowd
and, at the same time, through the medium of the nevspaper'
helping all the comrades in Russia to become more closely
acquainted with the demonstrations and to utilize their
experience. And if they live they will not miss the revolution which first and foremost will demand of us experience
in agitation, ability to support (in a Social-Democratic
manner) every protest, ability to direct the spontaneous
movement, while safeguarding it from the mistakes of
friends and the traps of enemies I
We have thus come to the last reason that compels us
so strongly to insist upon a plan of organization centred
around an all-Russian newspaper, by means of joint work
for a common newspapet. Only such organization will ensure
the flexibitity required of a militant Social-Democratic
organization, i.e., the ability to adapt itself immediately to
the most diverse and tapidly changing conditions of struggle,
the abittn "on the one hand, to avoid open battle with an
enemy o[ ovenvhelming strength when he has concentrated
all his forces at one spot and, on the other, to be able to take
advantage of the awkwardness of this enemy and attack him
whenever and wherever he least expects.* It would be a
* Isktd, No. 4, "![here To Begin?" "Revolutionary culturists, who do
not accept the evc-cif-the-revolution point of vicw, are not in the lcast
perturbed by the prospect of vorking for a long period of time," writes
-Nadezhdin, (P. fz.; To this we shall remark: unless we are able to dcvise
political tactics and an organizational plan designed tor aork oocr a oe/y
long peiod and at the samc time, by tbe r:cry prccess of tbis asork" ensve
our Party's readiness to be at its post and fulfil its duty in evcry contingency whenever the march o[ eveots is accelerated, we shall prove to
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grievous error indeed to build up the party organization in
anticipation only of outbreaks and street fighting, or only
upon the "forward march of the drab everyday struggle.,,
ril7e must alusays conduct our everyday
work and always be
prepared for everything, because very frequently it is almost
impossible to foresee when periods of outbreaks will give
way to periods of calm. And in those cases when it is
possible to do so, it will not be possible to utilize this foresight for the purpose of reconstructing our organization,
because in an autocratic country these changes take place
with astonishing rapidity, being sometimes connected with
a single night raid by the tsarist janizaies.se And the
revolution itself must not by any means be regarded as a
single act (as the Nadezhdins apparently imagine) but as a
series of more or less powerful outbreaks rapidly alternating
with periods of more or less intense calm. For that reason,
the principal content of the activiry of our Party organization,
the focus of this activity, should be work thar is possible and
necessary in the period of the most powerful ourbreaks as

rn contemporary Russia without an all-Russian newspaper,
issued very frequently. The organization which will- form
:rround this newspaper, an organization of its collaboldtors
(in the broad sense of the word, i.e., all those working for
it), will be ready for eoerytbing, frcm upholding the honour,
tlrc prestige and continuity of the party in periods of acure
lrc but miserable political adventurers. Only Nadezhdin, rvho began to
.lcccribe himself as a social-Democrat but yesterday, can forget th"at the
rrinr o[ social-Democracy is radically to transform the conditions of life
',f thc whole of humanity and that for that reason it is not permissible
l,r a Social-Democrat to be "perturbed', by thc question of the duration
,,I thc work.
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revolutionary "depression," to ptepatitg for, fixing the time
for and cartying out the nation-oide arned insurrection'
Indeed, picture to yourselves a very ordinary occurrence
arrest of our organin Russia - the complete discovery and .With
all the local
ization in one or seyeral localities.
organizations lacking a single, common regular task' - such
,rld, fr.qrently result in the interruption of our work for
.uny -onrhs. If, however, all the local organizations had
on" ao*-on task, then, even in the event of a Yety serious
raid, two or three energetic persons could in the course of
i ti* weeks establish new youth citcles, which' as is well
known, spring up very quickly even now, and bring them
into .onta.t ;ith the common centre' And when the common task, hampered by the raid, is apparent to all'- new
the
circles could come into teing and make connections with
centre even more raPidlY.
On the other hand, picture to yourselves a popular
uprising. Probably everyone will now agtee that we must
ttrint oI this and pi"p"r. ior it. But bous? Surely the Central
the
C.ommittee cannot appoint agents to all localities for
p,r.por. of preparing: for the uprisingl Even if we had a
benlral Committee it could achieve absolutely nothing by
such appointrnents under present-day Russian conditions. But
a network of agents* that would form in the course o[ estab*Alas, alasl Again

I have let slip that awful word "agents" which iars
ears of the Martynovsl I wonder why this
democratic
the
so much on
word did not ofiend the sensibilities of the heroes of the 'seventies and
yet offends the amateurs of the 'nincties? I like the word, because it
.l"arly and trenchantly indicates the common cLuse to which all the agents
U.rJ'tf,.it thoughts and actions, and if I had to replace this word by
another, the onl| word I might select would be the word "collaborator,"
if it did not suggest , ..rtu=in literariness and difiusiveness' The thing
*ilituty organization o[ agents' However' the numerous
we need i,

"
abioad) whose favourite pastime is- "mutual. protut".,yrror, (particulariy
motion of each other to the post of general" may instead of saying "passport agent" prefer to ,ry, "ihi.f of the Special DepartlDent fot Supplying
Revolutionists With Passports," etc.
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lishing and distributing a common newspaper would not
have to "sit around and wait" for the call for an uprising,
but could carry on the regular work that would guarsntee
the highest probability of success in the event of an uprising.
Such work would strengthen our contacts with the broadest
strata of the masses of the workers and with all those strata
who are discontented with the autoctacy, rvhich is of such
importance for an uprising. It is precisely such work that
would serve to cultivate the ability properly to estimate the
general political situation and, consequently, the ability
to select the proper moment for the uprising. It is precisely
such work that would train all local organizations to respond
simultaneously to one and the same political questions, incidents and events that agitate the whole o[ Russia, to react
to these "incidents" in the most vigorous, uniform and
expedient manner possible; for an uprising is in essence the
most vigorous, rnost uniform and most expedient "r.eacliofi"
of the whole of the people to the conduct of the government.
And lastly, it is precisely such work that would train all
revolutionary organizations throughout Russia to maintain
the most continuous, and at the same time the most secret,
contact with each other, thus creatin g rcal Party unity
for without such contacts it will be impossible collectively
to discuss the plan of the uprising and take the necessary
preparatory measures on the eve of it, which must be kept
in the strictest secrecy.
fn a word, the "plan for an all-Russian political newspaper," far from teptesenting the fruits of the labour of armchair
workers, infected with dogmatism and literariness (as it
seemed to those who gave but little thought to it), is a most
practical plan fot immediate and all-round preparations for
the uprising, while at the same time never for a moment
forgetting our ordinary, everyday work.

SOME REFLECTIONS ON TIIE LETTER FRO}I
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SOME REPLECTIONS ON THE LETTER FROM

"7 Ts. 6 F." 40

I

am writing under the fresh impression of your letter,
I have just read. Its senseless twaddle is so exasperating that I am unable to suppress the desire to state my
opinion frankly. Please send my letter on to the author and
tell him that he need not take ofience at the seyere tone. After
all, it is not meant for publication.
The letter deserves a reply, in my opinion, because it
shows up in particularly bold relief a characteristic trait
in the mood of many present-day revolutionaries: waiting
for instructions; demanding everything from above, from
others, from outside; looking lost when faced by failures
caused by local inaotivity; piling up complaint after complaint, and inventing recipes for a cheap and simple cure of
the evil.
You will not invent anything, gentlemen! ll you yourselues are inactive, if you permit splits to take place under
your very noses and then heave sighs and make complaintno recipes will hzlp you. And, it is utterly absurd to shower
us with complaints on this score. Don't imagine that you
ofiend us by your accusations and attacks: you see, we have
become inured, so devilishly inured to them that they do not
provoke usl
'Mass" literature "by the hundredweight"-this battlecry of yours is nothing but an imnginary reclpe for someone
else to cruo you of your own inactivity. Believe me, no such
recipes will euer workl If you yourselves are not energetic
and alert, no one will help you in any way. It is highly
unreasonable to wail, "giue us this or that, deliver
something or other", when you yourselues should, do the
getting and dcliuering. lt is useless to write about it to us,
for we cannot do it from here, whereas you can and should
which

l

*7 TS. 6 tr.D
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do it by yourselves: I am referring to the deliverv of
literature we are publishing and have on hand.
Some local "activists" (so called because they are inactive).
who have seen no more than a few issues ol Iskra and who
do not work activ_ely to get and distribute it in mass quantities, invent the flimsy excuse: "That is not what we want.
Give us rnass literature, for the masses! Masticate it for us.
put it into our mouths, and perhaps we'll manage to do the
swallowing ourselves.
ly absurd these plaints appear to those
that they, these local "activists,,, are
the distribution of even what is avail_
able. Is it not ridiculous to read: give us hundredweights,
when yo-u _are unable to take and transport even a I e w
p o u n d s? Do that first, worthy "dreamers for an hour,,
abandon everything, even
and then, when you have
imes, the publication, too,

I say it will grow, for your plaints about mass literature
(which you have uncritically and senselessly copied from the
Socialist-Revolutionaries, Saoboda people, and all sorts of
confused "inactivists") are caused by forgetfulness of a
small ... a very small trifle, namely, forgetfulness of the fact
that you are unable to take and distribtte euen a hunilreilth
part of the mass literature we are publishing now" I shall
take one of the recent lists of one of our few (miserably,
pitifully, shamefully few) consignments. The Nizhni-Niuggrod_
sfugqle-,_ the pamphlet on strikes,
tlrc D
shall limit myself to these.
-I So
Four,
msl
littlell
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it is very iittlel Yes, we need four hundred, not four.
But, permit me to ask you, have you been able to distriblate at least these lour things by the ten thousand? No,
you have not been able to do this. You have not been able
to distribute them by the hundred even. That is why you
shout: giue ts hundredweightsl (No one will ever giue yols
anything if you are unable to take it: bear that in mind).
Have you been able to make use of lhe hundreds of copies
which have been ileliuereil to you, brought to you, and, placed,
into your mouths?? No, you have not been able to do that.
Even in this trifle you have not been able to link up the
mo$ses with Social-Democracy. Every month we get tens
and hundreds of leaflets, reports, news items, and letters
from all parts of Russia, but we have had not a singlc (give
good thought to the exact meaning of the wortls, "not a
single"l) report about the distribution of theso hundreds
of copies among the masses, about the impression they made
on the rna,sses, about the reaction of the n?,osses, about discussions among themasses on th e s e things! You are placing us in a position wherein the writer does the writing and
the reader (the intellectual) does the reading-after which
this same slothful reader fulminates against the writer because he (the writerl!l) does not furnish literature "by the hundredweight" everywhere. The person whose sole business it
is to I lnk up the writerwiththe massessits liko arufrled
turkey antl gobbles away: give us mass literature, while
at th,e same time lw is unable to make use of even a h u n dred,th part of what is available.
You will of course say that it is fzzpossdble, impossible
in general, to get, for instance, Islcra, our main product,
Iinheil up with the masses. I know you will say that. I have
heard it hundreds of times and have always replied that
this is untrue, that it is a subterfuge, shirking, inability,
and indolence, the desire to have roast duck fly straight
into ydur mouths.
I know, from the facts that enterprising people have been
able to "link up" Is&ra (this super-intellectual Iskra, as the
sorry little intellectuals consider it) $rith the zaasses of even
such backward and uneducated workers as those in the industrial'gubernias around Moscow. I have known worltcrs who
have thomselves distributed .fs/crc among tho masses (therel
.Yes,

SOUE NEFI,ECTIONS ON

TIIE I,ETTER

FROM

(7 TS.

O

B.'
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and who merely remarked that there were too few copies.
Quite recently I heard a "soldier from the field of battle"
tell of how in one such out-of-the-way factory area in central
Russia Iskra is read at one and the sarne time in numerous
circles, at gatherings numbering from ten to fifteen people,
the committee and subcommittees th,emselues reading over
-very issue in advance, planning jointly just how to use each
article in agitation talks. And they were able to make use
of even those paltry five to eight (maximum: eightll) copies
which were all that they got owing to the helpless inactivity
of the activists stationed near the border (who are never
even able to make arrangements for reception of literature
consignments and hope that the writer will give birth not
only to articles but to people to do the work for theml).
Come now, tell us with your hand over your heart: have
many of you made such ruse of e v e r y copy of Islcra you.
received (delivered to you, brought lo you)? You are silentl
Well then, Iet me tell you: one out of a hundred copies that
get to Russia (by the will of the fates and due to the inactivity
of the "readers") is being used iz this way, with discussions
on the agitation-value of every item, with readings of every
item in workers' study circles, in all circles of all workeri
who are accustomed to foregather in a particular town.
And yet people who are unable to assimilate even a hundredth
part of the material that gets to them wail: give ru hundredweights!! Shchedrin's formula (the writer does the writing)
still regards the "reader" far, far too optimisticallyll
The present-day reader (from among the Social-Democratic intellectuals) has gone so far as to complain about the
uriters because the local intellectuals are lazy and "order,,
lhe workers about, without doing anything for them. The
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soME REFLECTIoNS oN THE LETTER FRoM (? Ts. 6 F.,

situation do you find yourselves when you complain to us
about Aour oun helplessness?
It is a I a c t that the "practicians" do not make use of
even a hundredth part of all they could take. And it is a no
less indubitable fact that the special varieties. of "mass"
literature which these people have thought up are only pretexts and dodges. In the letter of "7 Ts. 6 F.", for instance,
three varieties are recommended to "us" (it would be to us, of
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two issues of one title (of trash)
by three issues of anoiher titl6
nergy, this is jolly, this is newl

s.. ..

course):

1) A popular newspaper. Chew over every fact so as to
make its assimilation possible without digestion, so that
w e, "activists", should need no stomachs at all.
It does not matter that the world has never yet seen
such a "popular" "nervspaper", since a newspapet giues
answers to everything, while popular literaturc giues instruction on a lew things. It does not matter that all our
examples of such literature, beginning wilh Rabochaya
Mysl, on through Vperyoils,a2 Rabocheye Dyelos, Ktasnoye
Znamyas, a3 and the like, have unavoidably and necessarily
proved mongrels, being neither popular nor newspapers.
It does not matter tlr,at all efrorts of the "workers"' newspapers have merely nurtured, and always will nurture, the
absurd division into an intellectual movement and a working-class movement (a division caused by the dull-wittedness and bungling of the intellectuals, who go so far as to
send complaints about their own bungling from the seal
of the trouble to the ends of the earthl). It does not matter
that all the efforts of the "workers"' newspapers so far have
been breeding, and will always breed among us, amateurishness and special, profound, Kazan and Kharkov theories'
All this does not matter. Look at the captivating Suobodn
group and t
olutionaries;
newspapers

noye Dyelo,

workers, Otkliki-a newspaper and magazine for workers,
Luchina-Lor peasants, Rabochaya Mysl-the Geneva newspaper of the St. Petersburg workersl! It Joes not matter
that all this is trash, but it is rn a s s trash for all that.
And all you have is just orre Ishra; after all, lt gets monotonoust Thirty-ono issues antl all Islra, while with the

blished, when every girl in paris
that ten new pamphlets (trash)
more than one old pamphlet, even
is onl-y the G_e1n1ns who do things in such a way that,
- Itexample,
for
in 1903 g"_b-..I'I Our Aiils, written thir[y-foui
years ago, is being republished for the eleuenth timeli That
is so boring. Our "captivating,, Socialist-Revolutionaries
are pouring out stufr. But our local ,,activists,, are able to
use neither the o I il Plekhanov pamphlets (twenty years
old: ancient stufrl To the archives-with themil, nor'.,s"ome,,
one (onel) pamphlet on strikes e and on the Witte memo-

randuml

This quite apart from the faot that the local ,,activist',

grounds that he writes complaints to Iskra. Nor does it
trouble his conscience in the slightest that gg per cent of the
articles are written by the one and the same tfiree and a ], tf
find it necessary even to
not be allowed to stop
issue of one and a half t
k. Still, he continues to
ply unparalleled fat
ll
rnany fools in the
lt
A truly crushing ar
it
crush?
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Leaflets.

us leaflets! The committees cannot do it!! Write,
deliver, bring (and distribute?) leafletsl
Well , now, this is indeed consistent. I open my mouth
and you shovel it in: here we have the new formula for the
relations between the "writer" and the Islera practician!
cal organisations (conTo go so far as to
t manage to issue local
sisting of slothJul '
delivered from abroad,
leaflets, that these
that is the limit. This is such a splendid (in my opinion)
crowning touch to the whole letter of "7 Ts. 6 F." that
it only remains for me to conclude with this "crown". Any
further remarks or comments will only dim its shining
lustre.

Giu e

Written in the second hall
ol Januarf 1903
First published in t92{
in the Dagazine Molod.oya
Goardia, No, 2-3.

Published according
to the manuscript

A LETTER TO THE COMRADES
(WITE REFERENCE TO THE FORTHCOMING PUBI,ICATION
OF'TEE ORGAN OF THE PARTY MAJORITY)

Dear Comrades,
Today, at a meeting of a close circle of Bolsheviks
decision was taken on a question that in
ng been decided: the publication of a party
will uphold and develop the principles of
ainst the organisational and tactical discord
brought into the Party by the minority, and will serve the
needs of the positive work of
Russia,
against whom such a bitter
carried
ntry-a
9n by minority agents practic
fight that terribly disorganises
tal historical juncture, and one that is carried on throughout by
the most shameless splitting rnethods and tactics, amid
hypocritical deplorirrg of the split by the so-called Central

vinced of that after i
plement to Nos. 73-7

lramphlet The Coun
lrublished the other

d

ns, printed in the supsee lt from Orlovsky-'s

party, as which

we

y cleai now that unless
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they unite ard resist otrr so-called central institutions, the
mirjority will not be able to upholtl their position, to uphold
the party spilit in its strugglc against the circle spirit. Union
of thc Bolsheviks in Russia has long been put forward by
them as an urgent need. Recall the tremendous sympathetic response to the programmatic resolution of the twentytrvo* (programmatic for our struggle within the Party);
recall the proclamation of the nineteen, issued in printed
form by the Moscorv Committee (October 1904); lastly, nearly
all Party committees are aware that a number of private
conferences of majority committees have Iately been held,
and in part are still being helda6 and that the most
vigorous and delinite efforts are being rnade to solidly unite
the majority committees for resistance to the overrveening
Bonapartists on the Council, Central Organ, and Central
Committee.
We hope that these efforts (or rather steps)

will be made

generally known in the very near future, when the results
will allow of a defrnite statement of what has already been
achieved. It need hardly be said that the majority would
have been quite unable to conduct their self-defence without
a publishing house of their own. As you may already know
from our Party literature, the new Central Committee simply ejected our pamphlets (and even"the covers of pamphlets already set up) from the Party printing office, thus
turning the latter into the printing office of a circle, and
refused the direct request of the majority members abroad
and of committees in Russia-the Riga Committee, for
instance-to have majority literature delivered to Russia.
It hecame quite evident that falsification of Party opinion
was a systematic tactic of the new Central Committee. We
found ourselves faced unavoidably with the necessity of
expanding our publishing activities and setting up our own
transport arrangerrents. The committees that had broken
off comradely relations with the editorial board of the
Central Organ (see Dan's admission in his account of the
Geneva meeting of September 2, 190447
-ana interesting
pamphlet) could not and cannot do rvithout
periodical
organ. A party without an organ, an organ without a party!

'

COMRADES

See

pp

452-59

ol this volumo.-Ed

This tragic formulation put forward by the majority as
far back as August inexorably decreed the one soluiion
starting of our own organ. The young literary forces -the
that
have been coming abroad to uphold the vital cause of the
majority of the comrades in Russia need a Iield for their
energies. A number of Party writers in Russia likewise
call insistently for an organ. In starting this organ, which
rvill probably be called Vperyod, we are acting in full
agreement with the mass of the Bolsheviks in Russia, and

in the Party struggle.

'".J,i iH',",1" :iJl,""X:
perfectly i" r""o"a-u""n

with the interests of the working-class movement. We are
by no means abandoning the struggle for a congress; on the
contrary, we want to extend, co-ordinate, and support this
struggle, want to help the committees to decide the new
question now facing them

of arranging a congress with-

-thatCommittee, and against the
out the Council and Central
wishes of the Council and Central Committee
-a question
that requires the fullest and most serious discussion.
We
openly champion views and aims that have long since been
stated, in a number of pamphlets, before the whole party.
We are fighting and will continue to fight for the consil-

tent
matt
ly m
tions

in
ussa-

om

the eyes of the worldas). The announcement about the new
organ u,ill probably appear in a week or so, and the first
between January 1 and.l0, New Style. The
will include all the majority writers that
e to the fore (Ryadovoy, Galyorka, Lenin,
contributed regularly to Is/cra from its
46th to 51st iss
Plekhanov, and
body practically
ness of distribu
(has already been formed in part) ae through direct assignrnent of definite functions to definite comrades by a number
of Russian committees (the Odessa, Ekaterinoslav, and Niko-
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layev committees, the four Caucasian committees, and several
northern ones, rnore particulars of which you will receive
shortly). We now appeal to all comrades to give us all the
support they can. We shall conduct the organ on the under-

from the first to its special sense and caution against a mis-

papgr. We
the
-ask _everyone to contribute, and especially
workers. Give
the workers the widest opportunity to -write

.{ LETfER TO THE

COMRADES
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for our paperr to write about positively everything,

to

write as much as they possibly can about their daily lives,

interests, and work-without such ncaterial a Social-Democratic organ will not be worth a brass farthing and will not
deserve the name" In addition, please send us priuate letterc,
not intended as contributions to the paper, i.e., not for
publication, but by way of comradely intercourse with the
editors and to keep them informed, and not only about facts
and incidents, but about the prevailing sentiment and the
everyday, "uninteresting", humdrum, routine side of the
movement. Feople who have not I
imagine how much we need such letters
nothing secret about them either, and
coded
Ietter once or twice a week is really something the busiest
person can do). So write to us about the discussions at the

t34
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with any of the editors) who wrote with the utmost regularity.
The police have long been quite unequal to the task -of

TO A.

youth, to Party workers, to "centralists',, to organisers, and
to-ordinary rank-and-filers at impromptu meetings and mass
rallies.

A,

BOGDANOV

JanuarY 10' 1905
My dear friend,
At las[ we have launched Vperyod, and I would Iike to discuss it with you in greater detail. Issue No. 2 will appear tlie
day alter tomorrosr. We intend to bring it out weekly. We
have sufflcignt literary forces for the task. We are all in
excellent spirits anil at the top of our working form (with the
slight exception of Vasily Vasilyevich, $ wh.o has a touch of
the blues). We arp sure that things will go well, so long as we
don't go bankrupt. We need 400 francs (150 rubles) per issue,
but we have only 1,200 francs all in all. We shall need the
deuce of a lot of help for the lirst few months; for, unless we
can make it a regular publication, the entire position of the
Majoritj will be dealt a terrilic, well-nigh irreparable blow.
Donotforgetthisandgetwhateveryoucan (e s p ec i a I ly

from, Gorky).

cratic newspap
the workers' p

in one. This
active

support

whole movement, to see
-Democratic paper fused

ly if

we

hav-e

ihe

most

ss.

With comradely greetings, Iy'. Lenin
Written on Noyember

29

(December 12), t904
Published In leaflet form
ln December 190{

ished accordins
to the leaflet text-
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Next. It is particuiarlyimportant now to let Ral<hmetovsl
know that he shouldpush onas hard as he can with the arrange-

ments for literary contributions from Russia. The

success

of a weekly clepends Iargely upon the energetic collaboration

ol Russian writers ancl SociaI-Democrats" Write to Rakhmetovthatheshouldmobilise bothF t nn and, K o llo ntat
forthe purpose (we badly need articles o n F i n I a n d), as
well as R umy an t seu and, A ndr ei S oko lorr t,he
latter especially and particularly. I know by long experience
that the people in Russia are devilishly, unpardonably, and
incretlibly slow at this sort of thing. It is therefore necessary
to act, first of all, by personal example; secondly, not to rely
on promises, but to see that you get the things rvritten. Let
Rakhmetov be sure to order the articles and the couespondence himself, and receive them himself, and send them off
himself, [eeping at it until he gets the matorial. (I would also

Lenin giving a speech to the soldiers qf the Red
Moy 1920

,Arnt_y

during the Civil War,

t)rav,mg ol Lenin Eiving a speech to the u,orkers ul the Putilov factot? in Petrograd
r I hc rtvolutiort.

rt I t c

The Bolshevik Farty published the news-

paper: "The Haruester" on travelling
presses.

"r,
x
&

Distribution of Bolshevik leaflets. August
1917

Lenirt und Slulitt

tl

( lttirrrtun

rrirtl Lltt Civil Wtr
:l

M urt

rrutling tht nt'tt s <t.l: tht' Iib<,rutiott ol Nunking in

1949
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If

we tackle thls properly, my
dlstiibutlon of undsrground
llterature ln Ruesla. Don't forget that transportatlon, at best,
takes four months. And tbat's with a weekly paporl As for
ably from 50 to 75 per cent will be.
anrl ouo'l atklress abroad.

woral, w6 coulal reyolutlonise the
:9

qs
\i"
.\

to writo regularly

They ought simply to be obllgatetl

a

week or onco & fortnight; otherwlbe-so, indeetl, tell th6m-we csnnot sonrider them decent
people and will have nothlng more to do with them. The
usual ercuse Is: We donlt know what theme to choose, wo're
afraid to waste our effort, we think "they already have thls".
It is agalnst these trite and idiotic preterts that Rakhmetov
pust wago a personal, a definitely persorlal, fight. The princlpal themes are the domestic topicr rif Russia (ol the ktnil
that comptise in periodical literature revielvs of the domestlo
politlcal sceus anal reflections ol social llte), ar well as articler antl briel commsnts on material appearlng in Russlan
speclal publications (etatistical,, military, medical, prison,
eccleglastical, anil other perioilicals). V{e are always in need
ol copy for these two eections. OnIy people llving ln Russia,
and ruch people alone, can conduct thes6 two eectlona well.
?he keynote here is lresh lactt, lrcch lmpresilons, speclal
materlalg that are lnacceoelblc to thc pcople abroad, and not
ju$ arguments, not eualuatlont lrom tlu Soctal-Danotoltc
potnt ol ulap. Therefore, such articles anal commeuts will
noysr go to waste, lor we rhall alwaya male uee o[ them,
It t6 nakhnstov'E duty now to organls€ thlr thtng at onoo
and give tr at least half a dozen good, usolul contfibutom,
who would not be lazy or try to shirk their jobs, but would
each get in tlirect touch with the Editorlal Board. Only by
direct contact with contributors catr rvo Errangc all the
details of the work. People should be enlisted by being made to
reallse that nowhero else can they "get into prlnt".as quickly
as in a weekly newspaper.
In conclusion, a word dr two about the organisational slogan of toilay. After tho article "TiEe to Call a Haltl" (Fpcryod, No. l),r this slogan should be clear; but people ars so
lnert that Rakh,-etov, here again, will have to erplaiu and
Chairman Mao at the Lu Hsun Institute of Literature and

Art in

Yenan in Muy 1938.

'

oncs

Scc pp, 35-39 of ,51u v.sl'rrne,-Ed.
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explain again, and hammer it into their headS a$ baril as he
can. Tho spltt is now compleie; f.ot we have erhaustetl all
means. It is the Third Congress against the will of the Central
Committes ancl the
Complete rupture with the Centr
tement that we
have our own Bure
of the Mensheviks and the new-Iskrists everywhere, We did everything we
could to get on together, and should now declare opeuly and
bluntly that we are obligeil to work separately. All trustfulness and naivet6 can only cause tremendous harm.
For Chrlst's sake hurry up and issue an open and emphatio
statement on the Birreau, s2 I,t is necessary; ({) to llne up fully
with "Time to CalI a Haltl" and ro-issue its appeal; (2)
to cleclare thatVperyodis the organ of the majority of the commitiees and that the Bureau is working with it in complete
and friendly agreement; (3) that the C.C. and the Council have
ileceived the Party in the most disgraceful way and .sabotaged the Cougress; (4) that there is, no \May out now othet
than the convening of a congress of the committees themselves withoul the C.C. and the Council; (5) that the Bureau
unclertakes tb help the constructive work of the committees;
(6) that the Central Organ has utterly lost the membership's
confidence by its vacillations and lies.
Believe me, we highly appreciate Zemlyachka, but she
is wrong in her opposition to Papasha,s3 ancl it is for you
to correct her mistakes. Let us hurry up ancl break with the
C.C. all along the line, and publish q statement about the
Bureau at once to the effect that it is the Organising Committee antl that it is convening the Thircl Congress.
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b the magazine PrcletarshaYd
nexolulsio, No, 3 (38)

Publlshed according to
tbg manuscrlpt

FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD
OF THE CENTRAL ORGAN OF THE RUSSIAN
SOCIAL-DEMOCRATIC LABOUR PARTY
Comrades,

We wish to draw your attention to one of the methods of
co-operation between the Central Organ and the press of the
various localities, in the matter of agitation. The Central
Organ is very often accused of being out of touch with the
movement, being couched in unpopular language, etc., etc.
There is of course some truth in these reproaches, and we are
fully aware that our work, which is conducted from afar, is
inadequate in such an eventful period. However, our isolation is in part due to the infrequent and irregular communications between the Central Organ and the masses of local
Social-Democrats, and to insuf ficient co-operation hetween the
two. We quite agree that we are not helping you suf ficiently,
but then, neither are you giving us enough help. We now want
to draw your attention in a comradely way to the elimination
of one of these shortcomings.
The comrades on the spot do not make sufficient use of
the Central Organ for purposes of agitation. The Central
Organ arrives late, and the numher of copies received is
small. It is therefore necessary more frequently: 1) to have
articles and items reprinted in local bulletins; 2) more often
to adapt or paraphrase in more popular language the slogans
(and articles) of the Central Organ, in local bulletins, in doing
which you may complement, alter, abridge them, etc.,
since you, who are on the spot, can see what is best, and all

Party publications belong to the Party as a whole; 3) /o
quote Lhe Central Organ in local bulletins more often, so as

1,10

FROM

EDITORIAL BOARD OF C. O. OF THE R

S D L.P

to famillariso the masses with the title of the Central Organ,
with the liha ol having their own permanent paper, .the idea
of having their own ideological centre, of always being able
to turn to it, 6tc., etc. You should on all occasions endeavour
to indicate in your bulletins that the very same idea was propounded in such and such an article in Proletary, or that news
to the same effect is contained in such and such of the letters
ithas published, eJc., etc. This is most importantfor the
purpose of familiarising the m,asses with our Central Organ,
and widening our entire sphere of lnfluence.
The local committees have often republished articles, selecting whatever appealed to them most. What is particularly
important now ls to have unllorm slogans (on the attitude
towards the liberals, lhe O suobo zhdcnlye League, their "theory
of agreement", their draft constitution, etc.; on the question
of a revolutionary army and the programme of a revolutionary
government; on the bgycott of the State Duma, etc., etc.).

THE CHARACTER OF OUR NEWSPAPERS
Far too mloh space is being allotted to political agitation

on outdated themes-to political ballylioo-and Tar too
little to the building of the new life, to the facts about it.
Why, instead of turning out

200-1100

lines, don't we rvrite

You shouldtry to make every possible use of the Central Organ

in your local

parophr

developlng or

tions, etc. Th
lnions, correcting
co-operatlon between us, f
the workers with
our slogans and acqualnti
ral Organ of tho
the fact that we have a
Party.
We earnestly request that thls letter be read and discussed
in absolutely all organisations and study circles of the
Party, down to the very lowest.

The Editoriol Booril
RaDochr,

t' No' 2,

Ecptcmba l0o5

ol

"Proletary"

Publlshcd accordlng to
thc Eatrurcrlpl

old, known and alrcady evaluated politics.
The bourgeois press in the "good o[d bourgeois times"
never urentioned the "holy of holies"-the conditions in
privately-owned factories, in the private enterprises. This
custom fitted in with the interests of the bour eoisie. We
must radically break with it. \Ve have nol broken with it.
the.

So far our type of newspaper has not changed as

it

should in

I repeat, we must, speak very briefly
about these politics.
More economics. But not in the sense of "general" discur
rions, learned reviews, intellectual plans and similar piflle,
others). We may, and,

142
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for, I regret to say, tliey are all too often just piffle and nothing more. By economics we mean the gathering, carelul

checking and study of the facts of the actual organisation of
the new life. Have real successes been achieved by big factories, agricultural communes, the Poor Peasants' Comrnittees,

and looal Economic Councils in huilding up the new economy? What, precisely, are these successes? Have they been

verified? Are they not fables, boasting, intellectual promises ("things are moving", "the plan has been drarvn up", "rve
are getting under way", "we notv vouch for", "thcre is uldoubted improvement", and other charlatan phrases of which "we"
are such masters)? How have the successes been achieved?
What must be done to extend them?
Where is the black list with the names of the lagging factories which since nationalisation have remained rnodels
of disorder, disintegration, dirt, hooliganisrn and parasitism? Nowhere to be found. But there ore such facrtories.
We shall not be able to do our duty unless we wage uar
against these "guardians of capitalist traditiorts". We shall
be jellyfish, not Communists, as long as we tolerate such factories. We have not learned to rvage the class struggle in the
newspapers as skilfully as the bourgeoisie did. Remember the
skill with lvhich rt hounded i/s class enemies in the press,
ridiculed them, disgraced them, and tried to srveep them away.
And we? Doesn't the r:lass struggle in the epoch of the transition from capitalism to socialism take the form of safeguarding the interests of the working class against the fcw, the
groups and sections of workers who stubbornly cling to capitalist traditions and continue to reg'ard the Soviet state in
the old way: work as little and as badly as they can and grab
as much money as possible from the state. Aren't there many
such scoundrels, even among the compositors in Soviet
printing works, among the Sormovo and Putilov workers,
eto.? How many of them have we found, how many have we

will

be crushed

with an iron

hand.

Less political ballyhoo. Fewer highbrorv discussions.
to the wayln which the workers
arrd peasants are actually building the nell in tlreir
everyday work, and more uerification so as to ascertain the
extent to which the new is communistic.

Closer to life. Mole attention

Pratdo No.

202,

sctrtember 2(,. i9l8
Signed: N. teain
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FROM THE EDITORS*

Convinced that for intelligent, Georgian readers the
publication of a free periodical is an urgent question;
convinced Chat this question musC be settled today and
that furt,her delay can only damage the common causo;
eonvinced that every intelligent reader will welcome such a
publication and will render it, every assistance, we, a
group of Georgian revoluCionary Social-Democrat,s, are
meeting this want, in the endeavour to sat,isfy [he readers'
wishes as far as it lies in our power. We are issuing the
firsL number of the firsc Georgian free newspaper Brdz.ola.ss
To enable the reader to form a definite opinion about,
our publica[iou and, in particulir, about, ourselvea, we
shall say a few words.
The Social-Democratic movement has not lef[ unCouched a single corner of the coun[ry. It has not avoided
that corner of Russia which we call the Caucasus, and
with the Caucasus, iC has not avoided our Georgia. The
Social-DemocraCic movement in Georgia is a recent
phenomenon, it is only a few years old; to be more precise, the foundations of that movemenL were laid only

.
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I

in the illegal Social-Democratic
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in 1896. Here, as everywhere else, our aclivities at iirs[
did no[ excend beyond the bounds of secrecy. Agita[ion
and wide propaganda in the form [hat we have been
witnessing lately were impossible and, willy-nilly, all
efforts were concentrated in a few eircles. This peliod
has now passed. Social-Democratic ideas have spread
among the masses of the workers, and activities have
also overflowed bhe narrow hounds of secrecy and have
spread to a large section of the workers. The open sLruggle

has started. This strugglo has confronled the pioneer
Party workers with many questions of a kind that have
been in the hackground hitherto and havo not urgent,ly
callod for erplanation. The first question that has arisen
in all its magnitude is: what means havo ws at our command co enlargo the aroa of the struggle? In words, the
answor to this qu€stion is very simple and easy; in practice ib is quite different.
It, goes withoub saying thau for the organized
Social-Democratic movement the principal means is the
extensive propaganda of and agitation for revolutionary
ideas. But the conditions under which ihe revolutionary is obliged to operate are so contradictory, so difficult, and call for such heavy sacrifices, thab often both
propaganda and agit,abion becomo impossible in l"he
form thaL the initial stage of the movemen[ requires'
Studying in circles with the aid of books and pamphle[s
becomes impossible, first, because of police persecuLion,
and secondly, because of the very way [his work is organized. Agitation wanes wiLh bhe very first arrests' It'
becomes impossible Lo main[ain contac[ with the workers
and to visit them ofLen; and ye[ the workers are expecting
explanations of numerous questions of the day' A fierce
stiuggle is raging around [hem; all the forces of the
governmenb are mustered against, them; bub they have
no means of crit,ically analyzing the present sibuabion,

they have no information aboub the actual state oI
affairs, and oft,en a slight setback at some neighbouri.g factory is enough io cause revolutionary-minded
workers t,o cool off, to lose confidence in the future, and.
Lhe leader is obliged t,o start drawing them into the work
anew.

In most cases, agitation with the aid of pamphlets
which provide answers only to cer[ain definite questions
has little effecL. It becomes necessary to create a li0erature that provides answers to questions of the day. Wc
shall not stop to prove this commealy-ftnown truth. In
the Georgian labour movemeni the time has already
arrived when a periodical trecomes one of the principal
means of revolutionary ac[ivity.
For the information of some of our uninitiat,ed readers
we deem it necessary to say a few words about [he legally printed newspapers. We would deem i[ a gfeat
mistake if any worker regarded such a trewspaper, irrespective of the condi[ions under which ib was published
or of the trend it pursued, as the mouthpiece of his, the
worker's, interests. The governmen[, which "takes care"
of the workers, is in a splendid posiLion as far as such
newspapers are concerned. A whole horde of officials,
called censors, are attached to them, and it is their
special function to watch them aritl to resort to red ink
and scissors if even a single ray of truth breaks through.
Circular after circular comes flying to the corrrmiCtee
of censors ordering: "Don't pass anything concerning
the workers; don't publish anything about this or tha[
cventl don't permit, the discuEsion of such and such a
aubject, " lnd so on and so forth. Under these conditions,
it is, of courso, impossible for a newspap€r to be run
properly; and in vain will the worker saek in its columns,
even between the lines, for information on and a correc[
appraisal of matters that concern him. If anybody were
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to believe that a worker can gain any benefit from the
rare lines that appear in this or that legally printed
newspaper casually mentioning matters concerning him,
and releasod by the reactionary censor only by mistake,
we would have to Eay that he who placed his hopes on
such fragments and attempted to build up a system of
propaganda on such anippets would display lack of

understanding.
We repeat that we are saying this only for the infor-

mation of a few unini[iated readers.
And so, a Georgian free periodical is something the
Social-Democrat,ic movement needs very urgently. The
only question now is how t,o run such a publication;
by what should it he guided, and what should it give
the Georgian Social-DemocraLs.
From the point of view of the onlooker, the question
of the eristence of a Georgian newspaper in general,
and the question of its content and trend in particular,
rDay soem to settle themselves na[urally and simply:
the Georgian Social-Democratic movemenb is not a
soparato, exclusively Georgian, working-class movement
with its own separaLe' program; it goes hand in hand
with the entire Russian movemen[ and, consequently,
eccep[s the au[hority of the Russian Social-Democratic
Party-hence it is clear that a Georgian Social-Democratic
nswspeper should be only a local organ that, deals mainly
with local questions and reflects the local movemont.

But behind this reply lurks a difficulty which

we

canno[ ignore and which we shall inevitably encounter.
We refer to the language difficulty. While the Central Commit[ee of Lhe Russian Social-Democratic Party
is able to explain all general questions with the aid ol
the all-Par[y neurspaper and leave ib to the regional
committees to deal only with local questions, the Georgian newspaper finds itself in a ilifliculty as regardr

content. The Georgian nenspaper must simultaneously
play the part of an all_part,y and of a regional, or
locj
organ. As the majorit,y of Georgian working_cla",
cannot freely read the Russian no\rspaper, the ""rd"r,
editors
of the Georgiau newspaper have no right to pess ovor
those quest,ions which the all_party Russian ,"*.prp",
is discussing, and should discuss. Thus, che C"oigiao
ney/spaper must inform its readers about all
questionr
of principle concerning theory and tacLics. At the same
time it must lead the local movement and throw p"op",
Iighr on every event, wi[hout leaving a single fact
unex_
plained, and providiug answers to all q-uestions
tha[
excite the local workers. The Georgian newspaper must
link up and unite the Goorgiao
Russian. militant
"od its readers
workers. The newspaper Dust inform
about
everything that inCerests them at home, in Ruasia
and
abroad.

Such, in general, is our view of what the Georgian

newspapbr should be.

A few words

nowspaper.

about the conient and trend of thc

We musc demand thac as a Social-Democratic nowlF
paper ic should devote atcention mainly to the'militant

workers. We think i0 superfluous to say that, in
Russia,
and everywhero, the revolutionary p.ol"t,"riat alone
is
destined by his[ory to liberate
a"a
l"irf
-"rtird
1Ue
world happiness. Clearly, only the working_clas
iorrl
ment stands on solid ground, and it, alone is free
all sorts of utopian fairy tales. Consequently,from
the
newspaper, as tho organ of the Social_Democr&ts,
should
Iead the working-class movement, point the road
for
iC, and safeguard it from error. In short, the primary
duty of the newspaper is to be as close to the masses
of
the workers as possible, to be able constantly
to influence
[hem and servo es 0heir conscious and guiding centre.
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As, however, in the condi[ions prevailing in Russia
today, it is possible that other elements of socie[y besides
the workers may come out as the champions of "freedom, "
and as this freedom is the immediate goal of the militant'
workers of Russia, ic is the duty of the newspaper to
alford space for every revolutionary movement, eYen one
outside the labour movement- We say "afford space"
noL only for casual information, or simply news. No!
The newspaper mus[ devote special attention to the
revolutionary movement that goes on' or will arise,
anong other elemenbs of society. It musL explain every
aocial phenomenon and theroby influence every one who
is fighting for freedom. Hence, the newspaper must
devote special attention to the political situation in
Russia, weigh up all the consequences of this sit'uat'ion,
and on the widest possible basis raise the questidn of [he
necessity of waging a political struggle.
We are convinced that nobody will quote our words
as proof Chat, wo advocate establishing conueciion and
conpromising with the bourgeoisie. The proper appraisal,
the exposure of bhe weaknesses and errors of the movement
against the existing system, even if it proceeds among the
bourgeoisie, cannot cast the sCain of opporl,unism on

the Social-DemocraLs. The only thing here is no[ to
forget Social-Democratic principles and revolutionary
methods of fighting. If we measure every movement
with this yards[ick, we shall koep free of all Berns[einian
blather.
Thus, the Georgian Social-Democratic newspaper musU
provide plain answers to all questions connected wi[h the
working-class movement, explain questions of principle,
explain theoretically the role the working class plays
in the struggle, and throw the light, of scientific socialism
upon cvery phenomenon l,he workers encounter'
At t,he same [ime, the uewspaper must, serve as bhe
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represent,aiive of the Russian Social-Democratic Party
and give its readers timely information aboui all the
views on tact,ics held by Russian revolutionary SocialDcmocracy. It must, inform its readers about how the
workers in oLher couutries live, what they are doing to
improve their conditions, and how they are doing it,
and issue a timely call to the Georgian workers to enter
Lhe battlefield. At the same time, the newspaper must
no[ Ieave out, of account, and without Social-Democra[ic
criticism, a single social movemen[.
Such is our view of what a Georgian newspaper
should be.
We cannot deceive either ourselves or our readers
by promising to carry out, these [asks in their entirety
with the forces at presen[ at our command. To run Lhe
newspaper as it really ought to be run we need the aid of
our readers and sympathizers. The reader will not,e that
Chefirsi number of. Brdzolosuffers from numerous defecLs,
but defects which can be rectified, if only our readers
give us their assistance. In particular, we emphasize
the paucity of home news. Being at a distance from home
wo are unable to watch the revolutionary movemen[ in
Georgia and provide timely information and explanation
concerning questions of that movemen[. Hence we musC
receive assistance from Georgia. Whoever wishes to assist
us dso with literary contributions will undoubtedly
fiDd means of eshblishing direct or indirec& contacb
with the edit,ors of Brdzola.
We call upon all Georgian milit,ant Social-Democr&[s
to take a keen interest in the fate of Brdznb, to render
every assistance in publishing and distributing it, and
thereby convert the first free Georgian nowspaper Brdzola
into e woapoD of the revolutionary atruggle.
BtJo,8 (tr,, 8tttt,,l'.t No. l,
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VORKEN CORRESPONDENTS
Intqttieut Vi,th a Repretentathrc
ol tlre Ma4ozitu *Robochy Korrespond,ent"'s6

The imporiance oI workers' participation in the conI newspapor lies primarily in the fact that such
participaiion makes iC possible to transform this sharp
woapon in the class s[ruggle, as a newspaper_ is, from a
weapon for the enslavement of ths people in0o a weapon
for thoir emancipaCion. Only worker and peasant correspotfu,nts can bring abou[ this great transformation.
duct, of

Only as an organised, force can worker and peasant
correspondents play, in the course of development of the
press, tho part of mouthpiece and vehicle of proletarian
public opinion, of exposer of the defects in Soviet pub-

lic life, and of [ireless fighter for the
our work of cons0ruction.

improvement oI

Should worker correspondents be olected at workers'
meetings, or should they be chosen by the editore? I
think that the second method (choice by the editors) is
more advisable. The underlying principle must be the
correspondent's independence of the institutions and
persons Chat, in ono way or anot,her, he comes in contacL
with in the course of his work. This, however, iloes not
mean independence of that intangible but constantly
operating force that is called proletariau public opinion,
of which the worker correapondent, muBL be the vehicle.

Worker and peasant correapondents must, not be regarded merely aa future journaliets, or aa factory aocial
workers iu the trarrow senso of [he terur; lhey are primarily exposers of the defects in our Soviet public life,
fighters for the removal of those defecl,s, commanders of
proletarian public opinion, striving to direct the inexhaustible forces of this immense factor so that they help
the Party and the Sovieb power in the difficult [ask of

socialist constructiou.
This gives rise to the question of educational work
among worker and peasant correspondents. It is, of course,
necessary to give worker and peasant correspondents some
grounding in thetechnique of journalism; but that is not,
the main thing. The main thing is that the worker and
peasant correspondents should learn in the course of their

work and acquire that intuit,ion of the journalist-public
worker wiihoub which thc correspondent cannot fulfil
his mission; and which cannot, be implantcd by any artificial measures of training in thc technical scnse of the
term.

DirecL ideological guidance

of worker and peasant

correspondents must be exercised by the newspaper ediLors, who are linked r-ith the Party. The censorship of
articles must, be concenLrabed in the hands of the rrewspaper editors.

Persecution of worker and peasant correspondents
is barbarous, a survival of bourgeois customs. The newspaper must undertako to prot,ect its correspondent from
persecution, for it, alone is capable of raising a fierce
campaign to expose obscurautism.

I

wish Rabochy Korresponden! every

success.

J. Stolin
Rdoeliy Kotrc.pondlnt, Ng.
Jun. l92l
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A TALK TO THE EDITORIAL

STAFF OF

THF, SHANSI-STJIYUAN DAILY
April z, r94t

to enable the masses to
for their own interests.
sists in their ability to br
Party's general and spec
before the masses in the quickest and most extensive way.
There are people in our leading organs in some places who think
that it is enough for the leaders alone to know the party's policies and
that there is no nced to let the masses know them. This is one of
the basic reasons why some of our work cannot be done well. For
over twenty years our Party has carried on mass work every day, and
f9r the past dozen years it has talked about the mass line every day.
'we

have always maintained that the revolution must rely on the
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masses of the people, on everybody's taking a hand, and have opposed
relying merely on a few petsons issuing orders. The mass line, however, is still not being thoroughly carried out in the work of some
comrades; they still rely solely on a handful of people working coolly and
quietly by themselves. One reason is that, whatever they do, they are
always reluctant to explain it to the people they lead and that they
do not understand why or how to give play to the initiative and
creative energy of those they lead. Subjectively, they too want everyone to take a hand in the work, but they do not let other people
know what is to be done or how to do it. That being the case, how
can everyone be expected to get moving and how can anything be
done well? To solve this problem the basic thing is, of course, to
carry out ideological education on the mass line, but at the same time
we must teach these comrades maoy concrete methods of work.
One such method is to make full use of the newspapers. To run a
newspaper well, to make it interesting and absorbing, to give correct
publicity in the newspapers to the Party's general and specific policies
and to strengthen the Party's ties with the masses through the newsPapers - this is an important question of principle in our Paty's work
which is not to be taken lightly.
You comrades are newspapermen. Your iob is to educate the
masses, to enable the masses to know their own interests, their own
tasks and the Party's genenl and specific policies. Running a newspaper is like all other work, it must be done conscientiously if it is to
be done well, if it is to be livcly. !flith our newspapers, too, \Me must
rely on everybody, on the masses of the people, on the whole Party to
run them, not merely on a few persons working behind closed doors.
Our papers talk about the mass line every day, yet frequently the
mass line is not carried out in the work of the newspaper ofiice itself.
For instance, misprints often crop up in the papers simply because
their elimination has not been tackled as a serious iob. If we apply
the method of the mass line, then when misprints appear, we should
assemble the entire staff of the paper to discuss nothing but this matter,
tell them cleady what the mistakes are, explain why they occur and
how they can be got rid of and ask everyone to give the matter serious
attention. After this has been done three times, or five times, such
mistakes can certaioly be overcome. This is true of small matters,
and of big matters, too.

To be good at translating the Party's policy into action of
masses,

the

to be good at getting not only the leading cadres but also the
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broad masses to understand and master every movement and every
struggle we launch - this is an art of Marxist-Leninist leadership. It
is also the dividing line that determines whether or oot we make
mistakes in our work. If we tried to go on the ofiensive when the
masses are not yet awakened, that would be adventurism. II we
insisted on leading the masses to do anything against theit will, we
would certainly f.ail. If we did not advance when the masses demand
advance, that would be Right opportunism. Chen Tu-hsiu's opportunist error consisted precisely in lagging behind the awakening of

the masses, being unable to lead the masses forward and even oppo.ing
their forward march. There are many comrades who still don'i understand these questions. our papers should propagate these ideas well

so that everyone can uoderstand them.
To t€ach the masses, ne\yspaper workers should

first of all learn

from the masses. You comrades are all intellectuals. Intellectuals are
often ignorant and often have little or no experience in practical matters. You can't quite understand the pamphlet "How to Analyse the
Classes in the Rural Areas'sTissued in ryy; on this point, the p."r"nt,
are more than a match for you, for they understand it fully as soon
as they are told about it. over r8o peasants in two districts of Kuohsien county met for five days and settled many problems concerning
the distribution of land. If your editorial department .'rere to discuss
those problems, I am afraid you would discuss them for two weeks
without settling them. The reason is quite simple; you do not understand those problems. To change from lack of understanding to
understanding, one must do things and see things; that is learning.
comrades working on the newspapers should go out by turns to take
part in mass work, in land reform work for a time; that is very necessary. !7hen not going out to participate in mass work, you should
hear a great deal and read a great deal about the mass movements
and devote time and efiort to the study of such material. our slogan
in training troops is, "officers teach soldiers, soldiers teach officers
and soldiers teach each other". The fighters have a lot of practical
combat experience. The ofiicers should learn from the fightirs, and
when they have made other people's experience their own, they will
b_ecome more capable. Comrades working on the n*rp"p..r, too,
should constantly study the material coming from below,
lradually
enrich their practical knowledge and become cxperienced. only thus
will you be able to do your work well, will you bc eblc to shoulder
your task of educating the masses.
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The Sbansi-Sli!ilan Daily made very gteat progress following the
conference of secretaries of prefectural Party committees last June.
Then the paper was rich in content, sharp, pungent and vigorous; it
reflected the great mass struggles, it spoke for the masses. I liked
reading it very much. But since January this year, when we began
to correct "Left" deviations, your paper seems to have lost some of
its spirit; it is not clear-cut enough, not pungenc enough, has become
less informative and does not have much appeal for the reader. Now
you are examining your work and summing up your experience; this
is very good. !(hen you have summed up your experience in combating Right and "Left" deviations and become more clear-headed,
your work will improve.
The struggle against Right deviations waged by the SbansiSuiyuan Daily from last June on u/as completely correct. In that
struggle you did a very conscientious iob and fully reflected the actual
situation in the mass movement. You made comments, in the form
of editorial notes, on the viewpoints and materials which you regarded
as \trron8. There were shortcomings too in some of your later com.
ments, but the conscientious spirit was good. Your shortcomings lay
chiefly in drawing the bow-string much too tight. If a bow-string is
too taut, it will snap. The ancients said, "The principle of Kings
}flen and'W'u was to alternate tensioo with relaxation.'s8 Now "telax"
a bit and the comrades will become more clear-headed. You achieved
successes in your work, but there were also shortcomings, mainly "Left"
deviations. Now you are making an over-all summing-up and, after
correcting the "Left" deviations, you will achieve greater successes.
lVhen we are correcting deviations, some people look on the
work of the past as uttedy fruitless and all wrong. That is not right.
These people fail to see that the Party has led a huge number of
peasants to obtain land, overthrown feudalism, consolidated the Party
organizations and improved the cadres' style of work, and that now
it has also corrected the "Left" deviations and educated the cadres
and masses. Are all these not great achievements? We should be
analytical with regard to our work and the undertakings of the masses,
and should not negate everything. In the past "Left" deviations arose
because people had no experience. !flithout experience it is hard
to avoid mistakes. From inexperience to experience, one must go
through a process. Through the struggles against the Right and

"Left" deviations in the short period since June last year, people have
come to understand what struggle against Right deviations means
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and what struggle against "Left,, deviations means. !7'ithout this
would not understand.
After you have examined your work and summed up your experience, I am sure that your paper will be run even better. you
must retain the former merits of your paper it should be sharp,
pungent and clear-cut, and it should be run conscientiously.
W'e must
firmly uphold the truth, and truth requires a clear-cut stand. !7.e
Communists have always disdained to conceal our views. Newspapers run by our Party and all the propaganda work of our party
should be vivid, clear-cut and sharp and should never mutter and
mumble. That is the militant style proper to us, the revolutionary
proletariat- Since we want to teach the people to know the truth
and arouse them to fight for their own emancipation, we need this
militant style. A blunt knife draws no blood.
process, people
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party writing is a reaction to the
viewed
historically,
stereotyped
_
-May
4th Movement.

OPPOSE STEREOTYPED PARTY ITRITING
February 8, rg4z

Comrade Kai-feng has just stated the purpose of today's meeting.
sectarianism use

I now want to discuss the ways subjectivism and

the Party "eight-legged

essay")se

rt

or form of expression. We are fighting
anism, but they will still have a hidingtime we do not get rid of stereotyped
Party writing. If we destroy that too, we shall "checkmate" subjectivism and sectarianism and make both these monsters show themselves
in their true colours, and then we shall easily be able to annihilate
them, like "rats running across the street with everyone yelling: Kill

them!

It

Kill

them!"

does not matter much

if a person produces stereotyped party
If he passes them on to someone

writings only for himself to read.

else, the number of readers is doubled, and already no small harm
is done. If he has them posted up, mimeographed, printed in newspapers or published in book form, then rhe problem becomes indeed
a big one, for they can influence maoy people. And those who produce
stereotyped Party writing always seek large audiences. Thus it has
become imperative to expose and destroy it.
Stereotyped Party writing is, moreover, one brand of the "foreign

stereotype", which was attacked by Lu Hsun a long time ago.m Vfrhy
then do we call it the Party "eight-legged essay"? Because, besides
its foreign flavour, it has some smell of native soil. Perhaps it too
can be counted as creative work of a sortl IJ7ho says our people have
not produced any creative works? Here is onel (Loud laugbter.)
Stereotyped Party writing has a long history in our Party; particularly during the Agrarian Revolution, it sometimes became quite
rampant.
This speech was delivered by Comrade Mao Tse-tung at a cadres, meeting in
Yenao.
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OPPOSE STEREOTYPED PARTY WRITING

wholly bad and what was good as absolutely and wholly good' This
fo.rn"lirt approach to problems afiected the subsequent course of the
movement. In its development, the May 4th Movement divided into
t\yo currents. One section inherited its scientific and democratic spirit
and transformed it on the basis of Marxism; this is what the Communists and some non-Party Marxists did. Another section took the

road of the bourgeoisie; this was the development of formalism
towards the Right. But within the communist Party too the situation
was not uniform; there, too, some members deviated and, lacking a
firm grasp of Marxism, committed errors of formalism, namely, the
errors of subjectivism, sectarianism and stereotyped Party writing'
This was the development of formalism towards the "Left"' So it
can be seen that stereotyped Party writing is no accident, but is, on
the one hand, a reaction to the positive elements of the May 4th
Movement and, on the other, alegacy, a continuation or development
of its negative elements. It is useful for us to understand this point'
Just as it was rcvolutionary and necessary to fight the oid stereotyped
writing and the old dogmatism during the period of the May 4th
Movement, so it is revolutionary and necessary today for us to use
Marxism to criticize the new stereotyped writing and the new dogmatism. If there had been no fight against the old stereotype and the
old dogmatism during the May 4th period, the minds of the Chinese
pcople would not have been freed from bondage to them, and China
rvould have no hope of freedom and independence. This task was
merely begun in the period of the May 4th Movement, and a vety
great eftort a huge iob of work on the road of revolutionary
to enable the whole people to free
remoulding
- is still necessary
themselves completely from the domination of the old steteotype and
dogmatism. If today we do not oppose the new stereotyped writing
and the new dogmatism, the minds of the Chinese people will be
fettered by formalism of another kind. If we do not get rid of the
poison of stereotyped Party writing and the error of dogmatism found
among a section (only a section' of course) of Party comrades, then
it will be impossible to arouse a vigorous and lively revolutionary
spirit, to eradicate the bad habit of taking a 'wrong attitude towards
Marxism and to disseminate and develop true Marxism; furthermore,
it will be impossible to conduct an energetic struggle against the influence of the old stereotyped writing and dogma among the whole
people, and against that of foreign stereotyped writing and dogmamany of the people, and impossible to attain the purpose of
"rnong
demolishing and sweeping away these influences.
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Subjectivism, sectarianism aod stereotyped Party writing
- all
three are anti-Marxist and meet the needs not of the proletariat but

of the exploiting classes. They are a reflection of petty-bourgeois
ideology in our Party. China is a counrry with a very large petty
bourgeoisie and our Party is surrounded by this enormous class; a
great number of our Party members come from this class, and when
they join the Party they inevitably drag in with them a petty-bourgeois
tail, be it long or short. Unless checked and transformed, the tanaticism and one-sidedness of petty-bourgeois revolutionaries can easily
engender subiectivism and sectarianism, of which foreign stereotyped
writing, or stereotyped Party writing, is one form of expression.
It is not easy to clean out these things and sweep them away. It
must be done properly, that is, by taking pains to reason with people.
If we reason earnestly and properly, it will be effective. The first
thing to do in this reasoning process is to give the patient a good
shake-up by shouting at him, "You are illl" so as to administer a
shock and make him break out in a sweat, and then to give him
sincere advice on getting treatment.
Let us now analyse stereotyped Party writing and see where its
evils lie. Using poison as an antidote to poison, wc shall imitate the
form of the stereotyped eight-section essay and set forth the following
"eight legs", which might be called the eight maior indictmeRts.
The first indictment against stereotyped Party writing is that it
fiils endless pages with empty verbiage. Some of our comrades love
to write long articles with no substance, very much like the "footbindings of a slattern, long as well as smelly". Why must they write
such long and empty articles? There can be only one explanation;
they are determined the masses shall not read them. Because the
articles are long and empty, the masses shake their heads at the very
sight of them. How can they be expected to read them? Such writings
are good for nothing except to bluft the naive, among whom they
spread bad influences and foster bad habits. On June zz last year the
Soviet Union began waging a gigantic war against aggression, and
yet Stalin's speech on July I was only the length of an editorial in
out Liberation Daily. Had any of our gentlemen written that speech,

iust imaginel It would have run to tens of thousands of words at
a minimum. lWe are in the midst of a war, and we should learn how
to writc shorter and pithier articles. Although there is as yet oo fightiog here in Yenan, our troops at the front are daily engaged in battle,
and the people in the rear are busy at work. If articles are too long,
who will read them? Some comrades at the front, too, likc to write
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long reports. They take pains over writing them and send them here
for us to read. But who has the hardihood to read them? If long and
empty articles are no good, are short and emPty ones any better?
They are no good either. Ifle should forbid all empty talk. But the
first and foremost task is to throw the long, smelly foot-bindings of
the slattern into the dustbin. Some may ask, "Isn't Capital vety
long? !7hat are we to do about that?" The answer is simple, iust go
on reading it. There is a proverb, "Sing different songs on different
mountains"; another runs, "Fit the appetite to the dishes and the
dress to the figure". lThatever we do must be done according to
actual circumstances, and it is the same with writing articles and
making speeches. What we oppose is long-winded and empty stereotyped writing, but we do not mean that everythirig must necessarily
be short in order to be good. True, we need short articles in war
time, but above all we need articles that have substance. Articles
devoid of substance are the least iustifiable and the most obiectionable. The same applies to speech-making; we must put an end to all
empty, long-winded speeches.
The second indictment against stereotyped Party writing is that
a pose in order to intimidate people' Some stereotyped
strikes
it
Parcy writing is not only long and empty, but also Pretentious with
the deliberate iotention of intimidating people; it carries the worst
kind of poison. Writing long-winded and empty articles may be set
down to immaturity, but striking a pose to overawe- people is not
merely immature but downright knavish. Lu Hsun once said in criticism of such people, "Hurling insutrts and threats is certainly not
fighting.6l !7hat is scientific never fears criticism, for science is truth
and fears no refutation. But those who write subiectivist and sectarian
articles and speeches in the form of Party stereotypes fear refutation,
are very cowardly, and therefore rely on Pretentiousness to ovelawe
others, believing that they can thereby silence people and "win the
day". Such pretentiousness cannot reflect truth but is an obstacle to
truth. Truth does not strike a pose to overawe people but talks and
acts honestly and sincerely. Two terms used to aPPear in the articles
and speeches of many comrades, one being "ruthless struggle" and
the other "merciless blows". Measures of that kind are entirely necessary against the enemy or against enemy ideology, but to use them
against our own comrades is wrong. It often happens that enemies
and enemy ideology infiltrate into the Party, as is discussed in Item
4 of the Conclusion of. the History ol tbe Cornmunist Palty of tbe
Soztiet Union (Bolsbeoilu), Sbort Course. Against these enemies, we

must undoubtedly resort

to
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ruthless struggle and merciless blows,

because the scoundrels use these very measures against

the party; if

we were tolerant of them, we should fall right into their trap. But
the same measures should not be used against comrades who occasionally make mistakes; to them we should apply the method of
criticism and self-criticism, the method indicated in Item ; of the
Conclusion of. the History ol tbe Conmunist Party ol tbe Sooiet Union
(Bolsbeoiks), Sbort Course. The comrades rvho in the past loudly
advocated "ruthless struggle" and "merciless blows" agairist comrades who occasionally made mistakes did so because, for one thing,
they failed to make any analysis of the persons they were dealing
with and, for another, they were striking a pose in an efiort to
intimidate. This method is no good, no matter whom you are dealing with. Against the enemy this tactic of intimidation is utterly useless, and with our own comrades it can only do harm. It is a tactic
which the exploiting classes and the lumpen-proletariat habitually
practise, but for which the proletariat has no use. For the ptoletariat
the sharpest and most effective weapon is a serious and militant
scientific attitude. The Communist Party lives by the truth of MarxismLeninism, by seeking ttuth from facts, by science, and not by intimidating people. Needless to say, the idea of attaining fame and
position for oneself by pretentiousness is even more contemptible.
In short, when organizations make decisions and issue instructions
and when comrades write articles and make speeches, they must
without exception depend on Marxist-Leninist truth and seek to
serve a useful purpose. This is the only basis on which victory in the
revolution can be achieved; all else is of no avail.
The third indictment against stereotyped Party writing is that
it shoots at randorn, without considering the audience. A few years
ago a slogan appeared on the Yenan city wall which read, "Working
men and peasants, unite and strive for victory in the War of Resistance
Against Japanl" The idea of the slogan was not at all bad, but the
character "-a" lfuirg, meaning workingJ in "-a,,\" lfuing jen,
meaning working men], was written as " 5-", with its perpendicular
stroke twisted into a zigzag. How about the character " /-" lien,
meaning men] ? It became " A", with three slanting strokes added
to its right leg. The comrade who wrote this was no doubt a disciple
of the ancient scholars, but it is rather baftling why he should have
written such characters in such a ilace, on the Yenan city wall, at
the time of the War of Resistance. Perhaps he had taken a vow thar
the common people should not read them; it is difficult to explain

?
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otherwise. Communists who really want to do propaganda must
consider thcir audience and bear in mind those who will read their
articles and slogans or listen to their speeches and their talk; otherwise they are in effect resolving not to be read or listened to by
anyone. Many people often take it for granted that what they write
and say can be easily understood by everybody, when it is not so at
all. How can people understand them when they write and speak

in Party stereotypes? The saying "to play the lute to a cow" implies
a gibe at the audience. If we substitute the idea of respect for the
audience, the gibe is turned against the player. !(hy should he strum
away without considering his audience? What is worse, he is producing a Party stereotype as raucous as a crow, and yet he insists
on cawing at the masses, When shooting ao arrow, one must aim
at the target; \i/hen playing the lute, one must consider the listener;
how, then, can one write articles or make speeches without taking
the reader or the audience into account? Suppose we v/ant to make
friends with a person, whoever he may be, can we become bosom
friends if we do not understand each other's hearts, do not know
cach other's thoughts? It simply will not do for our propaganda
workers to rattle on without iovestigating, studying and analysing
their audicnce.
The fourth indictment against stereotyped Party writing is its
drab Ianguage that reminds one of a piebsan Like our stereotyped
Party writing, the creatures known in Shaoghai as "little piebsan"
are wizened and ugly. If an article or a speech merely rings the changes
on a few terms in a classroom tone without a shred of vigour or spirit,
is it not rather like a piebsan, drab of speech and repulsive in appearance? If someone enters primary school at seven' goes to middle
school in his teens, graduates from college in his twenties and never
has contact with the masses of the people, he is noc to blame if his
language is poor and monotonous. But we are revolutionaries working for the masses, and if we do not learn the language of the masses,
we cannot work well. At present many of our comrades doing propaganda work make no study of language. Their propaganda is very
dull, and few people care to read their articles or listeo to their talk.
lfhy do we need to study language and, what is more, spend much
efiort on it? Because the mastery of language is not easy and requires
painstaking efiort. First, let us learn language from the masses. The
people's vocabulary is tich, vigorous, vivid and expressive of real
life. It is because many of us have not mastered language that our
articles and speeches contain few vigorous, vivid and effective expres-
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sions and resemble not a hale and healthy person, but an emaciated
piebsan, a mere bag of. bones. Secondly, let us absorb what we need
from foreign languages. We should not import foreign expressions

mechanically or use them indiscriminately, but should absorb what
is good and suits our needs. Our current vocabulary has already
incorporated many foreign expressions, because the old Chinese
vocabulary was inadcquate. For instance, today we are holdiog a meet-

ing of kanp* [cadres], and the term kanpu is derived from a foreigo
word. We should continue to absorb many fresh things from abroad,
not only progtessive ideas but new expressions as well. Thirdly, let
us also learn whatever is alive in the classical Chinese language.
Since we have not studied classical Chinese hard enough, we have
not made full and proper use of much that is still alive in it. Of course,
we are resolptely opposed to the use of obsolete expressions or
allusions, and that is final; but what is good and still useful should
be taken over. Those who are badly infected by stereotyped Party
writing do not take pains to study what is useful in the language of
the people, in foreign languages, or in classical Chinese, so the masses

do not welcome their dry and dull propaganda, and we too have
no need for such poor and incompetent propagandists. Who are our
propagandists? They include not only teachers, iournalists, writers
and artists, but all our cadres. Take the military commanders, for
instance. Though they make no public statements, they have to talk
to the soldiers and have dealings with the people. lfhat is this if
not propaganda? ri7henever a man speaks to others, he is doing
propaganda work. Unless he is dumb, he always has a few words
to say. It is therefore imperative that our comrades should all study
language.

it

The 6fth indictment against stereotyped' Party writing is that

arranges items under a complicated set of headings, as if starting
a Chinese pharmacy. Go and take a look at any Chinese pharmacy,
and you will see cabinets with numerous drawers, each bearing the
name of a drug
- toncal, foxglove, rhubarb, saltpetre indeed,
everything that should be there. This method has been picked up by
our comrades. In their articles and speeches, their books and reports,
,they use first the big Chinese numerals, second the small Chinese
numerals, third the characters for the ten celestial stems, fourth the
characters for the twelve earthly branches, and then capital A, B, C, D,
then small a, b, c, d, followed by the Arabic numerals, and what not!
How fortunate that the ancients and the foreigners creatd all these
symbols for us so that we can start a Chinese pharmacy without the

*
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slightest effort. For all its verbiage' an article that bristles with

such

symbols, that does not pose, analyse or solve problems and that does
not take a stand for or against anythiog is devoid of real content

and nothing but

a

Chinese pharmacy.

I am not

saying

that

such

symbols as the ten celestial stems, etc.' should not be used' but that

this kind of approach to problems is wrong. The method borrowed
from the Chinese pharmacy, which many of our comrades are very
fond of, is really the most crude, iofantile and philistine of all- It is
a formalist method, classifying things according to their external

features instead of their internal relations. I[ one takes a cooglomeration of concepts that are not internally related and arranges them
into an article, speech or report simply according to the external
features of things, then one is luggling with concepts and may also
lead others to indulge in the same sort of game, with the result that
they do not use their brains to think ovet problems and probe into
the esseoce of things, but are satisfied merely to list phenomena in
ABCD order, What is a problem? A problem is the contradiction in

of the contradiction. This is the process of
discovering the problem. Preliminary investigation and study can
discover the problem, can pose the problem' but cannot as yet solve
it. In order to solve the problem it is necessary to make a systematic
and thorough investigation and study. This is the process of analysis.
In posing the problem too, analysis is needed; otherwise, faced with
a chaotic and bewildering mass of phenomena, you will not be able
to discern where the problem or contradiction lies. But here, by the
understand the nature

of analysis we mean a process of systematic and thorough
analysis. It often happens that although a problem has been posed
it caonot be solved because the internal relations of things have not
yet been revealed, because this process of systematic and thorough
analysis has not yet been carried out; consequently we still cannot
,." ih. contours of the problem clearly, cannot make a synthesis and
so cannot solve the problem well. If an article or speech is important
lem,
and meant to
e of
then analyse it
this,
problem
a
the

process

formalist

meth

and
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lazy-minded formalist methods are prevalent in our Party, we must
expose them; only thus can everybody learn to use the Marxist merhod
to observe, pose, analyse and solve problems; only thus can we do our
work well and only thus can our revolutionary cause triumph.
The sixth indictment against stereotyped Party writing is that
it is irresponsible and harms people wherever it appears. All the
ofiences mentioned above are due partly to immaturity and partly
to an insufiicient sense of responsibility. Let us take washing the face
to illustrate the point. We all wash our faces every day, many of
us more than once, and inspect ourselves in the mirror afterwards
by way of "investigation and strdy" (loud laughter), for fear that
something may not be quite right. What a gteat sense of responsibilityl If we wrote articles and made speeches with the same sense

of

responsibility, we would not be doing badly. Do not present
what is not presentable. Always bear in mind that it may influence
the thoughts and actions of others. If a man happens not to wash
his face fot a day or two, that of course is not good, and if after
washing he leaves a smudge or two, that too is not so pleasing, but
there is no serious danger. It is difierent with writing articles or
making speeches; they are intended solely to influence others. Yet
our comrades go about this task casually; this means putting the
trivial above the important. Many people write articles and make
speeches without prior study or preparation, and after writing an
article, they do not bother to go over it several times in the same
way as they would examine their faces in the mirror after washing,
but instead offhandedly send it to be published. Often the result is
"A thousand words from the pen in a stream, but ten thousand li
away from the theme". Talented though these writers may appeat,
they actually harm people. This bad habit, this weak sense of responsibility, must be corrected.
The seveoth indictment against stereotyped Party writing is that

it

poisons the whole Party and ieopardizes the revolution. The eighth
indictment is that its spread would wreck the country and ruin the
people. These two indictments are self-evident and require no elaboration. In other words, if stereotyped Party writing is not transformed
but is allowed to develop unchecked, the consequences will be very
serious indeed. The poison of subjectivism and sectarianism is hidden
in stereotyped Party writing, and if this poison spreads it will endanger
both the Party and the country.
The aforesaid eight counts are our call to arms against stereotyped
Party writing.
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As a form, the Party stereotype
pressing the revolutionary spirit but

is not only unsuitable for exis apt to stifle it. To develop
the revolutionary spirit it is necessary to discard stereotyped Party
writing and instead to adopt the Marxist-Leninist style of writing,
which is vigorous, lively, fresh and forceful. This style of writing has
existed for a long time, but is yet to be enriched and spread widely
among us. \X/'hen we have destroyed foreign stereotyped writing and
stereotyped Party w(iting, we can enrich our new style of writing and
spread it widely, thereby advancing the Party's revolutionary cause.
The Party stereotype is not only confined to articles and speeches,
but is also found in the conduct of meetings. "r. Opening announcement; 2. report;1. discussion; 4. conclusions; and 5- adjournment." If
this rigid procedure is followed at every meeting, large or small,
everywhere and every time, is not that another Party stereotype?
'Vfhcn "reports" are rnade at meetings they often go as follows:
"r. the international situation; z. the domestic situation;3. the Border
Region; and 4. our own department"; and the meetings often last

At this meering copies of A Guide to propagand.a, a pamphlet
containing four articles, have been distributed, and I advise orr ior.rrades to read and re-read it.
of excerpts from the History ol tbe
et Union (Bolsbeoiks), Sbort Course,

propaganda work.

will remain up in the air. There are some who keep
clamouring for transformation to a mass style but cannot speak three
sentences in the language of the common people. It shows they are
formation"

It

describes, among

leaflets:

Under Lenin's

guidan

uggle
body

for the Emancipation of
in Russia that began to

from morning till night, with even those having nothing to say taking
the floor, as though they would let the others down unless they spoke.
In short, there is a disregard for actual conditions and deadly adherence to rigid old forms and habits. Should til/e not correct all these

things too?
Nowadays many people are calling for a transfolmation to a
national, scientific and mass style. That is very good. But "transformation" means thorough change, from top to bottom and inside out.
Yet some people who have not made even a slight change are calling
for a transformation. I would therefore advise these comrades to
begin by making iust a little change before they go on to "transform",
or else they will remain entangled in dogmatism and stereotyPed
Party writing. This can be described as having grandiose aims but
puny abilities, gteat ambition but little talent, and it will accomplish
nothing. So whoever talks glibly about "transformation to a mass
style" while in fact he is stuck fast in his own small circle had better
watch out, or some day one of the masses may bump into him along
the road and say, "IJThat about all this 'transformation', sir? Can I
see a bit of it, please?" and he will be in a fix. If he is not iust prating
but sincerely wants to transform to a mass style, he must really go
among the common people and learn from them, otherwise his "trans-
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not really determined to learn from the masses. Their minds are still
confined to their own small circles.

s
demand
truth about the ulcers of capitalism
their intolerably hard working day
turers, explained how the workers

and set forth the workers'

-class

interests,

the plain
workers,

and their

utter Iack of rights. They also put forward appropriate political

demands.

Take note, "well posted" and "told the plain truth,'l Again:
t$7ith the
collaboration of the worker Babushkin, Lenin at the

end of 1894 wrote the first agitational leaflet of this kind and an

appeal to the workers of the Semyannikov
who were on strike.

lforks in St. petersburg

To write a leaflet, you must consult with comrades who are well
k was on the basis of such investigation
and study that Lenin wrote and worked.

posted on the state of affairs.

Every leaflet greatly helped to stifien the spirit of the workers.
the Socialists were helping anj defending them.62

-_
They saw that

Do we agree with Lenin? If we do, we must work in the spirit
of Lenin. That is, we must do as Lenin did aod not fill endless pages
with verbiage, or shoot at random without considering the audierice,

or

become self-opinionated and bombastic.

The second piece is composed of excerpts from Dimitrov,s state-
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ments at the Seventh u7orld Congress o[ the Communist International.
What did Dirnitrov say? He said:

not iust to one thing or half a thing. He says "observe more", not
just take a look or half a look. How about us? Don't we often do
exactly the opposite and write after havihg observed only a little?
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We must learn to talk to the masses, not in the language of
of the
book formulas, but in the language of fighters for the cause
'the
inneridea
reflects
every
whose
word,
masses, whose every
most thoughts and sentiments of millions.63

And again:
. . . tbe tnasses cannot assimilate our decisions unless use leatn
to speak tbe language obicb tbe Tnasses understand'
We do not always know how to speak simply, concretely, in
images which are famtliar and intelligible to the masses. W'e are
still unable to refrain frorn abstract formulas which we have
learned by rote. As a matter of. fact, if you look through our
leaflets, nev/spapers, resolutions and theses, you will find that they
are often written in a language and style so healry that they are
difficult for even our Party functionaties to understand, Iet alone
the rank-and-file workers.ff

ITell? Does not Dimitrov put his finger on our weak spot? APparently, stereotyped Party writing exists in foreign countries as well
so you can see it is a common disease. (Laugbter.) In any
we should cure our own disease quickly in accordance with
Comrade Dimitrov's iniunction.
Every one of us must make this a iaw, a Bolshevik law, an

as

in China,

case,

elementary rule:
W'ben toriting or speaking ahoays bave in mind tbe rank'
and,-fle u)olkpr utbo must undersland, you' t ast belietse in your
appeal and be rcady to lollout yoil You must batse in mind thosc
lor afiom you totite, to obom you speak.6s
This is the presciption made out for us by the Communist International, a prescription that must be followed. Let it be a lazo for ttsl
The third article, selected from the CompleteVorks ol Lu Hsun,
is the author's teply to tlie magazine Tbe Dippetf discussing how to
write. !7hat did Lu Hsun say? Altogether he set forth eight rules of
writing, some of which I shall pick out for comment here.

r: "Pay close attention to all manner of things; observe
if you have observed only a little, then do not write."
I7hat he says is, "pay close attention to all manner of things",
Rule

more, and

to
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Rule z: "Do not force yourself to write when you have nothing
say."

lVhat about us? Don't we often force ourselves to write a great
deal when it is all too clear that there is nothing in our heads? It is
sheer irresponsibility to pick up the pen and "force ourselves to write"
without investigation or study.
Rule 4: "After writing something, read it over twice at least,
and do your utmost to strike out non-essential words, sentences
and paragraphs, without the slightest compunction. Rather condense the material for a novel into a sketch, never spin out the
material for a sketch into a novel."
Confucius advised, "Think twice",67and Han yu said, "A deed
is accomplished through taking thought." 68 That was in ancient times.
Today matters have become very complicated, and sometimes it is
not even enough to think them over three or four times. Lu Hsun
said, "Read it over twice at least." Aod at most? He did not say,
but in my opinion it does no harm to go over an important article
more than ten times and to revise it conscientiously before it is
published. Articles are the reflection of obiective rcality, which is
intricate and complex and must be studied over and over again before
it can be properly reflected; to be slipshod in this respect is to be

ignorant of the rudiments of writing.

Rule 6: "Do not coin adiectives
intelligible to nobody but yourself."

or other terms that

are

!7e have "coined" too many expressions that arc .,intelligible
to nobody". Sometimes a single clause runs to forty or fifty words
and is packed with "adjectives or other terms that are intelligible
to nobody". Many who never tire of professing to follow Lu Hsun

are the very ones who turn their backs oo himl
The last piece is taken from the report on how to develop a national style of propaganda, which was adopted at the Sixth plenary
Session of the Sixth Central Committee of the Communist party of

At that session held in 1938, we said that "any talk about
IVlarxism apart from China's specific characteristics is only Marxism

China.
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in the abstract, Marxism in a vacuum". That is to say, we must
all empty talk about Marxism, and Communists living in
China must study Marxism by linking it with the realities of the

oppose

HISI1ORY OF TIIE COMMIJI\IIST
PARTY (BOLSImVm) OF
TIIE USSR

Chinese revolution.

The report said:
Foreign stereotypes must be abolished, there must be

less

singing of empty, abstract tunes, and dogmatism must be laid
to rest; they must be replaced by the fresh, lively Chinese style
and spirit which the common people of China love. To separate
internationalist content from national form is the practice of those

This volume was edited under Stalin's leaderin 1938 by a commission of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet

ship

who do not understand the first thing about internationalism.
We, on the contrary, must link the two closely. In this matter
there are serious errors in our ranks which should be conscien-

It retraces the shining road
followed by the Party that led the very first socialist
revolution in 1917.
One section of the book draws the lessons of the
role played by Pravda, the Bolshevik daily founded
in l9l2 in the heat of revolutionary struggle.
Union (Bolsheviks).

tiously overcome.
The abolition of foreign stereotypes was demanded in that report,
yet some comrades are still promoting them. Less singing of empty,
abstract tunes was demanded, yet sorne comrades are obstinately
singing more. The demand was made that dogmatism be laid to
rcst, yet some comrades are telling it to get out o[ bed. In short,
many people have let this report which was adopted at the Sixth
Pleoary Session go in one ear and out of the other, as if wilfully

to it.
The Central Committee has now made the dccision that we must
discard stereotyped Party writing, dogmatism and the like once and
for all, and that is why I have come and talked at some length. I
hope that comrades will think over and analyse what I have said
and that each comrade will also analyse his own particular case.
Everyone should carefully examine himself, talk over with his close
friends and the comrades around him whatever he has clarified and
really get rid of his own defects.

opposed

(...)

THE BoLsHEyIK NEwspApER ((pRAvDA." THE
GROUP

BoLSHEVIK

IN THE FOURTH STATE DUMA

A powerful instrument used by the Bolshevik Party to strengthen
its organizations and to spezd its influence among the masses was the
(Truth), published in St. Petersburg.
was founded, according to Lenin's instructions, on the initiative of
Stalin, Olminsky and Poletayev. Pravda was a mass working-class paper
founded simultaneously with the new rise of the revolutionary movement. Its 6rst issue appeared on April zz (May 5, New Style), r9rz.
This was a day of real celebration for the workers. fn honour of
Pravdats appearance it was decided henceforward to celebrate May 5 as
workers' press day,
Previous to the appearance of Praada, the Bolsheviks already had a
weekiy newspaper called Ztezda, intended for advanced workers. Zuezda
played an important part at the time of the Lena events. It printed a
number of trenchant political articles by Lenin and Stalin which mobilized the working clas for the struggle. But in view of the rising revoBolshevik daily newspaper Prauda

ft

lutionary tide, a weekly newspaper no longer met the requirements of the
Bolshevik Party. A daily mas political newspaper designed for the
broedest sections of the workers was needed. Pravda was such a newsPaPer.
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Prauda played an exceptionally important part at this period.

It

gained support for Bolshevism among broad masses of the working class.
Because of incessant police persecution, fines, and confiscations of issues
due to the publication of articles and letters not to the liking of the
censor, Prauda could exist only with the active support of tens_ of thousrnds of advanced workers. Pravda was able to pay the huge fines only
thanks to large collections made among the workers. Not infrequently,
considerable portions of confiscated issues of Prand.a nevertheless found

their way into the hands of readers, because the more active workers
would come to the printing shop at night and catty away bundles of the
newsPaPer.

The tsarist government suppresed Provda eight times in the space
of two and a half years; but each time, with the suppott of the workers,
it reappeared under a new but similar name, c.g., Za Pravdu (For
Truth), Put Pravdy (Path ol Truth), Trudoaayo Pratda (Lcbour
Truth).
While the
circulation of Pravda wirt 4orooo copies per day,
of Luch (Roy), the Menshevik daily, did not ctceed
the circulation ^vet^ge
r5,ooo or r61000.
The workcn regarded Prorilo as their own newspaper; they had
great confidence in it and wcrc very rcsponsive to its calls. Every copy
was read by rores of readers, passing from hand to hand; it moulded
their dess.consciousnesg educatcd thcm, organizcd them, and summoned
them to the struggle.
What did Pravda write aboutl
Every isue contained dozens of letters from workers describing their
life, thc savage exploitation and the various forms of oppresion and
humiliation ttrey zuffcred at the hands of the capitalists, their managers
and foremen. These were trenchant and telling indictments of capitalist conditions. Pravda often reported cases of suicide of unemployed
and starving workers who had lost hope of ever finding jobs again.
Prwda wrote of the needs and demands of the workers of various
factories and branches of industry, and told how the workers were fighting for their demands. Almost every issue contained reports of strikes
at various factories. In big and protracted strikes, the newspaper helped
to organize collections among the workers of other factories and branches

of industry for the support of the strikers.

of thousands
for those days
han 70 or 80

Sometimcs tens

rity among the

ll

workers.

The workers reacted to every political evenr, to every victory or

sending to Prmtda letters, greetings, protests, etc. fn its
_by
articles Pravd.a dealt with the tasks of the workihg-.1"r, .nor..-ent from

dcf"at,
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It taught the proletariat that t-he objectives
of the Revolution of I9o5 had not been atfained, and that a new revolution was impending. It taught that in this second revolution the proletariat must act as the real leader and guide of the people, and that in
this revolution it would have so powerful an aLly as the revolutionary
discontent in thc countryside.

peasantry.

The Mensheviks worked to get the proletariat to drop the idea of
revolution, to stop thinking of the people, of the starvation of the peasants, of the domination of the Black-Hundred feudal landlords, and to
fight only for "freedom of associationr" to present "petitions" to this effect to the tsarr'st governnrent. The Bolsherriks explained to the workers
that this Menshevik gospel of renunciation of revolution, renunciation
of an alliance with the peasant!-y, was being preached in the interests of
the bourgeoisie, that the workers would most certainly defeat tsardom if
they won over the peasantry as their ally, and that bad shepherds like
tlre Mensheviks should be driven out as encmies of the revolution,
What did Pravda write about in its "Peasant Life" sectionl
Let us take, as an cxample, several letters relating to the year r9r3.
One letter from Samara, headed "An Agrarian Case," reports that
of, 45 peasants of tlre village of Novokhasbulat, Bugulma uyezd, accused
of interfering with a surveyor who was marking out cornmunal land
to be allotted to peasants withdrawing from the commune, the major;ty
were condemned to long terms of imprisonment.
A brief letter from the Pskov Province states that the "peasants of
the village of Psitsa (near Zavalye Station) offered armed resistance to
the rural police. Several persons were wounded. f-he clash was due to
an agrarian dispute. Rural police have been dispatched to Psitsa, and the
vice-governor and the procurator are on their way to the villagc."
A letter from the Ufa Province reported that peasant's allotments
were being sold off in great numbers, and that famine and the law per-

mitring withdrawal from the village communes were causing increasing
numbers of peasants to losc their land. Take the hamlet of Borisovka.
Here there arc 27 peasant households owning 543 dessiatins of arable
land between thern. During the famine five peasants sold jr dessiatins
outright at prices varying from z5 to 3j rubles per rlessiatin, though lend
is worth three or four times as much. In this village, too, seven peas:rnts
have mortgaged between them r77 dcssiatins of arable land, recciving
18 to zo rubles per dessiatin for a term of six years at a rate of rz per
cent per annum. When the poverty of the population and the usurious

rate of interest are borne in mind, it may be safely said that half of the
r 77 dessiatins is bound to pass into the posscssion of the usurer, for it is not
likely that even half the debtors can repay so large a sum in six years.

fn an article printcd in Prouda and entitled ,,Big Landlord

and
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Small Peas.rnt Land Ownership in Russia,,, Lcnin strikingly
demon_
strated to the workers and peaiants what tremendor.
lundij p;;;;,;

was in the hands of the parasire landlords. Thirty
thousara U',g ilJ,_
]ords alone owned about To,ooo,ooo tlessiatins of land
between' thcm.
An equal area fell to the share of ro,ooo,ooo peasant households.
On an
average, the big iandlords owned

showed that the root of the poverty ol
rn the Iarge lrnd.d estrtes, in the survivals
.1r.fl1r.:r,-r,

of serfdom, of
wntcn the peasants could rid themselves only by a
revolution led by
the
working

class.
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for instance, by the fact that out of a total number of 7,ooo workers'
groups which collected money for the labour pres in t9r+, 5,600
groups collected for the Bolshevik press, and only r,4oo groups for the
Menshevik press. But, on the other hand, the Mensheviks had a large
number of "rich friends" among the liberal bourgeoisie and the bourgeois intelligentsia who advanced over half the funds reguired for the
maintenance of the Menshevik newspaper.
The Bolsheviks at that time were called "Pravdists." A whole generation of the revolutionary proletariat was reared by Provda, the
generation which subsequently made the October Socialist Revolution.
Prattd.a was backed by tens and hundreds

of

thousands

of

Bolshevism

in rgt7," (9talin.)

I\Iarx and Engels, ?hc Manilesto

ol

the Communist PartyP.6

2

of workers. Dur-

ing the rise of the revolutionary movement (rgtz-t4) thc solid foundation wes laid of a mass Bolshevik Party, a foundation which no P€rsecution by tsardom could destroy during the imperialist war.
aThe Pravda of tgtz was the laying of tlte corner-stone of the
victory

1

I skra (The S park) rvas

the first all-Russian lllegal I\Iarxist newspa-

it was foundcd by Lenin in tg00 and it played an important
role in building the Marxist revolutionary party of the working
class in Russia.
per;

l'erencc-u'itlr \/. I. Lcnin, L. I\tartov (
tresov, S. I. llarlclrerrko, anrl [lre ''lc

um), A. N. Po-

P. B,

St,ruve

arrd I\{. I. Tugan-Fararrovsky partici
discussed tho
draft declaration, drawn up by' Lenin,
a[ Board of t.he
all-Russian newspuper (/sAla) and
and political
magazine (Zarya) oo tho programme and the aims o[ these publica-

tions. During the flrst half of 1900 Lenin travelled in a number

of Russian cities (Moscow, St. Petersburg, Riga, Smolensk, NizhniNovgorod, Ufa, Samara, Syzran) and established contact with So-
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going (the organisation ol secret printing-presses, thc acquisition
o[ Russian type, etc.) was afforded by the German Social-Democrats
Clara Zetkin, Adoll Braun, and others; by Julian Illarchlervski,
a Polish revolutionary re.sirling in Munich at that time; and by
Harry Quelch, one of the leaders of the Dnglish Social-Democratic

No.52, the Mensheviks turned lskra into their own organ. P.17
Zarya_

Federation.

The Fditorial Board ol Iskra consisted of: V. I. Lenin, G. V.
Plekhanov, L. Martov, P. B. Axelrod, A. N. Potresov, and \.l.Zadovich-Leman;
sulich. The first secretary of the bo
by N.K. Krulthe post was then taken over,from t
betrvecn lskla
skava. who also conducted the
Lenin was in
,rrd the Russian Social-Democrat

a

December 1901; and No.4-August

Lenin refers to the "Announcement

of

on

the.Em- a-ncipation of Labour Grou
ning o[ 1900 in Geneva, after the app

pub-

oard.

April

2-3cations
beginA Froement"

test by Russian Social-Democlats."tire Emancipation of Labour group supported Lenin's appeal in
the "Protest" for decisilc struggle aiainst-opportunism in th'e ranks
of Bussian and interna[iona] Social-Dembcracy. P.19

.0guro in fs&ra, in
sic questions of Party
Russia'

the garhering

-(Dau'n)-a I\Iarxist scientific

lished legally in Stuttgart in 1901-02 b
l-llogether four. numbers (in three issu
1901 (it actually appeared on l\larch

*:""T:t:1.11
and training of party *o.t.*.oLoiLHtt i"t"Ttll".:

By groups ard organisaldonr Lenin means the Social-Dcmocrats

sian cities (St. Petersburg, Itloscow, Samara, and others) groups

and committees of tho B.S.D.L.P. were organised on Leninist
.Islra Iines and a conference of .Iskra supporters held in Samara in

on.

lsAra

dership oI

I. V. Ba-

lvl. Krzhiadchenko,

Lenin quotes the basic postulate of the "Gensral Rules of the ln-

ternational WorkingMen's Association" (First International)

drawn up

by Karl Marx (Marx and

Engels, Sehcted Works,

P.24
10

althouch they had been rejected by the Congross. Lenin could not
agree fo this-and on October 19 (November t), t903, hc resigned
lrom the Is,tra Editorial Board. He was co-opted to the Central
ed a struggle
Committee,

oppo
Oir-N
tive and in

shevik
alone.

lskra was edi

Plekhanov, o
the Congress
old Nlenshevik editors to the Editorial Board. Beginning with issue

Unlike the first draft declaration which
presented the programme of both organs, the newspaper and the
magazine, the declaration published by the editorial board of Iskra
related only to Iskra. lt had been decided to present the objectives of
the magazine Zaria separately in its first issue. P. 28
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11
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The Sell-Emdnclpation ol lhc Worklng-Clan.grcup

a small

-was
in
oi "econohists" that came into being in St. Petersburg
tho eutu.mn of 1898 and existed for a few months only' The group
nted in the magazine
issued a manilesto
n), its rules, and sevNakatune lon the
eral proclamations
in Chapter 2 of his
ieriin criticised

circle

book,What Io to Bc Done?P.30

t2

iu nine issues.
"Lenin criticised
the views of ibe
bis What Is To Be Done? P. 30

aooeared

13

t4

RaDocheyc

Dyelo group in

"Where To Begin" was published in fs,tra and reissued by local
Social-Democratic organisations as
t. The
Siberian Social-Democratic League
of the
pamphle0 and distributed it throug
mphlet
was also distributed in _Samara, Tambov, Nizhni-Novgorod, and
other Russian cities. P. 34

_ TIre first issue of Lenin's .Is,tra was published in Leipzis in
December Ig00; ttre ensuing issues wer6 pulri.n.a in" ri'i.i.;'i
from Julv 1s02 it was publiiheal" r-ona1d;-;"J1i.-'ini'ri,iild
oI 1903 in Geneva.

"Llctok" Rabocheuo Dyctd (R"bochcye Dgelo Sup-plemcn,)-.of
wbich eichl numbers were tssu-ed ln Geheva, at iregular intervals'
between-June 1900 and luly 1901. p. 3+

t5

Lenin characterised the paper's views as a Rurslan variety of

international opportunism and criticised them in a number of
his articles published in fs/rra and in other works including
What Is ?o Be Done? P. 34
16

The reference is to the arLicle "The Urgent Tasks of Our Movemeni-,
wbich was published as the leading aiticle in f.ilrra, No. l, Decem-

ber 1900 Vol. 4, pp. 366-71),

Ickra

paper, fo
organ of

ian illegal Marxist nevsfoundat-ion of a militan0

e main task confronting

Russian
Since the publication of a revoluiionary newspaper in Russia
was impossible, owing Co police persecution, Lenin, while still
in exlle in Siberia, worlred out all the details of a plan to publish

On the initiative and with the direct participation of Lenin,
the Editorial Board drerv up a arafi-pr"grd-ri. -ii"fi;"ffiJ
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nouncement

ro,

of its

publication vas printed

rgo2.

in

the

Isba, No, rg,

March

I'hc ideas Lenin

advanced and expounded in Wbar Is To Bc Done?
were upheld and developed by Comrade Stalin. His pamphlet Briefly
About tbe Disagreements in tbe partlt, written in the spring of rgoy, is
intimately connected vtith tx/bat Is To Be Done? (J. v. starin, coiricted.

their own, opportunist, organ.P. 35

t7

In republishing Wbat Is To Be Done? in r9o7 in thc collection Tu:cloc
Yearc, Lenir omitted section A of Chaptcr V "Who Was OEcnded by
the Article'Where To Begin?"'and announced in the prcface that the
book was being publishcd "with very clight abridgemcotr, omittiog only
details conccrning organizational rclationsbips and minor polcmical rcmarks." Lenin added 6ve footnotes t9 the new cdition.
The text ol Wbat It To Bc Donc? givcn in Vol. I of V.I. Lenin'r
Collected Vorls (from which thir trensletion her becn made) followr
the r9o2 edition, chcckcd with the tcrt of thc r9o7 cditioo.P.42

20
wibh particular brutality. The February-March events

wero

evidente of tbe revolutionary upsurge in Russia; the particip^aCiorr
of workers in tbe movemenb under poliLical slogano was ot tre-

mendous importance- p" 37

18

TIre reference is to Lenin's work What

Questions ol Our Mouemenl P. 37

Is To

Be Done? Burning

.Zeyskl

Nacl:alnihs

rural ofiicials in tsarist Russia appointed from

thc landcd oobility and -excrcising administrativc and maglitcrial rights.

P.42

r93

192

this organizational nationalism, whereupon the Bund withdrew from the

'Where To Begin?', and we discussed it till late in the evening. How
t(ue it expresses everythiog, how it gets to the very heart of things
And we would like to write a letter to yo:ut lshta, to ask you to teach us
not only how to begin, but how to live and how to die." P. 79
28

During the civil war prominent Bundists ioined forces with the counter-

29 V.

ment.oolywhenthevictoryoftheproletariandictatorshipovetthe

30

Ibid., pp. lqt-tor.P. 86

31

Ibid., Yol. 1, pp. 78-83. P. 87
Ibid., pp. 8l-81. P. 87

system. In March I92I, the Bund went into voluntary liquidation and
part of its membership ioined the R.C.P.(B.) in the ordinary way' P.48

22 all such. P. 49
23 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, 4th Russ. ed', Vol'
The re{etence is to student unrest and

meetings, demonstrations and

25

I.

revoluiion. At the same time a turn began among the rank-and-6le
governmembers of the Bund in favour o{ collaboration with the soviet

internal counter-rcvolution and foreign interventionists became evident did
the Bund declare its abandonment of the struggle against the Soviet

24

And in the interval betonen these articles the Ishra (No. 3) printed
one specially dealing with class antagonisms in the counityside.
(V. L Lenin, CollectedWorlu,4th Russ. ed., Vol.4, pp. 1g4-4oL) p. g1

32
33

2ll-rr' P' 53

working-class action

strikes-that took place in

Rossiya

(Rrssia)-a moderate liberal nevspaper published

in

St. Petersburg from 1899 through rgoz.P. 87

34
1, pp'

Leoin, Collected Worhs, 4th Russ. ed., Vol. 4, pp. 1tt-g1.P. 82

V. I. Lenin, Collected V'o*s,

4th Russ. ed.,

Vol. y, pp. lr-72. p. gl

35

-

February--and

March tgor in many cities of Russia: St' Petersburg' Moscow' Kiev'
Kharkov, Yaroslavl, Tomsk, Warsaw, Belostok' etc' P' 54
V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, 4th Russ. ed., Vol' 4, pp' 188-9r'P. 63

26 V. I. Lenin, CollecredVorks,4th Russ. ed', Vol' I' pp' 9-Io'P' 63
Isba, No. 7 (August rgor), carried in its section "The Workers'a
27.
from
Movement and Letters from the Mills and Factories,,, a letter
weaverwhichtestifiedtothevastinfluenceLenin'sls,traexercisedon
the advanccd workcrs. fie letter reads in part:
". . .I showed the Ishtd to many fellow workers and the copy has been
T\e Isk'ra writes about
read to tatters; but we treasure it greatly' ' "

36

Lenin is quoting from D. L pisarev's article ,,Errors of Immature
T'lrought." (Pisarev, Selected Worlzs in Tuo Volumes, p. $$

37

Lenin refers herc to the following passage in Marx,s Tbe Eigbteentb
Brumabe of Louis Poryapq1ql
"Hegel remarks somewhere that all facts and personages of great importance in wodd history occur, as it were, twice. He forgot to add: the
6rst time as tragedy, the second as farce.,, (Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels, Selected Worhr, Eng. ed., FLpH, Moscow, r9ir, Vol. I, p. zz,l.)

38

Jatti2ariet- elite rifle troops of the Ottoman Empire, abolished in
1826. The Janizaries were known for their plunder of thc population and
wanton brutality. Lenin uses the rerm to describc the tsarist police.

our ou/n cause, about the cause of all Russia which cannot be evaluated

P.114

P.115

t

195

194

great majoriry of them had broken off all relations with the Menshevik lskra.P. 130

39 7 Ts.6 F.-pseudonym of the Bolshevik F. V. Lengnik.P. 119

40 fn" Nizhni-Novgoroil

speeches-the reference is to the speeches
by Nizhni-Novgorod revolutionary workers during their
trial for participation in demonstrations. These speeches were
published it Iskra antl then as a pamphlet.
The Rostou struggle-lhe reference is to the pamphlet, Iha

made

Struggle ol the Rostov Worhers, published by ,Iskra,
The panrphlet on strikes refers to the pamphlet, The Autocrocy
and Strikes, published in Geneva by the League of Russian Revoluti onary Social-Democracy.
The Dikstein pamphlet-lhis refers to a popular Marxist pamphlet, The Ways People Liue, by Dikstein. p. 122

(Forward)-a ne\f,spaper of the "economist" trend, pubIished in Kiev between 1896 and 1900.p. 123

41 Vperyod

42 Krasnoye Znamya (Red Banner)-organ.of the "economists", was
published by the Union of Russian Social-Democrats Abroad from
November 1902 to January 1903 to take the place oI Rabocheye
Dyelo. Three numbers were issued. P.126
43 Lenin
44

is referring to the pamphlet, The Autotacy and

Strikes.
P. 126

by Orlovsky (V. V. Vorovsky),
in Glneva in November 1904 by the Bolshevik BonchBruyevich and Lenin Publishing House of Social-Democratic
Party Literatve'P. 127
Three conferences of Bolshevik local committees rtrere held in
The Council Against the Party,

was issued

45

L6

i
tf,e
-JUIV Declarat
UeClUrU[
"Irrlv Deilarat
"Iulv
The meetinc

calleil by

(September z)'
2;, 19u4'
1904, was
20 (Septembet
2U
the
of providing- suppo-rt
!!ppo-rt for quu
and

Mcnsheviks
Dulll ]YlulrsrluYr^J
mmittee.
lllllltuuEv. Both
Bolsheviks were invited. The Bolsheviks refused, however, to

47
48
49
50
51
52
JJ

Lenin is referring to the letter to the Party organisations

issued

by the Menshevik Is/rra in November 1904, a critiiism of which will
be found iit The Zemstuo Campaign and"Iskra's', Plan p. jle

Lenin is referring to the Bureau of Majority Committecs.P"

131

Vasily Vasilyeuich-the Bolshevik trI. S. Olminsky (Alerandrov).
Rakhmetou-A. A,. Malinovsky, better known

by ,1" J;1.31"f

Bogdanov; joined the Bolsheviks in 1g03, but deseited Bolshevism
after the Fifth, London, Congress.P. 135
Meaning the Bureau of Committees of the Majority.P.135

Papasha-tho Boishevik M. M, Litvinov. P. 138

Workerl-an illegal and popular Social-Democratic
rewspaper, which was publis[ed in Ntbsiorv by the R.S.D.L.P.'a
Central Committee in 1906 by decision of the Party's Third Con
gress. Four issues came out between August and October.p. 138
Rabochy (The

54 Brdrcla (The Struggle)-the first illegal Georgian newspaper
issued by the Leninist,-.Isftro group ol the Tiflis SocialDemocralic organization. I! was founded on the iniLia[ive ol
J. V. Stalin. The newspaper was launched as a resul0 o[ the
struggle that had beeo waged since 1898 by tbe revolutionqny
minoriLy in Lhe first Georgian Social-Democratic orgaDizaLioD
known as l,he ll{essameh Dassy (J. V. SLalin, V. Z. Ketskhoveli
and A. C. Tsulukidze) agains! the opporiunist majoriLy (Jordania and oLhcrs) on the quesLion of instituting an underground
revoluLionary Mauist press. Brd.rola was printed in Baku aU an
undergrouDd printing plant, tha! had been organized by y. Z.
Ketskhovcli, J. V. Stalin's closcs[ colleague, on t,he instructions
of lhe revolutionary wing of the Tiflis Social-DemocraLic organizaLion. He was also responsible for the practical work o( issuing the newspaper. The leading articles ln Brdzola on questions
concerning [hc program and tactics of the revoluLionary Marris!
par[y were wriLten by J. V. SLaIin. Four numbers ol Brdnla
were issued: No. l, in SepLember 1901; No.2-3, in NovemberDecember 1901; and No. 4, in December 1g02. The best Marris[

r96

t97

in Russia Dext lo Iskra, Brdmlc urged that there
was an inseverable connection betweeu the revolutionary
struggle that was being waged by the TranscaucasiaD prole.
iaria! and Lhe revolutionary struggle waged by the working
class aIl over Russia. Propagating the theoretical principles
of revoluLionary Marism, Brd.zolo, like Lenin's .Islro, urged
thal [he Social-DemocraUic organizaLions must proceed Lo
take up mass poliLical agi[ation and the political struggle
againsL the autocracy, and advoca[ed the LeuinisL idea of Lhe
hegemony o[ Lhe proletariat in Lhe bourgeois-democraLic reroluLion. In iLs fight againsi the "EconomisLs," Brdz,ola urged
the necessiLy of creating a unitcd revolutionary party of the
working class and exposed lhe liberal bourgeoisie, nationalisLs
and opporbunists of all shades. Commcnting on the appearance
o[ No. I oI Brd.zola, Lenin's /s,tra staled that it was an event
of exLreme importance.P. 140
newspaper

55 Rabochy Itorrespondent

(Worker Corresponden!)-a monthlJ
magazine, published from January L924 Lo June 1941. In Janu
ary 1925 its title n'as changed Lo Raboche-Krestyansky ltorre
spondent (Worker anrl Peasant Conespondent).P. 147

56

57

58
59

- See "How to Anaiyse the Classes io the Rural Arets", Selected, WorLt ol Mao
Tsc-tung, Vol. I. P. 154
,From thc BooL ol Ntcs, "Miscellaoeous Rccords", Put II. "Kings Wen eod
Wu could not kecp a bow in permaoent tension without relaxation. Nor would they
lcave it in a pcrmaocnt statc of relaxation without tension. The principlc of Kings
Wcn aod Wu was to alternate tension with relaxation." Weo and Wu wcrc the
fir6t two ldogs of thc Chou Dynasty (rzth-1rd century B.C.).P, 161
For stereotyped Party writing, see "Rcctify the Party's Stylq of Work", Note l,

p.5o of this votume.P. 162
Opposition to stereotyped writing, whcther old or new, runs alI through Lu

Hsun's works. TlIc foreign stercotype was developed after thc May 4th Movement
by somc rhallow bourgeois and petty-bourgeois intellectuals and, disseminated by
them, cxisted for a long timc among revolutionary cultural workers. In a number of
essays, Lu Hsun fought agaiost th€ foreiSn rtereotype as fouod io their ranks and

it in these terms:
A clcan swecp should bc ma{e of all stereotyPed writings, whether old
o[ ncw. . For insunce, it is also a kind of ttereotyPc if all one qn do is
to "hurl ineults", "threaten" ot even "pess sentencc" and merely copy old

condcmned

formulas and apply thcse indiscrimioately to every fact, instead of speci6cally
and concrctcly using formulas dcrived from science to intcrpret the new facts
and phcnomcna which emtrge every day. ("A Reply to Chu Hsiu-hsia's Letter",
appended to "Giving the Show Away") P. 164

60

"Hurliog Insultr and Thrcatr L Cenainly Not Fighting,, ver thc titlc of ra
io ry12 tnd included in thc collcction llir"d Diol"rt, pu Hrrn,

erray written

Vo*s, Chin. cd., t9y7, Vol. V), p. 1 64
Sce History ol tbc Coamunist poty ol rbc Sooict Union (Bokbatihs), Sbgn
-.
Comsc, Eng. cd., FLPH, Moscow, tgtt, pi. ,6-rj. p.
l6g
Gcorgi Dimitrov, ,'Unity of thc Worhing Clacr Ageinrt Fuc]ra,,, Solcael
Articlcs azd. Spcccbes, Eng. cd.p. .l/$
Complete

61

62

lbid., pp. tr2-rr.P, 176
Ibid., p. t11. p. 176

63

64
65

\.t
thc
66

67

a monthly published in r9;r and r91z by thc Lcaguc of Chirrc
n Reply to thc eucstion-pot by ibe'Dippcr,, ir includcd io
artr (Lu Hsun, Comglctc Voilu, Chh..j. Vot. IV).p. i 7t

Anqlccts, Book V, ,,Kungych Chang,,. p. 176
Han Yu (76t-8r,1) was a famous Chinese vriter o[ thc Teng Dynuty. Io bb
essay_"fic Sgholar's Apologia" hc wrote,,.A dccd ir accomplirhe-d ttrougi trtinS
thought and fails through lack of thought.', P. 1 76
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